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This document describes a new CCD camera controller adapted to Schmidt telescopes, ...

It is the final-report for EOARD cbntract ##SPC-93-4007. R?3 %o-/ Ob. 7(,

It contains the following sections:

- Requirements analysis

- Description of the [oral CCD442A CCD

- Description of the camera controller

- Physical implementation- of a mono CCD camera

- Physical implementation of a multi CCI) camera

The schematics of the controller can be found in Appendix 1, and the data sheets of all the

major components in Appendix 2. Information related to the microcontroller and its software
can be found in Appendix 3.-- . .
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The main reason leading to the replacement of photographic plates by CCD detectors in -wide

field telescopes is the progressive discontinuation of photographic plates by Eastman Kodak.

The second factor is that the larger and larger CCDs are manufactured, and the price of large

CCDs is decreasing. It becomes possible to build a large multi CCD camera for a relatively low

price. If several large CCD detectors can be adapted in the focal ,plane.of a large Schmidt

telescope, deeper digital images can be obtained. the operating cost of a CCD camera is also

several orders of magnitudes smaller than that of glass photographic plates.

This can also open new ways of using Schmridt -telescopes, ie. real time detection of celestial

sources. This project has been mainly oriented toward the real time detection of Earth Grazing

Asteroids ( EGA).

Requirements analysis
The first step is to determine the different properties of the electronic system ( the "controller"

) required to drive several CCDs at the focal plane of a Schmidt telescope. These are examined
in detail in the following paragraphs.

Schmidt focal sphere:

A typical "big Schmidt" telescope focal plane is in the order of 30 to 35 cm wide on a side,

with a focal length not too different from 3.15 meters, giving a scale of slightly larger than 1,
arc minute per mm, or 15 microns per arc second.
In the Schmidt telescope optical design, the focal locus is a sphere, and this means that the
usual photographic plates are bent in a special chasis in order to obtain sharp images. •
In order to use flat detectors it is necessary to use field flattening optics, imless the detector is-"

itself small enough to intercept a pat of the sphere small enough to be considered flat (
typically less than 10 mm wide ). .

In our case, the CCDs have a 30.72mm side and this would lead to a defocalisation of +/- 37

microns across the CCD diagonal Such a defocallsation-is usually clearly -vsibIe in focus-
plates, and could cause deterioration of image point spread function ( psi' ) across the field('

'which in turn could give inaccuracies in psf based photometry).

Space reqmrement

The small size of CCD detectors, combined with the large size of the camera dewars and

electronics have prevented their use inside Schmidt telescopes until now when technology and

reduced price has allowed to design multi CCD cameras for smaller telescopes.

The group working at the University of Tokyo is the current leader in the developement of
multi CCD arrays for wide field telescopes with an array of 8x8 1K CCDs in use at Las
Campanas Observatory in Chile. The same group is also involved in the large CCD camera

currently built for the Sloan Digital Sky Survey.



Elsewhere, when CCDs: have been used with Schmidt telescopes, they have mainly been

conventionnal observatory cameras usedeither at the "newtonian" Schmidt focus, (Brorfelde,

CTIO, KPNO ) ie. the camera being mountedon the side the telescope's tube, and the optical

path being sent outside the optical tube. by-A flat mirror at 450 angle, or at the Cassegriain focus

(Uppsala), an hyperbolic mirror bringing.the optical path- behind the main mirror.

A "true" Schmidt CCD camerae, p.laced directly at the focal plane, can contain many large

chips, using very compact electronics and non obstrusive cooling systems. Usual cameras are

mounted at the back of the telescope, and space is nota major problem A typical plate holder

is less than 10 centimetres thick, and cannot generate much heat in the optical path .without

affecting the quality of the images.

The. CCDs can be mounted in individual cold boxes, each havig its own field flattening lens...

They can also be abutted, but these specially made CCD chips and packages are usually more

expensive than off the shelf CCDs, and finally the CCDs chips can be mounted on a single

silicon substrate. For cost reasons, we have chosen the first approach.

Budget requirement:

Because these telescopes are notlarge telescopes with important budgets, and because of the

high price of the technology used, it is important to find ways to substantially lower the price of

a multi CCD camera so as to beableto0 convert the telescope from photograplry to CCDs.

For example, a typical price for a thinned 2048*2048 pixel chip fom SJTEýTektronix is in the

order of $80,000. A typical commcial price for a single camera controller vithout CCD is in

the order of $20,000 or highe. The complete price of such a mmlti CCDL camera using

commercial hardware, not taking into account theprice of the associated computer system

could easily cost several years ofthe regular operating budget of these istrments.

Procuring 9 large CCDs may also be a difficult task, m if the CCDs are'thinned back

illuminated models. We chose to use a *cataiogu CCD, ie. onew.hich we knew we could order

. off the shelf The Loral CCD442A is such'a CCD. While grade I versions cost $20,000 each,

grade 4 is only $2,000 a-piece, and we felt we would cover more sky ( ie. discover more

objects ) using 9 grade 4 than a single perfect grade I chip. Our experience has shown that

most of these grade 4 were quite useable with-only a small numbersof defects, except one'diip

which we will hiave to replace."

Mechanical requirement:

Since flat field -correction lenses should be used, it is preferred to place small piano convex

lenses in front of each CCD instead of a single large lens which would introduce a mfuch larger

chromatic aberration. Fiat fielding a Schmidt telescope focal plane using piano convex lenses is

a technique developed almost with the invention of the Schmidt telescope. We use silica plano

convex lenses of 1040 mm radius of curvature. Simulations made by an optician at the O.C.A.



have shown that distorsion and other abeirafions created' by such a small~iens are negligeable.

Because the focal surface of a Scbniidt tlscope is spherical, each CCD must be positioned-

precisely tangent to this sphere. This involves' a mechanism able to move predcsely the CCD in

height (focus), local tilt in X and Y, rotation ( in order to -get the CCD lines oriented in

respect of the right ascension and declination ;);and translation in X and Y in order to place thei CCD correctly with respect to the other CCDs in case ofta multi CCD camera.

This mechanism has to be•reltively"compact in-order to fit inside the telescope's focal plane.

This can be done either dinng assem61y, the'CCDs being glued in place, (preferably the right

I one ), or the CCDs can be installed on adjustable support,,which can-be adjustedafterwards if

necessary. Test images, similar to focus plates allow to measure-the-relative positioning of the

CCDs and permit precise corrections .to* b made. An iterativeý alignment process should be

completed in less than a week

I ..

i

I ,

I

I

I The current camera. system is a single COD mo~due, and tilt adjustments are provided by, the
focalisation system of the -regular .photographic plate holder, which uses. three separate

Ifocussing screws of high precision. The picture above shows the modified plate holder with

the camera cold box at its center. The CCD chip is seen under the field Battening lens.
vacm= valve is seen on the left of the box A rotation system is seen -at the.upper lef(

tangent arm with adjustment screw and counter spring ). Glycol pipes are seen going out of the

light. The "command" and "data acquisition" boards are contained in the small box in thelower

right Not seen here is a filter wheel and shutter assembly which covers the whole unit while
inside the telescope.

CC.D arrangement:

In the current camera, the CCD is placed simply at the middle of the field. Off the shelf CCDs

are generally not buttable. When and if we will use several CCDs inside the plate holder, the

• I I liA
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Slogical choice will be to use a staggered array design ( see following pictute ), which allows

independent assembly of each individual CCD camera. 9 CCDs could be used in this camera,

giving a vertical field of view of 5 degrees, ie. compatible with the regular field of view-of a

Schmidt telescope.

In this design, each CCD is separated from the others in the matrix by exactly one CCD field.

This way, a given CCD will image an area ofthe sky comprised in declination between the one

above it and the one below it in the othercolumn with a small overlap.

Dealing with the data flow of such a camerais possible using today's computer technology.

While currently the Loral 442A is the less. expensive CCD ( as far as $/cm2 ), larger CCDs,

while more expensive allow to build cheape cameras, since less electronics and mechanical

hardware is required to use them. The logicaltchoice is always to use the largest possible CCDs

available. For example, it would be easier to replace the current CCD in our camera with a

newly produced Philips 7x9K chip ( 84x lIOmm of sensitive area, or almost 10 times the

sensitive area of a 2K device ) than to build a multi CCD camera using 9 individual 2K devices

requiring complex adjustment systems and several controllers. In this case, another type of

relative positioning of the CCD must be decided upon, but the general idea of staggering the

CCD eases the non redundantvcoverage of wide sky areas.



Positionine of 9 CCD modules in the focal plane of
the Schmidt telescope

masterboard276mm --5 degrees

dri coin drigh vsenso giv seeadrceatacnigos1

overapge prcsinga stesiz of the skhmid tqaeldgesoxp sue

1 ~54 degrees

Exp. #4

I Exp.#-2
Exp. #1IReadout rate :A typical Schmidt telescope has a very fast F/ratio, leading to bright images

which are most of the time photon noise limited unless using inteference filters. When a small

amount of Moon and cirrus clouds are present in the sky, it becomes very difficult to obtain

images which are not saturated. Under these conditions, it can be proven that the readout time



of the CCD must be relatively short Astronomers tend to read CCDs at a typical 40000 pixels
per seconds rate so as to preserve a low readout noise. Increasing this rate increases the
readout noise of the camera, but it is necessary to realise that the value which needs to be
improved is the final signal to noise ratio ( SNK ) of the image.
Because of our fast F/ratio, time is better spent collecting photons than reading them with the
uttermost precision. The slight loss in SNR is easily 'compensated.- by a slightly longer
integration, much shorter than would have required a longer readout time -..
The total time required for the exposure is the-exposure time Te ,phis the. readout time Tr. The
ieadout time is equal to the total number of electrons collected divided by the electron flux per
second. This number of electrons-is equal to thenmnber of incident. photons, on the detector
times its quantum efficiency in the given passband.

T =T + Tr E + Tr()

A simplified expression for the Signal to Noise Ratio of the sky in a given CCD exposure, not

taking thermal current into account, is;

ESM? (2
* E+R 2 (2)

Where RON is the readout noise of a CCD controller. It decreases with the square root of the

readout time. If the readout noise has a given value at a given time, the readout noise for
another time is given by- ".

RONI =.RONo x -T (3)

Squaring equation 2, and inputing equation 3 in order to express E in fiuction of a "reference"
readout time gives equation 4:

E= SNR x (E +RONo x -) (4)

Solving equation 4 in E givesequation 5

SAN.R 2 +SNRx•SN? 2.
2 +4RONo 2  To

E- T (5)

I



Using equation 1 and 5, we can obtain equation 6 which gives the total exposure time versus

the photon flux, the controller l"reerence" readout noise and the readout time:• 2: ,2 2 To ,..

T= + x =NR +4RONo2 x TO +Tr (6)
2 y 2g • " T

I ran'a short simulation using a spreadsheet. program using equation 6 with typical values in
order to plot the required observing lime ( exposure plus readout ) -versus readout time for

different sky signal-to noise ratio. To generate these tables, I used the case of a controller with

a readout noise of ten electrons at 35000 pixels per second readout rate ( 28 microseconds per

pixel ). This would cause a 2K CCD to be readout in- two-minutes. From this value, we can

extrapolate other readout noise at faster conversion rate.

I chose 3 different electrons fluxes which are representative of the average sky brightnesses at

our site in different conditions ( without and with filters, depending of the filter).

I obtained the data of the fourth plot using the optimum points obtained in each curve of the

first three. They show obviously that a good CCD controller should be able to adjust its
readout rate with the expected sky flux of the exposure being read. It also means for example

that an exposure taken with an optical filter should not use the same readout rate'as an
unfiltered image, provided that telescope time is considered important or expensive. This

optimisation of telescope time should be mandatory on large telescopes. Most modem

controllers are able to change their sequencing on the fly, and it is surprising that the

adjustment of readout rate is not a widespread technique.
Total observing time required to obtain

a given sky SNR with 1 edsec flux
versus cont roller readout time
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Total observing time required to obtain
a given sky SNR with 5 e-Isec flux in

function. of controller readout time
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Optimum readout time versus SNR
at a qren photonflux
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... 'Scan mode .
'"'.. jn order to-decreasd the effect of loss of obser." time causedby CCD readout periods wlý e

* covering large sky areas, it is also possible to use the. CCD in scan mode. In .this mode, the

telescope stays at rest, with star images corssing the field of view at a regular pace. Electronic

charges are shifted across the CCD in synchronicity with the drift of the stars across the CCD,

and a continuous readout is performed. This mode is also called Time Delayed Integration (
TDI ). In order to do this, the CCD needs to be precisely aligned with the direction of the

I motion of stars ( ie. vertical register exactly perpendicý to the celestial equator).

If the telescope is at rest ( so called sidereal scanning ), the frequency of charge shift is

proportional to the pixel scale, and the sky's rotation period divided by the cosine of the

declination.

In our case, the field flattened camera has a focal length of 3140mam, one pixel equals 15

microns, or 0.98534 "/pixel, and we find that in order to shift the charges at the right speed, we

need a time interval between each line of 65510.06813/cos(declination ) microseconds.

From this, we can understand that this scanning frequency is different between the bottom and

the top of the telescope field of view which are 5 degrees apart on the sky. Hence, in a multi

CCL) system, each individual CCL) must be clocked at a different rate. Because of the
asynchronicity between each detector, great care must be taken in order to avoid crosstalk

between each CCD. In order to minimise this problem, the sequencer boards have a special

reset and clock circuitry which automatically synchronises all the sequencer boards to a fraction

of the microcontroller clocks. Also the master board which controls all the sequencers could

generate a pixel synchronisation line on which a sequencer could synchronise its pixel readout.



I

There are other effects which are to be taken into account with the scan technique. The

scanning performs a projection of a curved sky onto a flat detector. Two effects occur because

of this : differential trailing is ,caused by the fact that the ideal scanning speed should be

different between the top and the botom of a. CCD, and field curvature occurs because at high

declination a star will not stay on the same line during its motion across the CCD.

The beginning of the scan image shows a signal ran caused by the fact that objects have

integrated during a time which depended on their position on the chip when the shutter opened.

Similarly, there is a ramp down at the end of the scan. The following diagram plots the triling

in arc seconds in the upper part of the CCD when clocked so that the central pixels are

i correctly dOried with 3140.mm of focal length for 3.types of CCDs, Le. Loral 2K( 15 microns

...pix.el, 30.72 mm.. on. a side,. 134..seconds ofexposuretime in sidereal sc ,g. ..with .our

- telescope ), Kodak 2K ( 9 microns pixels, 18.4mm, 81 seconds) and TI 1K (.12 microns
pixels,, 12.3 m. 54 seconds ) .

.. If a is the field ofview of.the CCD, a the declination of the image,-the. trailing in -arc second ( if

I . the angles are expressed in degrees )is:

I .t. . -6. •x6•a x .cos 0.•(84)Xj

-In practice, with the CCD we use, differial t gis visible at declinations.higher than 10

I degrees, and becomes unbearable at declinations higher than 25 degrees, as shown -in the

following .diagram. With smaller CCD, the useable range is much higher, but the-limiting
magnitude is also nmuch smaller.
Trailing at the north edge of a CCD in scan mode with the OCA Schmidt telescope

_I 12
Loral 2K1 .1I0 - "'

Arc seconds

Kodak 2K
4-

TI IK

0 10 20 30 40 50

Declination
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in our case, field curvature is not seen at declinations higher than 35 degrees, so is not a real

problem.

A big advantage of scanning is related to the fact that since a given pixel, in the final image is

the average of all the pixels in a given line, images tend to bemuch cleaner in terms of cosmetic.

quality.
One of the requirements is that the readout time of a line be shorter than the time interval

between two line transferts. One can incrase the readout time ( thereby decreasing readout

noise ) to the largest possible value. On the other hand, it is possible to move the telescope

eastward. so that the line transfert interval decreases to line readout time. In our case ( pixel

" .. acquisition time of 5.5 iciroseconds, line readout time of 11.35 milliseconds ),.one can scan at
.... .th.equajtr at about 5 .times hi'gheýthan sidereal-rte, and cover an area of 43 squar. degres

per hour per CCD, to'the expense of course of an'integration time reduced to"26 secondsg This, "
Im .mode is very.interesting in'order to detect fast moving'otbects, which for longer ikitegration,.

"-times -would have trailed over severW!pixels. Using 9 CCDs simu .aneously, the coverage.-on3 the equatorial zone can be of 4600 square degrees in a single 12 hours night, or about 9%_.of

.-the visible sky, Covering the whole sky.twice per rum becomestheoritically feasible..........3 7. . The main-problem is that the.detection-software has to be able to-handle very large-indMdual
files, since we typically obtain 170 megabytes files i i matter of 45. minutes of observing time..:..

I .. The: in mainrittion in our case is tlie Fat that the skr Zine which can bescned is liiiiteini.....

declination around the celestial equator.
In order to avoid these effects there could be three possible solutions:

- Scan along great circle ( any circle containing the center of the celestial sphere). This is not

possible in our case since the motorisation system of our telescope does not allow continuous3 motion in declination. Replacing the declination drive for example with a direct motor drive is a

possible solution in that respect.

- As shown above, use smaller CCDs, since this will limit the viewing angle of the CCD. This

solution is not practical since smaller CCDs provide shorter exposure times.
- Use a faster readout controller, so that the proportion of time spent reading out the CCD in

staie mode be relatively ýmal compared to the exposure time. The limit of this system is that
readout noise increases with the square root of readout time, and that fast conversion time

analog to digital converters of high accuracy are very expensive, bringing the price of the

system much higher. I used a compromise by choosing a converter which main application is

audio conversion, thereby allowing a low price, fast readout rate ( 1 pixel / 5 microseconds),
and high accuracy ( 18 bits precision, truncated to 16 with 14 bits of linearity).

In term of time spent, scanning starts to be more efficient with our controller as soon as the

length of the sky is larger than -6 degrees. Any speedgain over the converter we have been led

to choose would become more expensive by a minimum factor of 6 ( See budget requirements
above...).



It seems cear to many users that the most ofen encout, fil res -are related to power

supplies and to connections inside the -camera. The.atual'des`isg' tendency is to limit the-

number of boards of the camera electronics to ýeine i and to use coinectors: soldered tO

the printed'circuit board whenever possiible.

Anti blooming.:

Because the fietd of view of each CCD at our telescope (--34 arcminutes) is quite large, and

because their limited dynamic range, there are always brightstarsin the field ofview which end

* ~up being saturatedL The charges bleed alond the colutmngvg the familiar asct.fiih

" Apart from the purely cobmetic problem, thismay cause -bright stars to, hide odieifaint,,stars,

3 . an -creates two more senious problems: The detection softwaie will tendto&6 •4'tt./ke :ars

* " ". across the6bl6oming. In tu•;n this fake sta wil. tend to be Ign e SdCCesS.if.ares h

*----will create fake asteroids detections. The second probleni is even more "s ious: best
,..: .astrom erefecs aie.thos of .tbhHipparcos .cat-logue. al bgt $ ;the..

an astrometric catalogue.is the..Space Telescopee Guide Star Caeog, wiih is how,.to ae.!..

E . ... precisions obf r O.3"i in bes casest.o••cO01f trhe ppacas

These are a few reasons why a Schmidt telescope - eracontroller must incde a prqvision

for an anti blobmingn system. Such a'system involves Usi a pIculiar clocking patternof the3CCD dur Ling integration.. Tis mode also called patally ivre oeha enivne by
JIm Janesick at NASA's Jet Propudlon Laboratory...K; -

I Tested thoroughl on Loral CCDsbr a• group at the University of Bonn led by Dr ReiS, it'has

also the very interesting property of doublingth6 potential well of the CCD. yhrep•e • thak

the thermal current is multiplied -by 8 compared to the regular MPP mode* operadbun
"For simplicity reasons, we chose to ran the antiblooming frequency to a frequency just slightly

higher than the time taken by a horizontal line readout ( currently approximately 61 Hz ), so

that we would not have to invert the vertical lines while the horizontal register is being read.
This is a relatively low "pumping" frequency, but it was find to prevent serious blooming from

even magnitude 2 stars on a 30 seconds unfiltered exposure. The readout noise has been found

to increase from 27 to 35 e-, which is still very adequate taken into account our average sky

background signal This mode has become the standard mode of exposure. Efforts are currently

being made in order to use this mode during scanning.

TemPerature control:

This leads to the last consideration of this "wish list", Le. that of temperature control To

decrease the CCD thermal current it is necessary to refrigerate it. The rule of thumb is that the



30 seconds exposure with the OCA SchmWdtelesdopeCCD cadmea using the antiblooming mode.
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Same conditions as previous exposure, but using regular MPP (non antiblooming ) mode. -
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thermal current doubles every 7 degrees C. There are two classical ways of COOMga CCD-

Thermoelectric cooling and liquid nitrogen cooling. The first technique is able to lower the

CCD temperature to -500 in the best cases (lower temiieratures can be obtained with smaller

CCDs, but 2K CCDs are relatively large ), and..the other is typically used at -100 which

removes all the problems associated with thermal current, since it is virtually inexistent at such

temperatures ( thermal current of 0.8 e-/hours have been measured -for partially-inverted CCDs

at such temperatures). Whereas thermoelectro cooling is tiexpenivejhey are.lmited in their

lowest temperature, and the heat generated by the Peltier modules has to be. evacuated outside

the telescope. In our case, we evaluate that the total wattage per CCIis ̀ i the& order of 70
watts per module, leading to more than 600 watts to'be evacuated from the telescOpe tube. On
the other hand, fiquid nitroge systems are moro:expensve 1on the Ion J(

"LN2.may be used .per niglit ), but are very easily temperature ieguld Thi first mono.
"camera built• hing this ciitroller is Peltiercooled, and thei multi .CL system could be either.

Sliqiidititrogýn.or IPeltier.cooled.....

We :can-derive from these consideration -that a CCD-.amera-core adapted to hmidt

telescope hasthe following properties: -..... -

- it has to bevery compact -- .

- it should-'not generate excessive heat

- it should be able toclock and read its several CCDs in a totally indeedettmanner.
- It should be built so as to minitie-the crosstalkbetween each CCD.

- It should allow stare and scan mode with fast readomit t( 0k ixels/seconds )using dgnaniic
anti blooming mode.

Finally, it must be relatively inexpensive to'build.

Description of the Loral CCD442A CCD

We chose to use Loral 442A CCDs. Their characteristics are listed below

Size 2048*2048

Pixel size 15 microns

Physical size 31.72 mm

Angular field of view 34.5'
Number of CCDs/5 degrees 9

Pixel scale 0.979

Full well potential 220,000 e- in partially inverted mode
Price per sq. mm $2.12

These CCDs are produced in Milpitas ( CA - USA ) by Loral Fairchild.



I
These CCDs are thick front side illuminated chips, which do not have a good blue sensitvt,I but overall provide a quantum leap compared to photography since a 2 minutes exposures

detect stars which would have required more than 30 minutes of exposures using a

photographic plate.

Price considerations ledwto the use of grade 4 CCDs. The current price is $2,000 per chip. They

should have a relatively high number of cosmetic defectsr, but most of these are hot spots (
pixels generating a very high thermal signal ), which disappears when the. CCD is cooled down

(lower than -30" C ) and the CCD becomes almost as good as a grade 1 CCD, with only a few
defects such as dead lines and the like. However, the price difference is such that 9 grade 4
CCDs- are less expensive than a "single grade 1 device. Infact the production of these CCDs

have made such progresýses that most ofthe chips sold as grade 4 are. in fact grade 3 or better.
These CC.Ds have two* readout registers, but becdiise bf amanu•Oturing options,'only- one can ..

'.be read at-a time, ie. it is not possible to-readthe CCDa's~tiv-.lkx•CCD.. Theirampfifi~ei

... = .hav~e a pec double stag~estru.cture .op~timis."d for lower noise at-very .fist r~eado~ut. "time.. ... .,
I Whie the package has 56 pins, a much smaler number needs to be brought out of the

o. simplify coections .we decided.t• .•.pnct theo rMus4. ATG p insIQ. .th.

.po lo clocks The.other one (.one the side of the amplifier being used.) is-..,..
unminpparallelwithverticalclock#3 (A3.). Thus the pins coming out ofthe cIldboiand their

operating voltages arethe folIowing -

Vertical clocks:

Al +3to-8 volts

A2 +3 to -8 volts

A3 +3 to -8 volts

ATG -8 volts

Horizontal clocks:

HI +5 to -5 volts

H2 +5 to -5 volts

H3 +5 to -5 volts

OSG +5 to -5 volts

Reset gate clock:

RG +8 to 0 volts

Other voltages:

VSS 0 volts

VRD 13 volts

VRT 3 volts

VOG I volts

VDD 22 volts



This is a total of 14 wires coming out oftlie CCD cold box (plus 2 for thotemperature control

and 4 for the peltier power supply ). " ......
, Description of the camera controller /• - ..

In order to achieve a fast readout rate; it was decided to use individual low cost controllers for
each camera module linked togethel by a single master board able to give orders to and

syachronise each modules. In single CCD•aode, the program on the sequencer board interprets
the data directly t$om the PC ( master board not needed ).

External backplane:
Each controller is n•de of four main boards. One contains aIl the power supplies and bias

. g•mtion :for the C.CD i .and. g.• .located outside the telese0pe's robe. An0tl•.. b 0-ard is the
I ,•queneerboard, andis-also aEuroboard. Thesee•oboardsfitsintoado.ubIcG.-6:4 rack having . • :2.._

• two backplahe• Suchbackplanes are commeieially availableiThey us4 DI•6162 connectors.
The conhe.•d4h of:•ese:baclq•Ignes .aie given in a ;following figitre. A master board, able ,io"-" • " --

Sinterpret 0rdd•s:•0m the PC.and •le tO Send orders to all or a Single seqnen .ccroaa also reside ..
on this-backphne. " "' " ' - " ' " ' ' " " . " ' '

S.. ... ::: .. ,.-Co_ nn .¢xi0n•t0the;e•aroboardbaekplane:.. ;.:-. • ........ " ..... : :.... : .... : :..: ...•........':../:.-.: ...-.. :i......:_. ;o..-°.; .!•L ........ .

,., ._ ,.- . . , . . :..

I!b ' i "

GND. G.ND la GND . ' GND i::

[2b A8' Reset 2a A0 32MHz " l

[3b A9 3a A1 [ "°
[4b A10 4a A2 [ :
Si

6b A12 6a A4 [ E
7b AI3 7a A5 i " " ' ':
8b AI4 8a A6 " i '

9b A15 9a A7 ] " "

10b *BRQ 10a BGKT [

1 lb *RKQ 1 la RGRT i "
12b *BGACK 12a ,HALT ] .

13b Enable 13a MCLK [

14b *RES 14a *VPA [

15b *NMI 15a RDY [ .

i6b *IKQ 16a *VMA l '

17b *FIKQ 17a g/*W l
lgb IACK 18a Halt Ack [

19b *D12 19a *D8 l

• . . i i l I I • I



20b *D13 20a *D9

21b *D14 21a *DIG

22b *D15 22a *D11

23b *D4 23a *DO

24b *D5 24a *DI

25b *D6 25a *D2

26b *D7 26a *D3

27b *Berr. 27a *Page

28b Chain In 28a Chain Out

29b. +5 Batt. 30v. 29a . 5V. . .

.30b . ..- 12v..' . .+20v. 30a...... +1.2V.-20y. .. ....... ..

3Ab +5v +10v 31a +.W +lOv

1 32b GND GND 32a GND GND

- Pids" a and-b, 29a,"30,31 d" 32a'and b ar6 Tised for p6wer stpplies. Please" flte the

inversion between the polarity of 12->15-volts signals-( -12 becomes +15 and +12-beeomes -

15v)

- Never use pin 28 a and b. In the original G64 bus, they are used as a way to daisy chain

signils ( ie. 28b of a given board is conne•cted to 28a of the next one on the backplane and so,

on ).

- All the other pins can be used to send reset, clocks and communication signals from the

master board to the power boards in a multi CCD system ( communication from the. master

board to the sequencer boards).

Sequencer board:

The sequencer is a 87C750 Philips microcontroller. In the early phases of devlopement of this

project, I chose to use an IFX780 Flexlogic circuit made by Intel, but it proved to be not

flexible enough to allow on the fly reprogrammation in the different modes required by the

camera. Moreover this particular chip is not made anymore The 87C750 is a limited version of

the industry standard 80C51 microcontroller, with a master clock running at up to 40 MHk

This allows to clock the I/O ports with pulses as short as 300 ns. It is a small integrated circuit

(24 pin DIL ), having just the required fimction for our task. This part and its program is fiflly

described in Appendix 3.

The microcontroller communicates via an asynchronous serial line implemented with 2 of the

I/O pins to a PC interface board. In the case of a multi CCD system, these lines would be



replaced by a synchronous line ( already implemented, but currently replaced by a simpler

asynchronous line ) generated by a Master board. This board would also be 80C5 1 based and

able to drive up to 15 camera. The communication to the sequencer board can be made either

directly through a pair of fiber optics emitter and receiver, or these can be disconnected and

orders can be sent directly through the backplane. The connections to the backplane can be

made through wire wrapping, allowing to configure the lines used for each particular sequencer

board ( allowing to address several sequencer boards independently).

Other I/O pins generate the timing required by the CCD. Adequate chips are used to send and

receive these signals from the sequencer board and on the voltage translator. board. A 34

conductor flat ribbon cable connects the sequencer board to a :oltage translator board located

near the CCD. Signals between those two boards are TML levels The connection.plan. for this

cable is given in the&followingfigure.

"Connexion.of the 34 flat nribbon cable,.

1 VOD 2 VATG+

-3.-.VRT - R+- *

"5 - -V- ......... ........................................... . -
"7- VOG . 8 -VOSG+ . . ,.. .
9 VRG- . 0 VH3+ .. "

11 VOSG- 12 VH3-

13 +15Va .14 .i15Va
15 VAI+ 16 GNDa

17 VHI+ 18 VH2-

19 VH,- 20 VA2+--

21 VH1- 22 VA1-

23 GNDd 24 VA2-
25 GNDd 26 +5Vd

27 P0-1 28 P0-0

29 Reset 30 P0-2

31 GNDd 32 GNDd

33 32 MI-lz 34 GNDd

Notes:

The negative voltages ramps of the clock signals all connects to the NC (normally closed ) pins,

of the Max333A analog switches. The positive ones connects to the NO (normally open ) pins

of the switches.

I/O port assignment:



Port 1:

pin 0 : HI Horizontal clock 1

pin I : H2 Horizontal clock 2

pin2 : H3 Horizontal clock 3

pin 3: OSG Output Serial Gate

pin 4: RG Reset Gate

pin 5: CLI First clamp, first channel

-pin 6: CL3 Second clamp, first channel

pin 7 :Casc Cascade pin . .
"'"~~~~~~.. . . .. . . ... ........... _: " '".. .. "' . .' "......' ".....•...

Note:

--Pins 3 to 6 ofport 1 which are unused are brought to a small header which could be used for..

various purposes, such as controlling a shutter or rotating a filter wheel.
- :"Pin 7 s •usl to~ put th•"AD onv~rerianh. ascade m"de, othis ows tc send'the i•e f:t. "
: the co rsioi onboth chanhels as a sigle 32bits wor.Thisallows to read chaun 2, ...

-peiforim a temperature read.

port 3:
pin 0: Al Horizontal clock 1

pin 1 : A2 Horizontal clock 2

pin 2: A3 Horizontal clock 3
pin3 : ATGU UpperArrrayTransfert Gate(infact, no connect)

pin 4: ATGL Lower Arrray Transfert Gate ( in fact, no connect)

pin 5 :CL2 1st Clamp, second channel (also used as TRANS)

pin 6: CL4 2nd Clamp, second channel

pin 7: STCVT Start convert . .' .

Port 3 drives the three vertical clocks, and port 1 drives all the signals related to horizontal

clocks and pixel conversions. In order to avoid jitter, it was decided not to use interrupts in the

program. Another reason for this was that the 16 bits timer is too fast for our purpose.

The other bias voltages for the CCD come from the power supply board, and are linked to the

CCD via an RC filter. We found out that several ideas we had about the sequencer ( such as

using binning modes, windowed modes, and other more exotic modes of operations ) have

never been used in practice. Recently, we cleaned up the software and removed all thes unused

features. It is likely that if the camera had to be rebuild, a 16 bits solution or higher ( ie. 16 bits



microcontroller or DSP system) would be chosen-. Having to count higher than 256 ( a line

count is 2048 ) is much simpler with a 16 bits system, whereras the 8 bit system requires a

double loop whose synchronicity can not be maintained easily.

Power supply board:

The power board contains voltage regulators to provide for +5v and +/- 15 volts. It contains

also voltage followers to generate adjustable power supplies. This board is inspired by the

design of the Palomar controller ( Gunn et al 1987 ) which we have used at the OCA for many

years. It contains outputs which can be set between + and - 15 volts, and four others which can

be set between 0 to 24 volts. We followed two suggestions by Dr F. Harris at the U.S. Naval

Observator. Flagstaflf ie. instead of using LF347 as in the original design we use pin/pin

compati le 0PA470 which have a much lower noise. The higher voltage generators lyout

have ilso been slightly modified. The-Wvltage reference is still an LM399. A-64 wire flat ribbon

cable connects this power.s.pp.y board to the Ivoltge translator, board (-half of the wires are

ground signals). No periodic signal which could perturb the CCDs are on this cable.

.Iislikely that in the futurewe wfll.b.ulda..D./A based voltage -boad in order to automatically.

. .. test.the.CCDs and find the. best setting of agiven.CCD..in labloratory. Pfic• of.o0tuple. D.A .

.. , converters are now so economical. that such a board.might in fact be less expensive than the-..

current model .

Voltage translator board:

The'voltage translator board is 60mm x 150mm long. It contains all the electronics receiving

the signals from the sequencer boards and driving the CCD. A similar board is mounted piggy

back on this one and contains all the acquisition chain ( analog and digital power supplies tothe

acquisition chain go through the 64pins flat ribbon cable going to the voltage translator board

). Because of the anti blooming mode, it is required that the vertical drivers be relatively slow.

This allowed us to use simple analog switches to drive both the vertical and horizontal clocks

of the CCD. We chose Max333A quad SPDT switches, which receive both voltage ramps of

the CCD clock from the power supply board, a logic signal coming from the 87C750, and drive

the CCD pin through an RC filter.

Acquisition chain:

The acquisition chain is made of 2 OPA627 operational amplifiers by Burr Brown. A load:

resistor is connected to the video output of the CCD. Then comes a coupling capacitor hooked

to an analog switch to provide an input clamp currently used as a line'cIl (amp cti during

vertical time ). The first op amp has a gain which is set around 10. The output of this op amp

goes through another clamp active during the first video level The second op amp is just a

voltage follower. The analog switch used for clamping is a Maxim DG445, which.we iiave



replaced recently with a faster, pin to pin Compatible DG412 switch from the same

manufacturer. The Analog to Digital converter is a Burr Brown part labeled DSP102, and is

derived from the PCM1750, except its control is much simpler and its outputs are adapted to

Digital Signal Processors ( DSP ). The DSP 102 is an 18 bits 5 microseconds conversion time

and 14 bits linearity double converter. Input level must be between + and - 2.75 volts. We use

it as a 15 bits converter. The clamp signals of the acquisition chain as well as the start convert.

signal are generated by the 87C750. While we have two acquisition channels on our camera
system, we also found out we were never using the second one since our CCDs cannot be used

with both amplifiers at a time. There is an option called "cascading" which allows reading of

both channels and emission of the converted values as a single 32 bit word. We use this mode
to read the temperature through a PT100 sensor connected to channel B of the converter. The

"cascade" pin which allows this mode is controlled by the 87C750. It activates both the
".c'ascade" feature of the converter and an extra .Mi333 analog switch in oider to -connect the

..temperature system to the input of the A/D converter. -The DSP102-requires 8 and 16 Mhz
clock to work at its maximum conversion rate. We drive the 87C750 at 32 MJHz and use a

binary divider'( 74HCT93 )to: generate, th.. 16. and.8.MHz.from-the 32 MHz master clock. The., ....

A&l. converter requires +..and --5.,volts which -ra locally generated.from the. +.and-, 1.5 volts

'through low power .78L.05. and. 79L05 voltage.regulators. The .three outputs of the converter
are emitted through fiber optics. emitters made by Toshiba. These parts have the advantage of

being directly TTL compatible. This board is actually routed using DIL circuits,-but could be
rerouted in a much more compact size using Surface Mount Technology -versions of the
different circuits, except for the microcontroller and the DSP102, which would be purchased in
24 pins flat packages, and the fiber optics drivers which are not available in any other packages
than those actually used. It is also likely that if a faster converter becomes available ( but in the
same price and quality range than the DSP102 ), it will replace the existing one. Analog Device
is said to sell sometimes in 1995 a 16 bits low cost 2.5 microseconds converter which will be

called AD7882. Maxim has another interesting A/D converter named Maxl21 which, while
only 14 bits in resolution, is faster ( 3 microseconds per pixel ) and would be an interesting

replacement.

Connexion to the CCD:

The connection of the controller board to the CCD is made through. a regular DB25 connector.

The connector onthe cold box side is a vaccuum proof 26 pins circular connector. Connexion

from the inside of the connector to the CCD is done using thin enameled copper wire.



I Connexion of the DB25 connector to the'CCDhead

Pin number Signal name Pin number CCD pin

DB 25 CCD circular con -.

1 Al P 21,48

2 A3 + ATGu A 19, 47, 12, 51

3 OSG C 24; 52

4 GNDa G 1-3, 13-18, 22, 26-31, 41-46, 50, 54-56

5 GNDa K idem

6 GNDa G idem

7 GNDa K idem

8 VATG+ VATGI a 23, 40.'

* 9 VRT M 6,34

* 10 VOG c 25,53

11 NC
12 - NDaX.-. .

13 PT"100F- .V -" - . PT100F-

. 14- . A2 . R .- 20,49

.15 ATG•U NC
16 RG D 4,32

17 ATGL NC

18 H3 T 11,39

19 1-. b 10,38

20 HI S 9,37

21 VOD N 8,36.

22 VRD Z 5,33-

23 NC

24 PT100 S- V PTIOO S-

25 PT100 F+ E PT100 F+

Video out upper. H

Video out lower J

Peltier 1 L

GND Peltier 1 Y

Peltier 2 F

GND Peltier 2 W
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SCCD docking:

It follows the manufacturer's documentation. Please refer to it in Appendix 2 for more

information.
The antiblooming mode is done according to the few published papers on the subject. The

reference paper is "Preventing blooming in ccd images", J. Janesick. NASA Tech Brief VoL 16,
No 7, Item #71 from JPL Technology report NPO-18363/7886. Another more detailed one has
been published by Kohley et al from the radioastronomy institute- of the Bonn University
Bonn. our preprint is labeled operating a large area MPP-CCD with antibloomin&

Implementation of a sAnle CCD cameraP

Using this set ofboard, we built a single CCD camera. The overall configuration is given in the
following figure. The control of the sequencer is done using a PC based interface board
connected to its fiber optics transmitter and receiver through a simple TTL to. fiber optics

interface. This board has an 8.5 megabytes memory buffer large enough for a single 2K image.
This interface board sends commands to the sequencer board, which drives the CCD. The

-vi.deo signal.is, sent through fiber optics to the interface board. When thetftransfert is-.done, the: ...

i mterface-board.memory-is-dumped into the PC main memory. .... -........ *....

General layout of a single LCD system:

Command board bbon cabl Sequencer board

Acquisition'board -Bias gen. beard

Plate holder assembly Rack located outside telescope tube

3 FO 2FO

Fiber optics to TTL interface

Buffer board with serial to /converter

PC



The camera plate holder being installed inside the telescope •The filter wheel and shutter

assembly covers the camera body ( this picture is an early assembly, now the electronic board

has been mounted at the lower right of the plate holder instead of being located below the

camera cold box as shown here ).

The electronic rack located outside the telescope tube: .....

With the current system, we measured a signal chain gain of 4.6 c-/Data Number and a readout

noise of 27 e- using a dual flatldual dark method ( the reduction method is described page 246



of Volume 22 of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific Conference Series 'Astronomical

CCD Observing and reduction techniques". CCD Data: The Good, The Bad, and the Ugly by

Massey and Jacoby).

Readout time is currently around 50 seconds.

This camera is currently involved in several programs and since its commissoning,

photography is now canceled at the telescope. We are using it 50% of the available time in

order to detect Near Earth Asteroids. The detection software has been completed only recently

and has enabled us to perform more than 400 detections on 141 individual objects in a 3 nights

run ( Minor Planet Circulars, December 1996).

Implementation of a multi CCD camera

A system able io drive several CCDs can be implemented using the following design:

CCD control:

Each CCD has its own set of power and controller board located on the external rack, as well

as its own voltage translator and acquisition chain. A master board, also on the backplane

supplies a synchronous 32 MHz clock to each power board, as well as a general reset and serial

interface to each module. It contains an 8051 microcontroller which is driven by an RS232C

interface by the control PC. The connection of each module to a given backplane signal is made

through wire wrapping connections. On the master board, the clock and reset signals are driven
through TrL gates in order to get the required throughput. The clock line of the serial

interface is synchronous to all the CCDs hooked to the system and generated by an I/O line of

the microcontroller. The data Ike is generated using the other 15 1/0 lines of the master board

microcontroller. When the PC sends an order to this master board, it tells whether the order is
relevant to a given CCD or to all the CCDs, the master board programs the CCDs adequately

and waits for other orders.
Since each command board + acquisition board module is located in a 50x76x165mm box,
such a camera would have to be installed in a specially designed holder ( not a regular plate,

holder ), with electronics board going on the side of the compact CCD cold boxes. The current

electronic rack is large enough to contain up to 15 bias generation boards and sequencer board

as well as the master board.



Command board Flat ribbon cableý Sequencer board

Acquisition board Bias gen. board

Multiple pairs of board,
Multiple modules

Master board

3xnFO 2. 2F-

Fiber optics to TTL interface

Buffer board with serial to-// converter

PC

K



Appendix: -1

.. lectronic Schematics'o th*, **--
.. ~~controller ..-..



The schematics for the camera ave been edited using the Orcad package. The routing of the
boards have been made either in Orcad's PCBH or using another package made by Protel. The
following figures have been printed using a posteript printer ( .ps extension)
For each design, there are several files with different extensions:
.sch -> schematics
.born -> bill of material, these files have been edited in order to provide information about the
manufacturers and/or the adress of the retailer we used.
.net -> netlist
.brd -> Board for Orcad
gbr files, including:
.tol

., .gnd -> ground plane layer

There are seven orcad based designs related to " controller.:.. .
CCDSEQ is the sequencer board. It can be used in single camera mode without. any master

, board or-dan.be slaved.to a master board.
CCDMSTER is the master board, which receives order from the PC printer board using a serial
PWM com nication protoco.land which gives orders to individual sequencers and. provides a
syn3chronisation sighso tt eenthogh te vertcal tranf can be asynehronous, the'pike':'
acquisition stays synchronous.
-CCDPOW generates all the bias clockvoltages required by the CCD. .
CCDACQUI is the board whinon0tiains the'amplifier chainfand the A/D converter .
CCDCMDE is the board which receives signals from the sequencer ( CCDSEQ ) and from the
bias generation board ( CCDPOW. ). to generate the clocks to the CCD. It also generates its
own power supplies.
PELTIER is a schematics for a current regulated power supply in order to use peltier modules.
Since the parts are mounted on a large heat sink, there is no printed circuit board for this
design.
CCDSUP relates to the CCD support, the small printed circuit board that supports the CCD
inside its cold box

These, as well as information related to the programming of the sequencer and its use are also
available through anonymous ftp at taranis.obs-aznr.fr as a single file called OCACCD.zip. This
file will be regularly updated as more fmnctions are programmed into the sequencer.
It is highly recommended to ftp these files rather than to use the files decribed in this report.
Also it is better to take contact with us ( maury @ obs-azur.fr ) since we have already have
those boards fabricated and that the prices for these boards will be less expensive here since the
iequired tooling fee for their fabrication has already been paid for. This design is going to
evolve in the following months, and this is also why the latest version will be available from ftp
or from us directly. We will improve it using faster converters, more elaborate sequencers and
will implement a multi readout CCD system relatively rapidly now. Also on the drawing board
is a low cost EPP ( extended printer port ) interface. We have been able to sustain 2 megabytes
transfert rates using this technique. A faster PCI parallel board interface system wi also be
implemented if we change the camera system to much faster converters ( like 2 MHz
converters ).
Following in the following pages are postscript prints of the schematics of the boards
composing this camera.
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Appendix 2: Data sheets
of the main components of the controller
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This section contains the data sheets of the components used in this controller. It does omit
passive parts, as well as other usual parts as 78xx voltage regulators and the like.
- CCD442A

- 87C750
- MAX333A

- DG445
- OPA627
- DSP102
- TOTX195
- TORX194
- LM399
- OPA470
This information is only available of course in the printed form of this report.In case you ftp-ed-

. this Mle,.here are the U.S. a.4dresses of the manufacturers of these parts .. • .

CCD442A.
* Loral Fairchild.
Mr Jim Johnson 408 433 2550
1801McCarthyBd.
Milpitas - CA95035 USA
"Fax:.408 433.2508 - .... . .. . . ...

S . ... -87C 750 • .... ." i : .. ..." " .. ... ... . .. .. ." ." ... ... " . .. . .. .. ..

S.Philips Semiconductors
811 East ArquesAvenue .. ...... .... "

Sunnyvale - CA 94088-3409
1 800 234 7381
Fax: 1708 296 8556

- MAX333A, DG445
Maxim Integrated products
120 San Gabriel Drive
Sunnyvale, CA94086
S1408 737 7600
1 800 998 8800 for litterature and samples in the U.S.A.

Burr Brown
P.O. Box 11400
Tucson - AZ 85734-1400
Tel: 1 602 746 1111
1 800 548 6132 ý
Fax: 602 741 3895

- TOTX195, TORX194:
Toshiba corporate headquarters
9775 Toledo way
Irvine CA 92718
Tel: 714 455 2000



I - OPA470

Analog Devices
One Technology Way
P.O. Box 9106
Norwood - MA02062-9106
Tel: 1 617 329 4700
Fax: 1617 326 8703
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Fairchild lma~nmq Sensors rCD44ZA
2040'-x 2048 Eemnent
FulIIFmme image Sensor

FEATURES

"* 2046 x 2048 Photoeite Armay
"* isam X lZwirt Pixel
"* 30.72mm x 30.72mm Imagee Area
"* Near 100% Fill Factor
"* fMutl-Pli'nnd Phase (MPP) Option
w Readout Noise Less Than 7 Electrons at 250k I

pixelslsec:
* Dynamic Range 10000:1
* Three Phsse Buried Channel NMOS C

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The CC0442A is a 2048 x 2048 element solid state Charge
Coupleo Oevice (CCD) FullFrame area image sensor WtiCh
is intencled for use in high resoltion scientdif-in.lfdustrial. and
commercial electra-optical systems. The CCD442A Ii orga-
nized as amatrixwaray of2 2048 horizontal by 2048 verticali CCD
photosites. The pixel pftch and spacing is lAum. For dark Device processing io done usfng 2.5 mictries~eign rules. The
reference the too and bottom eight rows and Vw lft and right snl eal rp6;*pcs Hw htae aotwJ
eight columns are covered by a fight shield. The availlable smaller pie metal rpep roessan telws ara phbtemsf lyot it
imaging area is thus 20=2 rows by 2032 colurrns. smlrpiegoeresndeiv srybmse.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRUMTON
The imaging array may be operated in one of three& modes.
Buried Channel or Multi-Pinned Phase (MPPI. The iBuried The-CC04A2A consists ot. the following Junctional elements
Channel operation offers sow noise performance snw 0=1n illustrated In the block diagram.
,charge transfer efficiencies. An additional implant under one Irmwg sensrng EllemeWts: Inckient phot~ons pass through
vertical ohase creates a virtual well which coffects thil photo- a transparent polycrystalline silion gate structure creating
electrons with all Vertical~cloclcs low during integration. This electron hiole pairs. The resulting phollo-44ectrons are col-
MPP moce decrenses dark current down to 25 PAAcm2 a lected in tre photosiles; during the integrstion Period. The
2MC Excellent low noise performance is achieved by use of amount ato charge accumulated in each photostie is a linear
the0buried channei CCDrstructure ana adual stagi) ow noise function of the localized tincident illumination intensity aria
output amplifier with an output conversion of 3;&V191 Integration period.

PIN NUMBERINAME PIN4 CONNECTIONS
INC 20 0 V2v 39 O*H3 15
2NC 21 0 VIU AO #VTGi. 000OOOOOOOOO ooO
SVSs3 22 VS8  41VMs

40 AU 23 oVrtQ 42 NC 0 06
2 VADU 24 0 SG 43 NC 0 0

Dt 2nvV'F VG vo4. N~C 0 0
VIDE 00uT 25 Vss As Vaso

8 Vootu 27 vsa 44 via0
9 Ohl,~, 28 VS& Al VV3L 0 0
.0 0 H2U, - 29 NC 48 OVIL00

.1 ?93U 30 NC 49011 0
4V QVTGj .31 Vss 0O v0

13 Vss 32 0 At 51 OiVTGV 00
.NC 332VRDL. 52 a-Sq

.5 NC 34 VRTL 50V)i
,6 NC 35 Vl0E00U- 54 Vas' 0- 0

;VSS 36 VOOL 53 Vbs 0
.a S 37 V*4Lt.56 Visa-

U~ral F~inrchod Inaosng 5Sion.n C IMc10 LwWu FinkIf MW UI~w th*"ft t0 1i* momaavg, u
1801 Mccently eflý.. Miiwlla. CA 9508 hemck,;o"Ce'r 0aO~~hfSI tY11WWtOtfoie
1'800 325 -697S. TWX 910-73-2110.(1408) 433,-2500 Prma in u.s.A.



CCO 442A FUNCTIONAL BLOC K DIAGRAM VRo

2G48 PIXELS 16 PIXELS -

POW I pV UPPER HALF O~V2

*V3 2

*V3 

0

4V0 *V2

CO0204 1 vLs4

VR-ý ovi ~LOWER HAL
40 2 *V

0.0 ZE 46T *VT

The PWotsute structure is Imcle up Of contiguous CCD elemtents This paterequiree its own clock which should be tied to OH,
with no voids or inactive aisas. In addition to sensing light, theie for nlormtal full resolution readout. Ther output videgi is avatilable
elemnents are used to shift Image data vertically. Gonseauerit- following the high to low transition of OSG.
ly, the device needs to be shuttered (luring readout. The reset FET int the horlbnrtu readout. ct'o 'Cked appropnrialy

Vertical Charge Shifting: The Full Frame architecture of theho.alwSbniga djon ies
CC0442A provides video information as a single seauontiat Output Amolifler The CCD442A has one Output amplifier
readout of 2048 lines containing 2048 photosite efement; At at the salt cf tMe horizontal transport registers. They are dual
thte end of an integration period the OVI. OV2. 5ltdi oV csocks. FET floating ciffusion amplifiers with a reset MOSFeT tied to
are used to transfer chatrge vertically through the CCD array ithe input gate.
to the horizontal readout recister. Vertical columns are
separated by a channel stov region to prevent criarge Charge packets are clocked tW a prechargoci capactitor, whose

migaun.potential chatigesfinearty in resporme~to the nwsitjr of elec.
irons delivered, This potential is acatied ýto the friput gate ot

The imaging area is divided into an Upper and Lower half. Eacht an NmotS§invmlla prodiucing a signal at the Oiutput Vourrpiri.
1024 x 2048 half may be clockced independenitly or together. The capecur Is rest with OiR to a precharge 4evel Prior
H orizontal Transport regmsers along the top and bottom per-, to the arnVet of the nexct chlarge packtet except when horizon-
mit simultaneous read"ij Of bthol halves. The CCO442A inaý tally binning. it is reset by use of the reset MOSFET.
be clocked such that the full array is readout the tJWpe or

Lowr~rnsprt egiter. Te gaclegepinutsareanageo The output amnplifier drain Is tied to VC.D. The source (Video
so that the device may be rotated 18ge WIthout jming chngs Out) is connected to an external load resistor to ground. The

source constitute$ the video output from the device.
The Vertical Transfer Gate (0 VTG) is the final arrmygate before MutPnndPe:MPisaCOecnlgwhc
charge is translerreti to the serial horizontal shift reoisters.;

For impifid oeraion~VTDmaybe iedto V,~sionificantiv reduce$ the dark current generation-rate. CC~ac
are endowed with this Capability by the eaddition of an i mplant

horizontal Charge Shifting:. wl-I,, oH2. "n OH2 are poly-: during the semiconductor manufacturing process.

pusapilcn aes Thed 1horansfal charge hoiotlyt h u. This implant creates a virtual well in the array which allowsPOf th~ifer phThe toraizownfor transport register is twice the size, charge 4amegration wnilre maintaining pixel integrity with theOperted ormlly t fll rsoltionor sme owerreslutin!: Vertical clocks in the low statei. Le 'aving theo Vertical clocks inwierth d b n ormag. atflierltokosoelo e e oltoh low Siatm curing the Integration cycle is the method used
withbinnng.to Implement MPP mode.

The transfer of charge intto the horizontal register is tin& result A.rwakt tlzn h P oei eue u.wl
Of Q venical shift seouence. This register has 16S additional; rwakt tlzn h P oei eue u.wi
register celis between the first otxei of each linte and Treout- caaacity. The virtual well created by thte MPP implant does
put amplifier. The output frOmn these locations contain no signel: not hold a1 much cnarge as the normal buried channel

anclmayfoe sedas adar levi rferece.operating mode which leaves one Vertical clock in the high
ano ay e uso a a ark eve refrens.ate during integration. The CCD4.42A may be operated InThe last Clocked gate in the Horizontal registers is twice as the conventcinal buried channel mode with increase in charge

large as. Me Others and can be useo to tiortzontally bin charge. capacity over the MPP made.



DEIIION OF TERMS Spectral Rotpesse Range-!-The Spectral band over VhichDEF~rT. I.. . the response per Wilt of radian power is'more tman 1%of
Charge-Coupled Device-A charge-Coupled do mce is a the peak response,I monolithic silicon structure inl which discrete p85(0*(5 oe lec-
itý-. charge are transported from position to Position bY Photo-Response Non.Unltrmlty-The difference, of the
seQuential clocking of an array of gates. response levels between the most and the least sensitive

I regions under unifiorm illumination (excluoing blemished
Vertical Transport Clocks eov, .V. i)y3-The 1lck~l elements) expressed as a percentage of the a.mge~rs esponse.I signals applied to the ver~tical transport register.'

I - Dark Sgnal- The output signal in the dark.caused-by thar-
Horizontal Transport Clocks 0H, H. opH3-The !cIocI aiy geeraxted electrons. Dark signal is a linear function
signals applied to the horizontat transport registers. fof Integration time and an exponential function of chipI Reset Clock oR-The clock applied to the reset swich Of temperature.
the output amplifier. Viliftleal Trilirer Gatie oVTG -Gate structures adjacent to

Dynamic Rang#-The ratio of saturation output Yoftge to hn o fpooie n is oiotltasotrgaes
RMS noise in the dark. The peak-to-peak random nos I s- The charge packets accumuitaeled-in ttiephotoisiles are shifted

time theAMSnois outut.vertically through the array. Upon. reaiching the end tow of
I p"Wotostes. tre charge is OBaisterred in parallel via the trnefer

duces an output sionaI corresponding to the Maximum transfer gate voltage goes high.I photosila charge caoucity. Exposure is equal to Iil pr~oduct Pix0¾-Plcture element or sensor element also called
of light intensity and integration time. emrorpoote
Respenslvity -The output signal vottageper unit ofepoue

TIMING DIAGRAM ~VRCLAAW
FLUSH;~ Si.0T EO

VIDEO OUT

-,VIC
MPP TILNG

0 V2 _______

0 *.- - REPEAT 204ThtEB
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j ~J8/U..4.~CD442A.

TYPICAL CCD Q~~~UANTUM EFFICIENC UNU FIINCY ENHANCEMENTS
.. On a custom basis, our large area CCDs can be backside

............. ACXSIOI Th#4NED thinneo for increased CE. The CCD0 is bump mated to a
/ - . -. anout and thinned to apprioxxrately 15 mnicro~ns. The inci.

0ent tillumination enters through. the backside. of the array.
bD Since no photons are absorbed in the polysilicon gestruC-

. lures, the OE increases. We can also coat trqntslde-illumi-
nated devices with a fluorescent dye that absorbs UIV light

COATED and fluoresces in'the visible'range. This provioes cmt
07 - response at wavelengtns less than 400nm.

*250 35t 450 A D so a U 260 850 95 1050

TYPICAL DC VOLTAGES

SYMBOL PARAMETER -RANGE UNIT REMARKý-JMIN NOM MAX

VAD Reset Drain Voltage 12 13.0 16 V

V00  Output Gate- Voltage 1.0 V

VSSuibstrate Ground .0V

TYPICAL CLOCK VOLTAGES

SMBOL PARAMETER I1 tHIr: LOW UNIT REMARKS

V01`10,2.3 [Horizontal Muttivlexer Clock 1 . ~ 0V

VC0V0. 2 .3 ; Vertical Armuy Clocks +3.0- -8.0 V

VdVTG Array Transfer Gate Clock 4.3-0 1-5.0 V
Nnie eli'H,1400F 0v.6ODr,2

PERFORMAN CE SPECIFICATIONS

SYMBOL PARAMETER -i RANGE UNIT REMARKS

VSTSaturation Output Voltage 300 120 mV Note 1
Full Well Capacity 100.000 400.000 e

____ Output ApSniiiyIi30pv8

PRUPhoto-Response No-nfrty110 *-S-

IPeak-to-Peak I

DSNU) Dark Signal Non-Unifor~mty 1.0 my
Peak-to-Peak

Dc Dark Current 0.025 2.0 nAtcm2  Note, 2
R Resoonsivity 1.0

w Output DC: Level L 14.0 V Nofte 3
Z Suggested Load Register 1.0 5.0 20 kil Note 3

Nr)IO I Wavanum wpa carvty is cnieveacm Ieoling in Butid Channel Pnooe ~rr-nmmum camacitv it in MPP tracsi

li~e 2 Vawesn*n a-voti~25C Cari cu rent ouoles lot every 4 - 6 C
1(f 2 S~a131 le-.1 vonecI-.S Ate v"om-na IMPP e'om anti DC ooe.;.ign voia~e p(- sz-oriwr~wI OiwRai0 &iSoc voritcat SnIth Cycle

E

IL



I ~ ~CCD442 PACKAGE QUiNJ56-Pmn Kovar Pa~ckage

4x i a= RMY w.4ZAIt =VI
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IM L4
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' COSMETIC GRADING WARRANTY

Device grading helps to establish a ranking for the image- Within twuye monlths'of delivery to the end customer. Loral

quality that a CCD will provide. Blemishes are characterized Fairchild will repair or replace, at our option, any L~oral fair.

as spurious pixels exceeding 10% of VsAT with resopet to child camerai product it any pait is found to tbO defelctive in
neighbornga elements. Elemish content is determined in the mateitlef or workmanship. Contact fact"r for =39nsgment of

dark, at various illumination levels and for different device warraflty return number sand shipping instructions to ensure
temperatures. promipt repair or replacement.

The CCO442A is available in various standard grades. as well CERTIFICATION
as custom selected graoe& Consult the factory for available L.oral Fairchild Diiioncortiies.thata all products mu carefiully in-
grading information and custom selections. spm n testedl at the fatrypito to sienhrdwillise

ail requiitientB atf th wpefifcatmio underwhlch it is furnished.

PalcdhId ktnagin S~nws

Loral Fezvctwld cannel &&sum@n faom lit' for Vse
01 8"rY c6rcury 08=cil00 01fW Than aireuwry ambodield
in a Loral Fawectdd poaeouc. NO " amrrW ci wrcuFlan
lhownaaa wre #mn~h"



'ANALOG Very Low-Noise. Quad
,, DEVICES Operational Amplifier

ATURESinsuring-excellent gain accuracy and linearity, even in high-
Ver Low Noise..............5SnV/%/Hz @ 1kHz Max gain applications. Input bias current is under 25nA which
E-xcellent Input Offset Voltage ..............0.4mV Max reduces errors due to signal source resistance. The OP-470's
...ow Offset Voltage Drift....:.............. 2gV/0C Max CMR of over 110dB and PSRR of less than 1.BpV/V signifi-
'Very High Gain ........................ 1000 V/mV Min cainty reduce errors due to ground noise and power supply
outstanding CMR ......................... 110dB Mim fluctuations. Power consumption of the quad OP-470 is half
Slew Rate............................... 2V/s Typ that of four OP-27s, a significant advantage for power con-
Gain-Bandwidth Product .................. 6MHz Typ
Industry Standard Quad Pinouts PIN CONNECTIONS
Available in Die Form

DERING INFORMATION t OTA'OUTI O 0 O,

AAKG -PRTN N A 3 12 -IN D isN AN D
V,, 1AX CEO EPAUE1 _N.C

5  
17 PLC

Q00 OP470ARC883 ML NB -IN C N.C. 7SNc

40 P470AY - OP470ATCI88M ML OUT7 out OUT C IA WtC

800 OP47OFY IND 14-PINI HERMETIC DIP'.- a~
1000 - OP470GS" -IN (Y-Sutffx) , 21

For do-Aces processedin total Com~pisance toMIL- STD4183; add 1883 afterpart 14-PIN PLASTIC MINI..,DIP 20-LEAD LCC
ltumber. Consult factory for 8153 data stneet.~ (P-Suffix) (RC-Sufflx)
Sum-in is available on commercial and irndustnal temperature range parts in

CerDIP. plastic DIP. and TO-can pactages. Z 7 --

CFor availabIiiy and bum-in information on SO and PLCC packages. canta= OUT A is* OUT 0 * it2Uj "

your local sales oflice. -11NA 2 ~ -N0 N~S2

-!NA 1.-ND IN

-NERAL DESCRIPTION -13 V2NC 0 C

V. V_~yOP_470 is a high-performance monolithic quao opera- -IS512 -I . . _NC

a[v'Hamplkifir it xfeptiongcmallylowevoltagenoie.o -, c. "N avt-I

a.lH amplifiez with ofexigcton paably low veroltage noie O.SI io' 2 - c N-cs-. ' N.C.

I's industry standard OP-27. N~.C. 9 N.C.7F

V 
0

OP-470 features "an input offset voltage below 0.4mV. 6PNSL 8LA C
cellent for a a uad op amp,'and an off set d rift under 2,VI0 C, 6PN O
-ranteed over the full military temperature range. Open- (S-Suffix) (T Uffix)
p gain of the OP-470 is over 1.000,000 into a 10ki'l load IT-

APLIFIED SCHEMATIC

OU r

0 D
-v.

V. B OPERA TIONAL AMPLIFIERS 2-1005



)P-470
I scious applications. The OP-470 is unity-gain stable with a Lead Temperature Range (Soldering, 60 sec) 30000
- gain-bandwidth product of 6MHz and a slew rate of 2V/,us. Junction-Temperature (T1) .... ....... 50C to +15000IThe OP-470 offers excellent amplifier matching which is OprtnTmeaueRng
Imnportant for applications such as multiple gain blocks, low- OP-470A ................................... ...... 5500Cto +1250C

ioise instrumentation amplifiers, quad buffers, and low-noise 0P-470E. OP-470F ............... ..........- 2S*C to +8500
aivfitr. . OP 1-470G ...................~........... ....... 400C to +8500

iThe OP-470 conforms to the industry standard 14-pin 01P PA r . 8G YE11A (Note-3) e UNITS
:tinout. It is pin compatible with the OP-il, LM148/149,
-iA4741 -HA5104, and RM4156 quad op amps and can be used I4-Piit Hermetic DIP (Y) S4 10 ~ C/w
0 upgrade systems using these devices. 14-Pin Plastic DIP (P) 76 33 'C/w

cor higher speed applications the OP-471. with a slew rate of 2-CnaLC(c)730CA
3V/jus. is recommendec. 28-CoFntat LCC (TC) 70 28 'CAN

16-Pin SOL (S) a8 23 *CAVNOES
AbolteS: xmmrtnsapt obt IEadpakgdpn.uls

kBSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (Note 1) Abrwse outedmxmmrtnsap. obt IEaopakgdpnulsJ)uppiy Voltage............................................... ±ti8V 2. The OP-A70s inpu~ts are protecte~d by back-to-back diodes, Current limiting
iff erential Input Voltage (Note 2)..........................1 t~.OV resistors are not used iniorder toachieve low noise Performance. If differential

.- )ffrenia InutCurrent (Note 2)........................ +25mA voltage exceeds ±1.0v. the input current should be limited to ±25mA,_ .
.)iffeentialInout3. a A is specified for worst case mounting conditions, ix~e..e is specified for

-ioui Voltage............ ......... Supply Voltage c~vice in socket for TO. CerOIP. P-DIP, and LCC Packages: O. i specified

LuPut Sho~rt-&Ciruit Duration ....................... Continuous 'or device soldered to printed circuit board for SO and PLCC packages.
.5torage Temperature Range

P, TO. Y-Package ............ . ................ -650C to + 1500C

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS at Vs t_15V, TA = 250C, unless otherwise noted.

IOP-47OA/E OP4- P4O
PARAMCTER SYMBOL CONDITONS MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX UNITS

:nput offset Voltage V~s - 0.1 04 0.2 0.9 - 0.-4 1.0 mV

nput Offset Current lI S =,0v - ., 10 - 6 20 - 12 30 nA
$.out Sias Current Is O.~=V - 6 25 - 15 50 - 25 60 nA

:ut Noise voltage eno-P -Note I i 40 .izt 0Z- 200 - so 200' - 63 200 . nV...

.?0= HZ - . 6.5 - 3.6 6.5 - 3.s 6.5
nput Noise en 100HZ- 3.3 5.5 - 3.3 5-5 - 3:.3 5.5s

~olao Dnsty en ~ =k~ * -. 3.2 -.0 - 3.2 5.0 - 3.2 5.0nvfz
~Note 2)

nput Noise 100Hz 1 07 -- 07 - .- 0 A\

Zurrent Detsitv I 0H 707 -0 A, H
%,= I kHz- 3. -- 0.4 -A - '0.4 -

v.arge-Gaigna A = 10<1 :300 - 800 1700 - 800 1700 - V/mv

':ltc Gi = 2k1<1 500 1200 - 4:00 co0 - 400 900 -

riput voltage- Range IVR Note 3) :11 :2 - 1 :2- -- :1 :2 -v

uitput voltage swing V0  ;;L 22k.) :12 :13 - =12 :13 - 12 :13 - v

omo-Moae Felection CNMR '-= 11V11 2 - 10 20 -10 10 - d

.ower Supply PSRR g,= 4.5V to =18V. - .56 1t E1 .0 5.6 - 1 0 5.6 PvV,'
Reiection Ratio

.iew R se S.R .4 2 - 1 2 14 W s

2-1006 OPERA TIONAL AMPLIFIERS REV. B



I ECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS at vs = 15V, TA =25
0C, unless otherwise noted. (Continued)

OP-470A/E OP-47OF OP-47OG
JAMETR SYMBOL CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX. UNITS

.*oly Current Iy N od9 1 1 m
Amplifiers) NLa 1-~-~m

aBnwdhPoutGBW A.., -il - 6 -6 - 6 - MHZ

nnel Separation cs o=Qp. 125 155 ! 25 155 - . 125 155 -

.tCapacitance ýCN 22

:,ut Resistance -) 2. 0. 0.4 - 2 - p
!erential-Mode RN- . : . -- M

; t Resistance RINCM - 1 - 1
immon-Mode

Av=-l

ýing Time I, !o 0.1% - !.5 -- 5.5 -- 5. 5'u

I o001 - 6. -- 6.0 -- 6.0 -

ýITES:Luaranteedi but not 100% tested.
ample tested.
uaranteed by OMR test.

,set Vottage Drift

ut Offset Current lo VC4 = OV - 5 20 nA.

ý'ui Bias Current .= - 1 50n

,etec ionRati Av p ~j 5 6 0 -V/mV

.1l Amplifies 5I . No Load - 9.2 11 mA

TE:
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OP-470
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

VOLTAGE NOISE DENSITY VOLTAGE NOISE DENSITY
vs FREQUENCY vs SUPPLY VOLTAGE 0.1Hz TO,1OHz.NOISE

T T25c•C1 TA,-2S*C

.00

Al - . I I I -hTwl I

w III CORNEl ii 
Uv

Vs - =15

10 100i lk 0 5 =10 .15 --20

FREQUENCy {Hi) SUPPLY VOLTAG;E V•OLTS)

CURRENT NOISE DENSITY VOLTAGE

vs FREOUENCY vs TEMPER•AT-URE , VOLTAGE DRIFT
10.0

vs=.o "S . ,, .: o V.= v

II a ..

" 1-• 11 Hill N

"T =I'"l I ,t: CO N;1H i ~ 'i12 I ! '-I

60 
0

. : ii /' <. i. i,• .a -, , .o "° I = 2
5 i

:5 1 10 "I•O. e - OC 0 :5 _ 10 ,1,,,,

• ~il 40 ,, il ' ,.. .'

10100 !ok -01 -50 -25 - 0 -5" so: 75 l00 "TZ5 02 . 3 .. . 5 ...

FREOUENCY (Hz) PPLVTE VTIME (MINUTES)

INPUT BIAS CURRENT INPUT OFFSET CURRENT INPUT BIAS CURRENT vs
vs TEMPERATURE vs TEMPERATURE COMMON-MODE VOLTAGE

Vs =_-1v ! ... Vs =15V " s=.llý V "
VS l 9 VcsI . V TIi 2€C ,

VII -. ___

.'Ii; - l-Il I "_:__

2 2

-l 0

75 -50 -25 a -S so M _ 100 125 -75 -50 -25 0 ^s 50 so 100 125 -12.5 - 10 -7.5 -5 -2.5 0 2.5 5 7.S 10 12. 5

TEMPERATURE sCI TEMPERATURE VC) COMMON-MODE VOLTAGE (VOLTS)
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I YPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

TOTAL SUPPLY CURRENT' TOTAL SUPPLY CURRENT

CMR vs FREQUENCY vs SUPPLY VOLTAGE vs TEMPERATURE

205'

900

20 3

200

10 2 2

-PSR vs FRQEC vsR FR~EC vs FR2UNC

140 J8

TA010

20 T20

Do100 2

00

25 u000

10

20 20

00 2

FRQEC (Hr_ FRQUECY____FREUENY___.

SHF sFREQUENCY vMHs SUPPLY VOLTAGE vsL1S TEMPEkAT'URE (C

25 8 500 so

EV. B5* OPR=INLMLFES2711



OP-470
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CH4ARACTERISTICS

MAXIMUM OUTPUT SMALL-SIGNAL
MAXIMUM OUTPUT SWING VOLTAGE vs OVERSHOOT vs

vs FREQUENCY LOAD RESISTANCE CAPACITIVE LOAD

20 100

II THO1I% Ay T-2rC

li 6

12C

1k1 i06 i00 111a HIM 1001 10k0 20 00 60 0

FREOUENCY (m LOAD RESISTANCE (nI) C-APACITIVE LOAD (pF)

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE SLEW RATE CHANNEL SEPARATION
vs FREQUENCY In TEMPERATURE vs FREQUENCY

2604' ITO___A 7

TA 25-C 
ISO

-3. ISOp1

240 0

IS . -S I "-II _ _

120 I~0 .1

Av 10 IsI

so 7 .=3 -

60 ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 AVS 102M.1I ___________I ~~V IV-0,.,TO106H0,
0 ......... ....... 10k so
.00 16 10k 1006 lIM 10M 10014 -75 -50 -25 a .ý0 SO 75 100 12S IQ 100 16 10x l0ok iN I.M

FREQUENCY ("r) TEMPERATURE f-C FREQUENCY (Hz01

TOTAL HARMONIC LARGE-SIGNAL SMALL-SIGNAL
DISTORTION vs FREQUENCY TRANSIENT RESPONSE TRANSIENT RESPONSE

ZVS - zISV"

RL 
2
kf

-A 25SC

0.1rilt 
l

0

%ATA

A, I A-1 Av -

FREQUENCY IH4ý1
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I'NEL SEPARATION TEST CIRCUIT TOTAL NOISE AND SOURCE RESISTANCE
The total noise of an op amp can be calulated by:

skr V, ne)2  (ii, R5)2 (et)2

'soon 
where:

En total input referred noise1? OP4en oc amp voltage noise
I OP amp current noise

.51 e, source resistance thermal noise

son~ R source resistance

- ~The total noise is referred to the input and at the output wouldJP47 V2 be amplified by the circuit gain.
Figure 1 shows the relationship between total noise at 1 kHz.

CHANNEL. SEPARATION ,01~ .0( and source resistance. For IRS < 'I kfl the total noise is domi-
V~I~Jnated by the voltage noise of the OP-470. As Rs rises above

FIGURE 1: Total Noise vs Source Resistance (including

ININ CIRCUIT Resistor Noise) at I kHz

2 +E
46

A 1I'+IV
0 0 10

- 13 I RESISTOR'jf NOjSE ONLY~ _

RS-. SOURCE RESISTNCE (n1)

FIGURE 2: Total Noise vs Source Resistance (Including

-!CATIONS INFORMATION Resistor Noise) at 10Hz

AGE AND CURRENT NOISE. -0

OP-470 is a very low-;noise, quad op amp, exhibiting a
at voltage noise of -only 3.2nWVIHz @ 1 kHz. The.I
.:tionally. low noise .ctiracteristics of the OP-470 is in
0a chee by erating~ttie input transisto*rs at high col-47 P11
r currents since the voltage noise is inversely propor- c pi~III

to the square root of the collector current. Current
however, is directly proportional to the square root of

:ollector current. As a result, the outstanding voltage O il

performance of the OP-470 is gained at the expense ofI
int noise pertormance. which is typical for low noise
iifie rs.OIE NLI

)tain the best noise performance in a circuit it is vital to 10 k lick loft

rstand the relationship between voltage noise (en). Cur- RS -. SOURCE RESISTANCE (fli

1noise (in), ana resistor noise (e,).

IE
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OP-470
1 i kl, total noise increases and is dominated by resistor noise the voltage noise of the OP-470 is the major contributor to.
rather than by voltage or current noise of the OP-470. When peak-to-peak noise with current noise the major contributor
R5S exceeds 2Okfl. current noise of the OP-470 becomes the as Rs increases. The crossover point between.'the OP-470Imajor contributor-to total noise. and the OP-400 for peak-to-peak noise is at Rs = 17ktfi.

Figure 2 also shows the relationship between total noise and 7The OP-471 is a higher speed version of the OP-470, with a
source resistance, but at 10Hz. Total noise increases more slew rate of 8V/jus. Noise of the OP-471 is only sl ightly higher

jquickly than shown in Figure 1 because current noise is than the OP-470. Like the OP-470. the OP-471 is Onity-gain
Iinversely proportional to the square root of frequency. In stable.

Figure 2, current noise of the OP-470 domninates the total For reference, typical source resistances of some signalInoise~when RS > 5kfl. sources are listed in Table 1.
Fromiigures 1 and 2 it can be seen that to reduce total noise,
source resistance must be kept to a minimum. In applications TAL

*with a high source resistance; the OP-400, with lowercurrent SOURcýE
noise than the OP-470, will provide'lower total noise. DEVICE IMPEDANCE COMMENTrS
Figure 3 shows peak-to-peak noise versus source resistance S:ramr gauge <500fl Typically used in low Ireauency

Sover the 0.1 Hz to 10Hz range. Once again, at low values of RS, appications.
jMagnetic <1500il Low IB very important to reduce

FIUE3: Pea-ToPea Noise (0.1Hz To 1z)vs Source reiadself-magnetization prooiems when
ri'.ur ~ ~ ~ lLFIZ)direct coupling is used. OP-470 1.

Resistance (Includes Resistor Noise) can be neglected.

Maneic<150011 Similar need for low 1.3 in direct
'OP-ii1E .n.9oraph coupled applications. OP-470 will not

-. cartriges nrdc n sell-magnetization
.,. .2:Linervarableproblem.

11 i IALnavral <150011 Used in rugged servo-feedback
op,? differential applications. Bandwidth of interest isj70 transformner 400Hz to - kHz..

.. ~- For further information regarding noise calculations, see
4 *"Minimrization of Noise in Op-Amp Applications," Applica-

RE ;on Note AN-15.
IN. !s!ONLT

NOISE MEASUREMENTS
PEAK-TO-PEAK VOLTAGE NOISE

100 1 k 10k O5k The circuit of Figure 4 is a test setup for measuring peak-to-
AS SOURCE RESISTANC.E (n). peak voltage noise. To measure the 20.OnV peak-to-peak

FIGURE 4: Peak-To-Peak Voltage Noise Test Circuit (0.1 Hz To 10Hz)

A3S
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i 0~P-470 II
le specification of the OP-470 in the 0 1Hz to 10Hz range,. 4. The test time to measure 0.1 Hz-to-lOHz noise should not

ollowing precautions must be observed: exceed 10 seconds. As shown in the noise-tester fre-
n•e device has to be warmed-up for at least five minutes. quency-response curve of Figure 5, the 0.1Hz corner is

Is shown in the warm-up drift curve, the offset voltage defined by only one pole. The tlest time of 10 seconds acts
as an additional pole to eliminate noise contribution from

pically changes 5ýV due to increasing chip temperature the frequency band below O.1Hz...
Ster power-up. In the 10-second measurement interval, 5. A noise-voltage-density test is recommended when mea-

hese temperature-induced effects can exceed tens- surng noise on a large number of unitsro A 10Hz noise-
of-nanovolts. voltagenoes e ol arlate well wit h a

•r similar reasons. the device has to be well-shielded voltage-aensity measurement will correlate well with a
am air currents. Shielding also minimizes thermocouple 0.lHz-to-lQHz peak-to-peak noise reading, since both

airecurre. Sresults are determined by the white noise and the location
dfects i of the 1/f corner frequency.

"udden motion in the vicinity ofthe device caalso"feed- 6. Power should be supplied to the test circuit by well E
rough" to increase te observed noise.... bypassed low-noise supplies, e.g. batteries. These will

minimize output noise introduced via the amplifiersupplylJRE 5:0O.1Hz To 10Hz Peak-To-Peak Voltage Noise pins.

Test Circuit Frequency Response
NOISE MEASUREMENT - NOISE VOLTAGE DENSITY
The circuit of Figure 6 shows a quick and reliable method of
measuring the noise voltage density of quad op amps. Each
individual amplifier is series-connected and is in unity-gain,
save the final amplifier which is in a noninverting gain of 101.
Since the ac noise voltages of each amplifier are uncorre-
lated, they add in rms fashion to Yield:

So.eour= 101 (/enA2 + eng2 + e c 2 + eno)

The OP-470 is a monolithic device with four identical amplifi- u
20 1! 1ers. The noise voltage density of each individualamplifierwill

match, giving: 7
o~~n eOT=11101 (2en

0.01 :J. 1 0 100

FREQUENCY ( )')(e)

LURE 6: Noise voltage Density Test Circuit

Ri R2

- P4O+ TO SPECTRUM ANALY ZER

VA

-V. B OPERA TIONAL AMPLIFIERS 2-1015



OP-470
SFIGURE 7: Current Noise Density Test Circuit

+ P7e, OUT TO

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

oo --<• 4 0k.GAIN - 10.000

S200n Y$ = 15V

FIGURE 8: Driving Large Capacitive LoadsNOISE MEASUREMENT -- CURRENT NOISE DENSITY

The test circuit shown in Figure 7 can be used to measure

current noise density. The formula relating the voltage output V+
C2

to current noise density is: +-

en fOUT)' 4OnV/H
In = R2

where: R11

G = cain of 10000 TA
Rc = 100kfl source resistance OP-n- oO

CAPACITIVE LOAD DRIVING AND POWER -0000F

SUPPLY CONSIDERATIONS cs
The OP-470 is uniTy-gain stable ana is capable of driving _-
large capacitive loads without oscili--ing. Nonetheless. good P ACE SUPY DECOUPUNG

supply bypassing is highly recormmended. Proper supply *SEETEXT CAPACITORSATOP-M0

bypassing reduces problems caused ty supply line noise and
improves the capacitive load driving capability of the OP-470.

In the standard feedback amplifier, the op ampbs output res- FIGURE 9: Pulsed Operation

tance combines with the load capacitance to form a low-
:ass filter that acds phase snift in the feedback networK and
reduces stability. A simple circuit to eliminate this effect is R.

shown in Figure 8. The added components. Cl and R3.

decouple the amplifier from the loac capacitance and 'provide
additional stability. The values of C, and R3 shown in^.Figure
8 are for a load capacitance of up to 10OOpF when used with J
the OP-470. OP-470 2VI,

In applications where the OP-470's inverting or noninyvenina
inputs are driven by a low source impedance (under 100n) or,
connected to ground. if V- is appliec before V-, or when V-
is disconnecteo. excessive parasitic currents will flow. Most

2-1016 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS REV. B



0P-470

ilications use dual tracking supplies and with the device -tors is eliminated by using feedback resistors internalto the
)ly pins properly bypassed, power-up wiit not present a DAC. Of the four DACs available in the DAC-8408. only two,
)lem. A source resistance of at least 100fl in series with all DACs A and C, actually pass a signal. DACs B and D are used

uts (Figure8) willlimitthe parasiticcurrentstoasafelevel to provide the additional feedback resistors needed in the
I- is disconnected. It should be noted that any source circuit. If the VREFB and VREFD inputs remain unconnected

5tance, even 100fl. adds noise to the circuit. Where noise the currrent-to-voltage converters using RFBB and RFBD are
quiredto be kept at a minimum, agermanium orSchottky unaffected by digital data reaching DACs B and D.

de can be used to clamp the V- pin and eliminate the
!sitic current flow instead of using series limiting resistors.
most applications, only one diode clamp is required per FIGURE 10: Low Noise Amplifier

rrd or system.
.15V

TY-GAIN BUFFER APPLICATIONS 2. 4

en Rf < 100fl and the input is driven with a fast, large- VR_

al pulse (>1V). the output waveform will look as shown in 3 2oon3I
.re 9.

ling the fast feedthrough-like portion of the output, the
!t protection diodes effectively short the output to the
;t, and a current, limited only by the output short-circuit +!

Lection, will be drawn by the signal generator. With Rf 7

fl, the output is capable of handling the current require- R2

ts (IL 5 20MA at 1OV); the amplifier will stay in its active soR
le and a smooth transition will occur.

en R, > 3kfl, a pole created by Rf and the amplifier's input
acitance (2pF) creates additional phase shift and reduces + .
se margin. A small capacitor (20 to 5OpF) in parallel with A7 V P.2ND

elps eliminate this problem. son

S~50knI
'LICATIONS

NOISE AMPLIFIER

mple method of reducing amplifier noise by paralleling. • M 200n

l1ifiers is shown in Figure 10. Amplifier noise, depicted in son
-ire 11, is around 2nV/v Hz @ 1 kHz (R.T.I.). Gain for each
-!lleled amplifier and the entire circuit is 1000. The 200171 -

stors limit circulating currents and provide an effective
out resistance of 5017. The amplifier is stable With a 10nF
acitive load and can supply up to 3OmA of output drive. FIGURE 11: Noise Density of Low Noise Amplifier, G = 1000

ITAL PANNING CONTROL
re 12 uses a DAC-6408. a quad 8-bit DAC. to pan a signal

,ween two channels. The complementary DAC current
Suts of two of the DAC-8408's four DACs drive current-to-
tge converters built from a single quad OP-470. The -

plifiers have complementary outputs with the amplitudes 0

"endent upon the oigital code applied to the DAC. Figuret-ews the complementary outputs for a 1 kHz input signal =

digital ramp applied to the DAC data inputs. Distortion of
Idigital panning control is less than 0.010'

n error due to the -ismatching betwee- :-i- internal DAC
jer resistors ano :ne current-to-voltace teedback resis-

E
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OP-470
FIUE12: DgtlPann inc Control Circuit

SIDE A INf) 2!VEA.4 4

114

DA COP-47ce B OUT

-A 8AS L C~ -orer ;'M U

FIGURE ~ SID 13 -1ca Pannin Conro Cuou FIGURE 14: 4cec mlfe

AP47I OU - OUT 414
2N43

DAC DAT SUS IL

ý-,IN WLS)-16AAS8; Ca,
-5 :OUTD 2

SQULC AMPLIFIER"-- Sa

DA SELECT

reuInGUR the gcain0lh anvering Conro ome byD~ oIUR ampcelhAplfe

A toT zero.L Mý
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E-BAND LOW NOISE STEREO GRAPHIC EQUALIZER ratio over a 2OkHz bandwidth is better tha-n 100dB referred to
graphuic equalizer circuit shown in Figure 15 provides a 3V rms input, Larger inductors cab 6it replaced by activeIof boost or cut over a 5-band range. Signal-to-noise inductors.but-this reduces the sigg1al-to-noise ratio.

ýRE 15: 5-Band Low Noise Graphic Equalizer

cl

114 RU

R3 C2 Li

IHI

ASl C3 L2

V.~~~~~ 12PRA0OALAPIFES2-11



For Immoeiale Assisftace, Conlat Your Local Salesperson

1BURR-BROWN® OPA627
OPA637

SAVAILABLE IN DIE

Precision High-Speed
Difet® OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

FEATURES APPLICATIONS
"" VERY LOW NOISE: 4.5n1-lz at 10kHz 0 PRECISION INSTRUMENTATION

"* FAST SETTLING TIME: 0 FAST DATA ACQUISITION
OPA627-550ns to 0.01% * DAC OUTPUT AMPLIFIER
OPA637-450ns to 0.01% * OPTOELECTRONICS

"* LOW Vos: IO0gV max 0 SONAR, ULTRASOUND
"* LOW DRIFT: 0.8gV/C max * HIGH-IMPEDANCE SENSOR AMPS

"" LOW IB: 5pA max * HIGH-PERFORMANCE AUDIO CIRCUITRY

"* OPA627: Unity-Gain Stable * ACTIVE FILTERS
"* OPA637: Stable in Gain _> 5

IDESCRIPTION High frequency complementary transistors allow
increased circuit bandwidth, attaining dynamic per-

The OPA627 and OPA637 Difet operational ampli- formance not possible with previous precision FET op
tiers provide a new level of performance in a precision amps. The OPA627 is unity-famn" stable. The OPA637
FET op amp. When compared to the popular OPA III is stable in gains equal to or greater than five.
op amp. the OPA627/637 has lower noise, lower offset Direr fabrication achieves extremely low input bias
voltage, and much higher speed. It is useful in a broad cufet fition chieveser y input bisrncurrents without compromising input voltage noise
range of precision and high speed analog circuitry. performance. Low input bias current is -maintained

The OPA627/637 is fabricated on a high-speed. die- over a wide input common-mode voltage range with
lectricalty-ki.olated complementary NPN/PNP proc- unique cascode circuitry.
ess. It oDerates over a wide range of power supplyvoltze~.4.S to+_18. Lir-timmd Dietiput The OPA627/637 is available in plastic DIP. SOIC
voltage--±45V to ±1 SV. Laser-trimmed Ditet input and metal TO-99 packages. Industrial and military
circuitry provides high accuracy and low-noise per- r m- -- .temperature range models are avaiiable.
forrnance comparable with the best bipolar-input op
amps. 7

I -AA=

D~~fet.~ (D.m~V

lfleratlna Aipot idUV~I31 . atng ~deso P Bo 1400 Tuso, A 87~4 SteetAdres: 730S.TuconBkv. TOutput 370
Tel(62)76.11 Th91.92-l1l. Cb~86l~0P ela06441 FX:60)83-110 k idlt. rouc k~'.(80) 4816

-In -inRO

2.180 PDS-998E



or. "call customer Service at 1-800-548-5132 (USA Daily)
SPECIFICATIONS
ELECTRICAL

OA2BBPJSM 0PAZYAM'APIAtJ--.(

OPA6=7M1BP/SM 'OPA637AWAPIAU

PARAMETER CONDITIONS MWIN TYP &AW MIN ITYP 'MAX UNITS t

OFFSET VOLTAGE V, < 0
Input Oftfset Voltme 40 100 130 250 AV 0

AP BP, AU Grapes 100 250 j280 500 AtV
Average Drift - 0.4 0.8 j1.2 2 AzV/*C L

AP, SP. AU Grades 0.8 2 j2.5 AiVI*C
Power Supply Rejection Vs =±4.5to ±18V 106 1.20 100 116 F dBC

INPUT BIAS CURRENT A
input Bias Current VC.= 0V 1 5 2 10 pA

over Specified Temperature V,. -0V 1 2 nA
SMGaevC -o0v s 0. rtA

1Over Common-Mode Voltage Vo = =10V 1 2 pA

NOS
Noise Density. I 100Hz i 1 01nWz C

VlaeNoise. SW - 0.110o 10Hz0. 1.0- pp

INPUT' IMPEDANCE 0 a
Differential 10,3" 12r1 pF
Common-Mode 10,3117 n. If___ I"
INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE

Common-Mode Input Range ±11 ±11.5

Commmon-Mode, Reiection V1 ,, ±10-5V 106 116 1 00 110 ff!ý L

OPEN-LOOP GAIN
Open-Loop Vohsoe Gain V 0 =i0:to:R,=l 11. 106 116 CIO 0Over Specified Temperature V, = ±1 OV. RL = 1kfl 106 j 1 100 110 d

SM Grade V, -±10V. A.= IkO 10 114 dB

FREQENY RESPONSE
Slwat:PA627 G =-1. 1OV SteD 40 5_0 WAftS

0PA,637 G . -4. 1 OV Steo 100 135 W ~AS
Settling Tim.eOPA627 0.01% G --- 1. 1OV Steo 550 C IS

0.1% G-.0Ve 40ns
OPAG37 0.01 % G =-.-4. 1 OV Steo i450. ns

0.1% G -- 4. 1 y Steo 300 fla
Gain-Bandwidth Product: OPA627 G -1 16 I -MHz

OPA637 +G= 10 so - MZ
Total Harmonic Disbortion .. Noise G + 1. f 1kF'z0.00-

POWER SUPPLY
Specified Operatino Voltage ±1 8- IV
Operating Volt rage RIage ±4.55 ± -Current .___ 7 ±5- I - m

OUTPUT
Voltage Output =11(= ±1Q1.5 t12.3

Over Specified Temperature :011 ±t115 - -V

C~irrem Output V =±1OV ±t45 -mA

Short Circuit Current t25 .70;-5s ±100 - - mA
Output impedance. Open-Looo. 1MHz 55 a

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Specification: AP. SP, AM. BM. AU -25 .85 -

SM -6s .125 'C
Storage: AM. SM. SM -.60 .150 -- '

AP. BP. AU -_40 ..1 25 - C
Bý: AM. BM, SM 200 awV

AP. OP 100 CW

AU 1.60 awE

Specifications same as 'B grade.
NOTES: (1) Offset voltage measured fully warmed-up. (2) High-Speed test at T, 25*C. See Typical Performance Curves for warmed-Lip performance.

The information provided herein is believed to be reliable: however. BURR-EPOWN assumes no responsibulity for ina=urcis or omissions. BURR-BROWN assumes
nto responsibility for the use of this information. and all use of such information shall be entirety at the user's own nisk. Prices and specifications are subect to change
Withoutnotice. No patn ritrghts orlicenses to any of the circuits described herein are implied orgrarledto anyithad party. BURR-BROWN does not authorize or warrarit
anyBURR-BROWN prodtuct for use in lie supprt devices and/or systems.

SBurr-Brown IC Data Book--Linear Products 2.181



j ~ ~~For Inrnitek e-Assistmoe, COWtc Your blocl Salesfiersun
DICE INFORMATION

OPA627 DIE TOPOGRAPHY OPA637 DIE TOPOGRAPHY

M MECHANICAL INFORMATION
PAD FUNCTION PAD FUNCTION )IWXTR

I OffsetTrim 5 offset Tri De iz 11I7x 297 Zg~203±o.13
2 -4n 6 ou"Die Tnkkness 'lx80 _'1 0.51 *.08I3 +In, 7 ý.V5  Min.Pad Sie 4'XA 0.10 X .10

NC No Connecton rlssorC=

Substrae Btla Dielectricaly solated. See data sneettoc con1necton options. csoui At oIN tTBol"at

Book. orcotc ftamot for entIrrnt kom~c

' ORDERING INFORMATION ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATING5S
TEPEATREsupply voltage +.. .8.I B

MODEL. PACKAGE RANGE In=u Voltage Range. .--- .V + 2V to -V~--
TEMERAUREDiffereentiaange....Range- _ Total V, +i 4V.

OPAS27AP plastic DIP -SCto +85*C Poe Dissipation -- =-...- 100011WI
OPAS27SP Plastic DIP f-Z5c to+p Operatting Teroperattie -

OPA627AU SOtO -ZS*C to .*851C MI Package __ - 5 5 ' C5 to +125*C
OPA627AM TO-99 Metal -Z5'C to +85*C P. U Package-_-_.. -.4m to +125*C
OPA627BM T0-99 metal -25*C to i+9s1c Storage Tentperature
OPA627SM TO-S9 Metal -5WC to +1251CMPakgto15C

______________________________P. U Package .. . - 0C to +1Z5,C

OPA637AP Plastic DIP I-251C to +a51C j.unctionl Temtperatree
OPA637BP Plastic DIP -25-C to +850C M Packag _ _ __ ----- -+175'+17 C
OPA637AU sole -251C to +651C P
OPA637AM TO7-99 Metal -25SC to +8'CLad Temperature (sotdenno. ls
0PA637SM TO-99 Metal -261C to +$51C SOIC (Solderina. 3s)
OPA637S?, TO-99 Metal -551C to +12S*C

PACKCAGE INFORMATIOW)'

PACKAGE DRAWING
MODEL PACKAGE NUMBER

OPAS27AP Plastic DIP 006
OPA627BP Plastic DIP 006
OPA627AU SOIC 182
OPA627AM TO-99 Metal 001
OPA6278M T0-99 Metal 001
OPAS27SM T 0-99 Metal 001

OPA637AP Plastic DIP 006
OPA637BP Plastic DIP 006
OPA637AU SOlO 182
OPA637AMv T0-99 Metal 001
OPA637BM TO-99 Metal 001
OPA637tM TO-99 Metal 001

NOTE: (1) For detailed drawing and dimension tatile. please see end ol data
Sheet, Or Appendix 0 ol Burr-Brown IC Data BOOK.

RurBrw IC DaaBo--i rPout



Or, ýCall Cuslomer Service at 1-8OD-548-5 132 (USA Onliy)

,iCoNFIGURATIONS Top View TO-99
DIP Cs

SOIC

craTm Tii18 No Internal Connection7

-.4n 2 7 +Vsj '-.in 3 + 6OUVut -4n2 6 Oulput

_S4 
5 ' "Iet T rimI

t if 4 OtfsetTrim

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES
.. Z c V. = ±1 SV unless otflerwise rioted.

INPUT VOLTAGE NOISE SPECTRAL OENS(TY TOTAL INPUT VOLTAGE NOSE vs; BANDWIDTH
lk 100

Ii H

Nos Badwf I Hull Il

J0ill I -I I ! i

z 00

II~ ifj 00

1 ~ 100 1k l0k 1 00k 1 m laM1 10 100 1 k 10k look IIJ 1Gm
Frequency (Hz) B5andwidthI (Hz)

VOLTAGE NOISE vs SOURCE RESISTANCE OPEN Loop GAIN vs FREQUENCY

IM 1on aio w l 111 1 l -1 .1 1O1202 1. 1eitr 1P2 Eplr p 1!1 IIlIl il1 !11 :
.,.. ,m~ esso j I I Aij

ReM) i -I IO!& Ill -t1-11
so - I fl' IlIIIl

S -20l I, I III :1l~

10 k 1k 10 M 1M lO 0 10 M k 10k62 10 M lM10
Sompc+ Resist oric >
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For Iffmedate Assistuige, Contact Your L'ocal Magmpeso
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT)
T, =+250 C. VS = :015V Unless o~therwiSe noted.

OPA627 GAIN/PHALSE vs FREQUENCY OPAS37 GAINIPI4ASE vs FREQUENCY

20 -20

20 -120
-~75" 5Phase CCI

-i10 U Iair .i' -1501010

0 II!H-180

-10 1III i-8
-210 ~-10 -1

1 110e100 1 10 100 v-

Frsý,ý!ecy (~z)Frequency (MHz)

OPEN-LOOP GAIN vs TEM~PERATURE OPEN-LOOP OUTPUT IMPEDANCE vs FREQUENCY
125. 100

120 so

60

1105
02

--ý5 -50 -25 0 25 5S0 755~ 2 2 20 200 2k- 20k 200k 2M 2DM

7emoemtmr ('C) Frequeicy (Hz)

COMMON-MODE REJECTION vs
COMMON-MODE REJECTION vs FREOUENCY INPUT COMMON MODE VOLTAGE

1420 !N63 I -I -Ii :1 1 .. 3

100

S80 110
III ~~*~IOPýA627 I -.

o60

M 40

0 soK

1 10 100 lk 10K 1 00k I M 1DM 1is 10 -5 0 5 10 is

rre~uel~y ~Common-Mode Voltage (V)
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Or, Call Customer Service at 1-SOG-545-6132 (USA Ooly)

- TlPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (corm)
v, .yt± v unless otherwise, noted.

POWER-SUPPLY REJECTION vs FREQUENCY POE-SPL REJECTION AND COMMON-MODE

REJECTION ns TEMPERATURE

.10 1; f 1:1'. 11 1 1 i I f l 1,25-

III ~ ~ PR 627SR371 ,I

110

1v 1 0 100 lk 10k 10ok 1M 1O 1075 1052

Frequerny (Hz) 7e5eatr -s 25CZ ) 5 10 2

SUPPLY CURRENT vs TEMPERATURE 10 OUTPUT CURRENT LIMIT vs TEMPERATURE

, I 
I

I I I60

40

0 ~LalVO tV I -

6 0, L.10
-5 50-25 0 5 ý,.75 100 .5-75 -50-5 0 25s 510 '2

Temperawue (,C) Temperanee (IC)

OPA627 GAIN-BANDWIDTH AND SLEW RATE OPA637 GAIN-BANDWIDTH AND SLEW RATE
vTMEAUEvs TEMPERATURE

24 60 120 160

SI Rat1
~*20 10 140

'Slew Rate

16 550 80 i120

1I2 GeW 60 100

50 40 80
-S-0-25 0 25 S0 75 100 12_7(5 -50 -25 0 25 50 75 100 125

T enmerature (*C) Temperature (*C) I

Burr-Brown IC Data Book-Linear Products218



For Irtifliediale Assistaic., Contact foot Local Salespersont
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (cowT)
T, +4251C. V, . ±15V unlfess ollerwise noted.

-. OPA627 TOTAL. HARMONIC DISTORTION + NOISE ORA637 TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION +~ NOISE
vs FRECUENCY vs FREOUENCY

01 . ~...' G-01.W

0.01 0.1 k5n

+ 0.001 -Measuretment SW: so1--z 0.

0.00 11I t i ll I I I ll 0.001

0.0001 2il . 001

20 100 1k 1k2k2 0 k1O 3

Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

INPUT BIAS AND OFFSET CURRENT INPUT SIAS CURRENT
vs JUNCTION TEMPERATURE vs POWER Sb$PPLY VOLTAGE

_10k 01

115

100

0.

TO-99 writ 0807HS Heat Sink
0.1 0

-50 -25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 =4 -6 ±8 ±10 ±:12 t14 ±t16 ±18S
Juncton Temperature (-C) SupplIy Voltage (:Ws)

INPUT BIAS CURRENT vs COMMON-MODE VOLTAGE INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE WARM-UP vs TIME

.1. 
1

0.994nc U Byooane

05
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Or, Call Custonter' Service at 1-800-54-8-6132 (USA Onlly)
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT)
Tit= +ZM~. Vs = ±15V unless otherwise notedt.

IMAX OUTPUT VOLTAGE vs FREOUENCY SETTLING TIME vs CLOSED-LOOP GAIN

30 100

I1 fillI C14
Error Band. ±0. 01%

20 TO

OPA627 0

I_ _ __ _ fil II A I1 1 1 11 1
to 10IPAý637

COPA67

II. ( . ; Iý I I .1i i i

I100k IPA 10M loom -1l -1_100 -1000 LLI
Frequercy (l-z) aosed-Loop Gain (V/V)

SETTLING TIME vs ERROR BAND SETTLING TIME vs LOAD CAPACITANCE

1500+5V OPS2 OPAS37 1 1
Error PA637*

E 100 6p 2p -+0.01% 0I I11J4

'~OP 50O PA627 -

0PA637 ! I-IllI~ II'
0 U0

0.CaI 0.01 0.1 1 10 0 150 200 300 400 500

Error Band (% Load Capacitance (pF)

APPLICATIONS INFORMATION R,:-c4R,

The OPA627 is unity-,zain stable. The OPA637 may be used O PA627 O PA627

to achieve hicher speed and bandwidth in circuits with noise S2!

gZain g-reater than five. Noise 5!ain refers to the closed-loop C * BuJffer o-trerio m
gyain of a circuit as if the non-invertingy op amp input were-G<
beinez driven. For exampiE. the OPA637 may be used in a
non-inverting amplifier with gain greater than five, or an
inverting amplifier of .2ain greater than four. JI <F 4R

When choosing between the 0PA627 or 0PA637. it is 0PýA627Limportant to consider the high frequency noise gain of your
circuit confizuration. Circuits with a* feedback cpacto Bnowd nein m
(Figure 1) place the op amp in unity noise-gain at high Uin

frequency. These applications must use .the OPA627 for
proper stability. An exception is the circuit in Figure 2.
where a small feedback capacitance is used to compc-isate 1for the input capacitance at the op amp s inverting infit. In OPAS27 OPAW2

this case, the closed-loop noise gain remains constant with
frequenicy. so if the closed-loop gain is equal to five or + Ple

greater. t-he OPA637 may !'used.- I integrator Fle

FIGURE 1. Cirut with Noise Gain Less than Five Require
the OPA627 for Proper Stability.
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OFFSET VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT noise of an OPA627. Above a 2W,2 source resistance, the op
The OPA627/637 is laser-trimmed for low offset voltage amp contributes little additional noise. Below 11:0, op amp
and drift, so many circuits will not require external adjust- noise dominates over the resistor noise, but compares
ment. Figure 3 shows the optional connection of an external favorably with precision bipolar op. amps.
potentiometer to adjust offset voltag• . This adjustment should '
not be used to compensate for offsets created elsewhere in a
system (such as in later'amplification stages or in an AID CIRCUIT LAYOUT
convener) because this could introduce excessive tempera- As with any high speed, wide bandwidth circuit, careful
ture drift. Generally, the offset drift will change by approxi- layout will ensure best performance. Make short, direct
mately 4.,tVPC for lmV of change in the offset voltage due interconnections and avoid stray wiring capacitance-- es-
to an offset adjustment (a shown on Figure 3). pecially at the input pins and feedback circuitry.

The case connection (pin 8 of TO-99 metal package only)
should be connected to an AC ground for lowest possible
pickup of external fields. While DC ground would be the
most likely choice, pin 8 could also be connected to either
power supply. (The case is not intemally connected to the
negative power supply as it is with most common op amps.)
For lowest possible input bias current, the case may. be
driven as a guard--see Input Bias Current section. Pin 8 of

_ the plastic DIP and SOIC versions has no internal connec-

RIJ C, C ON + CsmPY tion.

r, c, Power,supply connections should be bypassed with good
R- high frequency capacitors positioned close to the op amp

FIGURE 2. Circuits with Noise Gain Equal to or Greaterthan
Five May Use the OPA637. ÷ .

NOISE PERFORMANCE 7 10o n tol

Some bipolar op amps may provide lower voltage noise 2 Potentio1mer
performance. but both voltage noise and bias current noise 5 .oolo vretfefTe)

contribute to the total noise of a system. The OPA627/637 3 666

is unique in providing very low voltage noise and verV low OPA627

current noise. This provides optimum noise performance ±10IMVTypcw
over a wide range of sources. including reactive source Trim Rarge

impedances. This can be seen in the performance curve '!GURE 3. Optional Offset Voltage Trim Circuit.
showing the noise of a source resistor combined with the F

Noninvetio Butlet

Case%')Case"M

6 Out' 6

OPA627 "PA627

In • nverg T0-99 Bottom View

^ ;-PA273 @4

Board Layout for Input Guarding: 6 Out
Guaro top and bottom or boara. * Case @
Altemate--,jse Teflon' standoff for i 6

senstlive input pins. -

Teflon' E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

NOTE: t0) Case connected to pin 8 on
TO-99 package only-see text. To Guard Drive

FIGURE 4. Connection of Input Guard for Lowest Il.
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Or, Call Customer Service at 1-850-548.6132 (USA Only)
pins. In most cases 0.1 hF ceramic capacitors are adequate. age only) may also be driven at guard potential to minimize

The OPA627/637 is capable of high output current (in any leakage which might occur from the input pins to the
excess of 45mA). Applications with low impedance loads or case. The case is not internally connected to -V,.

j capacitive loads with fast tranisient signals demand large Input bias current may also be dekraded by improper han- C0
currents from the power supplies. Larger bypass capacitors dlng or cleaning. Contamination" from hidling parts and
such as ljtF solid tantalum capacitors may improve dynamic circuit boards may be removed with cleaning solvents and !
performance in these appiatdeionized water. Each rinsing operation should be followed (,O

by 7 30-minute bake at 85°C.

INPUT BIAS CURRENT Many FET-input op amps exhibit large changes in input bias •
Difet fabrication of the OPA627/637 provides very. low current with changes in input voltage. Input stage cascode 0
input bias current. Since the gate current of a FET doubles circuitry makes the input bias current of the OPA627/637
approximately every I0C., to achieve lowest input bias virtually constant with wide common-mode voltag e gI current, the die temperature should be kept as low as pos- This is ideal for accurate high input-impedance buffer appli.
sible. The high speed and therefore higher quiescent current cations.

*of the OPA627/637 can lead to higher chip temperature. A VJ

simple press-on heat sink such as the Burr-Brown model J,
S07HS (TO-99 metal package) can reduce chip temperature R.

by approximately 157C, lowering the IB to one-third its
*warmed-up value. The 807HS heat sink can also reduce low- kk

frequency voltage noise caused by air currents and thermno- Dp

electric effects. See the data sheet on the 807HS for details. C G=+1

Temperature rise in the plastic DIP and SOIC packages can
be minimized by soldering the device to the circuit board. +
Wide copper traces will also help dissipate heat. I OPA627 T -L

I The OPA6271637 may also be operated at reduced power R, 0= - _ .

supply voltage to minimize power dissipation and tempera- I For Approxinata,,une•te: Response -

ture rise. Using ±5V power supplies reduces power dissipa- -n 2 Ro._.. Rt,> Ro

i tion to one-third of that at ±15V. This reduces the IB of TO- RF
99 metal package devices to approximately one-fourth the AuIL-
value at ±15V. 2'-P3VR r 9L

Leakage currents between printed circuit board traces can 0
easily exceed the input bias current of the OPA627/637. A FIGURE 6. Driving Large Capacitive Loads.

circuit board -guardc pattern (Figure 4) reduces leakage
effects. By surrounding critical high impedance input cir- PHASE-REVERSAL PROTECTION
cuitry with a low impedance circuit connection at the same The OPA627/637 has internal phase-reversal protection.
ootential, leakage current will flow harmlessly to the low- Many FET-input, op amps exhibit a phase reversal when the
impedance node. The case connection (TO-99 metal pack- input is drinven beyond its linear common-mode range. This

is most often encountered in non-inverting circuits when the
input is driven below -12V, causing the output to reverse

V vinto the positive rail. The input circuitry of the OPA627/637
A does not induce phase reversal with excessive common-

mode voltage, so the output limits into the appropriate rail.

HP 5082.2811 OUTPUT OVERLOAD
When the inputs to the OPA627/637 are overdriven. the

'ZD, Diode Bridge output voltage of the OPA6271637 smoothly limits at ap-
8: PWS740-3 proximately 2.5V from the positive and negative power

I k supplies. If driven to the negative swing limit, recovery
--- Sk ZD,: 1OVi N11 takes approximately 500ns. When the output is driven into

the positive limit, recovery takes approximately 6gs. Output
I • t recovery of the OPA627 can be improved using the output

v- clamp circuit shown in Figure 5. Diodes at the inverting

OPA627 Clamps output input prevent degradation of input bias current.
at Vo = ±11.5 V

FIGURE 5. Clamp Circuit for Improved Overload Recovery.
E
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CAPACITIVE LOADS 
s

As with any high-speed op amp, best dynamic performance

can be achieved by mijnim~izing dhe capacitive load- Since a 
O

load capacitfe prsents a decreasing 
ipdac a hgerV

frequency, a load capacitance which is easily drive by a / N0: I AI -25 1 PAk

slow op anip can cause a high-speed op amp to perfor

porl.Se hetpical curves showing settling times as a 
. I

function, of capacitive load. The lower bandwidth of the

li OPA627 makes it the better choice ,for driving large capac l-(a

tive loads. Figure 6 shows a circuit for'driving very large

load canaCitafice. This Circuit's two-6pole_ responlse can also

be used to sharply limnit system badit.This is often 
V

bandwidth

useful in reducing the noise otf'syefliS which do not require

the Mui bandwidth oMte P67.L. 
2H3904

@1A

INPUT PROTECT1ON

The inputs of the OPA62716 3 7 are protected for voltages 
NC 'J

between +Vs + 2V and -V, - 2V. If the input voltage ca FIUR 7. Input Protection Circuits.

exceed these limits, the amplifier should be protected. The

diode clamps shownl in Figure 7a will prevent large inpteutu ba uretof-h OA2

voltage from, exceeding one forward diode voltage drop times lre hnteiptba urn fteOA2J

beyond the powver supplies-well within the safe limits. If Ltayage curret Of these diodes is typically much loWIA

theinut ouce andeliver current in excess of the maxi- may be adequate- in many applications. Light falling ant

mum forward current of the protection diodes, use a series junction of the protection diodes candratclyia

resstr. 5.to limnit the current. Be aware that addinS lea~kage current, so common glass-packaged diodes shc4

resistator thR nu.ilnraenie.Te4~Il be shielded from ambient light. Very low leakage cc

reachiencd 
by usin anu 

willcolfC~e inceas 
asse shown 

4nN

theoretical thermal noise of a ILO• resistor %i ,l1 add ito the ahee yuigadoecmetdFTa 
hWL~

.knf'H nie fth PA21
37 (by die square-root o 2N41 17A is specifie-d at IpA and its metal .c ase shields i

the~~~~ ~~ su oftesrs5~ rcc a total noise of 6nVfN Hz. junction from lip-t

Resistors below lO(X add neglig-ible noise. Smetimtes input piotectiofl is required, on VcoetI.

Leakage current in the protection diodes can increase the inetgamifrS(gue7)Alhghnnoalo

total input bias current of the -circuit. The specified maxi- tioti. the voltage at the summing juinction will be near z

mum leakage current for commnrloy used diodes such as die (eua to th2fstvlaeo h npili.lre.

I418i*approxlln~leiY 25nA--n; re than a thousand transients mray ýcaus thisno~de 16- exceedý 2V beyond 6

ýLASGC-AWIALLZSPPtýSE

When used as a unity-gatm btt~fer. large ficfl-~nod inpui vohage steps

produce trantsient vanattons in input-stage currents. This causes rtne rising

edge 10 t-e -:tower andt taiiing eoces to ue tster than norm~nal slew rates
0PAW2

obsrve i nine--gincircuits. 
OPS2

FIGURES8. 0PA627 Dynamic Performnce. G 1



Or, Call Customer Service at 1-800-548-6132 (USA Only)
jes In this case, the summuing junction should be Since the ýreverse -voltage on these diodes is clamped. a

withdioe clmpsconncte to roud. Een ith iod-connected signal transistor can be used as an inexpen-

th low voltage present at the summin-g junction. corn- slive low leakagre diode, (Figure.7b).
,onsignal diodes may have excessive leakage current.

LARGE-SiGNAL RESPONSE

.10 +10

0()0 (D)
.>

When driveiwt wa very tast inptft step (lfet). common-mode dOeOpend w vncckbardlayueti
transients cause a slight va nation in input stage cumentswhich aepnd~facibwlyI will reduce output slew rame If the input step slew rate is reduced adstray capacitance at the

(right). output slew mate~wil incrrease slighty. Wflk2UI. -

FIGURE 9. OPA627 Dynamic Perfrmna~nceý G =-1.

CPA637 CPA637
LARGE-SIGNAL RESPONSE SMALL-SIGNAL RESPONSE

-10 +100"

0 (E) 0 0F)

-10 -1W0

4pF*

2kflf
- G=5

- ~Vou
OPA637

4 5000 l'NOTE: Optimum value -i~l depend on circuit
-board layout aind capacitance at eivert" input.E

FIGURE 10. OPA637 Dynamic Response. G 5.
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0PA627 OPAS37
R, Ry 20 S0

H-Cr SPF .4pF
502_:L k Error Band ±C.SmV tO.2mV

2M (0.01%)

Z_ NOTE. C, is selected for best settling fine perforniance

PleGnerator It~ depending on test fixture layouL Once optimumn value is
sic Ou deteminried, a fixed capacitor may be used.

-15V

FIGURE 11. Settling Time and Slew Rate Test Circuit.

Gain =100

Inputwif Commo Mod

Gan 100

Input Common-Mode
Range=±OV IA0

i0f1errna VolpF Dain frnta = 2U,1..1FIGURE~~~~Amoe 131ihSedIsnmn6io mlfe.Gi 00R.~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ 1hscmoieapi0 r sste0A5 

iren-edai 
papt

pr3d 1xeddbnwdhadse ae thg lsdlo an h
tedbcl lopit oek run.h Qmojeam.peerngti

prcso nu haarntc fth P6767 sesprt oe

- 100 0P637 9.9 .99 2P1A1 50
Difr nOt E: (1)o l osgesGin I 21% value.

FIGURE 12. Copoite Amplifie In orumeWaide BAndwidirGhn 00

Bandw~ith - flRkN
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BURR-BRDWN INT. s.a.
18, avenue Dutartre DSP1O1

90P soSP10
78152 LE CIIESNAY CEDEX D P 0
TEL: (1) 39.54.35-58
FAX: (1) 39.54.87.03

DSP-Compatible Sampling Single/Dual
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS

FEATU RES DESCRIPTION..
"* ZERO-CHIP INTERFACE TO STANDARD The DSP1O1 and DSPI02 are high performance sam-

DSP ICs: AD, AT&T, MOTOROLA, TI pling analog-to-digital converters designed for situ-
"* SINGLE CHANNEL: DSP101 plicity of use with modem digital signal processing

"* DUAL CHANNEL- DSP102 ICs. Both are complete with all interface logic for'use

Two Serial Outputs or Cascade to Single directly with DSP ICs, and provide full sampling and
32-Bi Wordconversion at rates up to 200kHz.

"* SAMPLING RATE TO 200kHz The DSPIO1 offers a single conversion channel, with
" DYNMIC PECIICATONS:18 bits of serial data output, allowing the user to drive

* DY llNAMiC SPECiFtCAtionS: 6d 16-bit, 24-bit, or 32-bittDSP ports.nTe DSPI02 offers
Signl/(ois .. Disorton)= 8dB;two complete conversion channels. with either two

Spurious-Free Dynamic Range =94dB; full 18-bit output ports, or a mode ta cascade tw~o 16-
THO =91dBbit conversions into a 32-bit port as one word.

"* SERIAL OUTPUT DATA COMPATIBLE Both the DSPIOI and DSPI02 are oackaged in stan-
WFORMAT,24,ANS2-I DPI dart!, low-cost 28-pin plastic DIP, packages. Each is

FORMATSoffered in two performance grades to match applica-

tion requirements.

Convert
Commnd

Control Select Sync Formnat

AnalooChannel A User Tag In

Anlogn0- 18-Bit Sampling ADCCane Usragn

Ch-e ChneB8Dt

International Airport Industral Park - Mailing Address. PO Box 11400 -Tucson. AZ 8SM3 .street Address: 67M0 S. Tucson Blvd. - Tucson. AZ 85706
Tel:(502)746.1111 -Twxic.910-9S21111 Cable: BBRCORP -Teler.06&6491 - FAX:(602)889.1510 - mmediate Product Into. (8OW) 548.632

'1990 Burr-Bro~wn Corporation PDS-1068B Printed in U.S.A. December. 1991



3PECIFICATIONS
I ELECTRICAL

-*C to 70*C, ±-75Vinput signal. sampling frequency (f.) - 200kHz. VA+ Vý - +SV. V5• - -5V. 16MHZ external dock on SC1'. CLKOUT f 8MHz

Sata transfer clock on XCUC. data analysis band-lirifted to 20kHz. unless otnerwise specified.

"DSPI01JP DSP101KP v-
DSfO2JP lDSPI02KP

, PARAMETER -CONDIONS MINMMIN TYP MAX UNITs

RESOLUTION 18Bits

ANALOG INPUT
Voltage Range I-_2.75V V
Impedance "I1
Capacitance 20. . " pP

THROUGHPUT SPEED
Complete Cycle Acquisition + Conversion 5 "
Throughput Rate 200 kdlz
AC ACCURACY r"
Signal to (Noise + Distortion) Ratio f, - IkHz 63 86 86 88 JdB

1ý I kHz (-600B) 32 d
fý -25kHz 82dB

TotaJ Harmonic Distortion- ,, - 5kHz I -90 -6 -.91 -89 dB
Spurious-Free Dy r'ic Range f1, - kHz E9 92 92 94 dBSignal to Noise Ratio ISNR)- f,. - kHz 84 88 87 89 c1 B |

DC ACCURACY ,•--3=
-ain Error - 5%
-ain Error Mismatch DSP,102 Channels %2

"ntegral Linearity ±2.75V Input Range Sufficient to meet AC Accuracy Specificatons
Differential Lineanty ±2.75V Input Range Sufficient to rnebt AC Accuracy Specificati
IntegraJ Linearity Error _--0.7V Input Range ±0.003 %
Differential Linearity Error ±0.7V Input Range ±0.002 %
No Missing Codes -0.7V Input Range 14 "its
Bipol Zero Err±.4 :t2 mv
Bipolar Zero Mismatc DSP0"02 Chawmnes ±2 mv
Power Supply Senswty -5.25V < V- < .-. 7"V -60 dB

1+4.75 VV+ V-< +5.25V -60 do
SAMPLING DYNAMICS 30 n

Aperture Delay 30 ns
Aperture Jitter 100 Psoo

STransient Rescionse I A .ps

Overvoltage Recovery 5ps ,

DIGITAL INPUTS I

.ogrc Levels (Except OSC)
,I - 10~uA 0 +0.8 V

V,, f. t0•±A. -2.4 +5 VOSCI Clock 74HC Compatile
Freauency "16 /iMHz

Data Transfer Clock (XCLK) I ,"
Freouency 0.1. 12 MHz
Duty Cycle 40 50 60 %

Conversion Clock (CLXIN) M
Freouency 0.5 5.33 Mz
Duty Cycle 25 f 33 55 %

DIGITAL OUTPUTS I I
Format Serial: MSB first: 16118-bit andi Cascaded 32-bit Mode
S Coding Binary Two's Complement
Logic Levels (Exceot OSC2) i ' . . lV =. !S-- 4m A 0 +10.4 " . V

OSC2 Can only be used to drive crystal oscillator.
Conversion Clock iCLKOUT)

Drive Capability ,-MA [ mA
POWER SUPPUES [
Rated Voltage ,

V. .4.75 +5 +525 V
-5.25 -5 -4.75 V

V +.4.75 Is.S +S.25 V
Power Consumption XCLK - SC . 12MHz 250 425 IW
Supply Current XCLK - CSC1 12MHz

ý,+ 30 45 rmA

-7 -25 MA_ _ _ _ -

5 15 iMA
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Specification 7 *.O_
Storage 1 -.65 +125 •

NOTES: (1) All dynamic spec:tications are based on 2048-point FFTs. using tour-lernm Blackman-Harris window. (2) All specifications in d8 are relerred to a lull-
scale input. .2.75Vp-p. (3) Adjustable to zero with external potentiometer.

E 10 DSP101/102



TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES
.At T, - 25*C. V,+-V 0+ -+5V, V,-V~- - -V, Sampling Freauency I, - 200kHz: Externai Ciock Input at OSCI - 80fs - 16MHZ, XCIL - 401, - 8MHz; using
204.8 Point FFT: Data analsts limited to 0 to 20Dklz band: Unless otherwise specified.ISINAD means Signal-to-(Noise + Distortion) Ratio.. THI) means Total Harmonic Distortion. thru 8th harm~onic.
SNR means Signal-to-Noise Ratio excluding harmonics SFDR means Spurious Free Dynamic Range, including
thru the.8th. harmonics.

FREQUENCY SPECTRUM of ±2.75V. I1kHz INPUT FREQUENCY SPECTRUM of ±2.75V, 20kF~z INPUT

0 (Averace of 12 FFT s. No Window Used) (Using Four-Term Blackman-Harrs Window)

-0

-20
-306

-o 0 -40

-- 60 -60

-120 .-8

0 25 s0 75 10 0 25 50 75 100

Freouencv (kHz) Frequency (kHz)

FREQU CANENC SEPECATIUM Of C2S.41HANE S INPTHITROUAINDSO~ONW41~ kzIPT

-40 --

L0 90 9

-0 95 -90

-100 
-100

-120 -120

a 25 s0 75 100-5402 0 25 70 75 100

Frecuency (kHz) Amirt emperatur VC~)

DSP~~~~ 10201 0 CHANNE SEAAMNOECANLSWT



:1TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES -(cow)JAt T~-4M5C Vi+ - V: - +4YV. Vc- - V:- - 5V, Sampling Frequency I, - 200kHz: External Clock input at OSCI- 80f4 16MHZ. XCU< .40f, -8MHz; Using
2048 Point FF7;, Data analysis limited to 0 to 20kHz: ban* Unless otherwise specified.

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE vs TEMPERATURE-DNMPROMNEv EPRTR
f15..180k1-z AsychlrnouS to 12288M-iDNM:PROMAC sTEPRTR

Crystal Between OSCI and OSC2) Da=- -nalysis Over Full 0 to It0kHz Band)
70 --70 75 -75

fI *WL- t1~. ±75V f'kzZS

7S 0 -70

0: 1aSIneDA~Ct~aimea
soD I~ N11iR O i~

Wrn

so o09 T

3 95i FD 1 I5 ( I.iiI: =I= M

100 too-1

Amebientemeatr ( -C)I Amient Temperatur (k*z)

HISORMOk CSONVERSIO REUT N4P 2DNMCPROMNEv OVR1NRT



MECHANICAL
P Package -28-Pin Plasllc.'Doubgefwlde DIP

28 0 NC/E MILLIMETERS IINCHES WLIMETERS
ýS 1: 1 r. rýI--ý r- -n- ,r4 ----- j DIM MIN I AX MIN MAX D 1M111N MAX W IN MAX'

ýý I AM .15 .5 3.94 6m3 e 10 B1WASIC .2.S4BASIC
Is 015 s 070 -Ml IM71 e& *0BASIC 16.24BASIC

A2 .140 1.185 3.57 4.70 1. .60 70 15.24 17.78
a .014 J.0= .35S-6.89.- .5 .20W 2.S1 5.08
B .040 1.070 11.02 11.78 NOTES:

OmE 1 00- .016 1- 20 .381 (1) Not JEDEC Stma~de
,I D 1.4351 1.480 1 36.45 37.59 M C0ntMFMfehijonJNCR

Di .040 I 101.2 254 (3) Dirnu *j angd blem-nq perANSI
FAA, E 1.6001. 1 541.8 Y14.SM-198aý

-1 .52 I565 13134 114.35 (4)Dletim A, A, woL amemredm
Pinwit -1 wpadage soatedin JEDEC Seaftn

(6 Dard E1 does m~,ildo mod flask.i--B. A

r~V(6) eB W4eC 2[0 asmwvd aie leW
jJJV v~t ft Lefads iucnsmarn ei.C

eBs -Seatin e NOTE: Leads in true positonPlane Plane withiin 0.01 *(0.28mm) R at MMC
at seaming plane.

TYPICAL DSP102 FFT SETUP

0SP102

Ma~l & KIIaerj 6 Pole. .F2RE CA 2 +5Model 1049 1kHz 150kHz 2 0lSF1
Digital Si"na t-J5vj Low-Pass 1/2 12Genefiasor Fither OPA2604 VINlAi 13l silao

22OpF16M~ TTLOscilato

5 DSP1O1/102



!ABýSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS DSP101 PIN ASSIGNMENTS

V,..- to Analog Commo~n ------------.-.-.7V PIN S -NAME ]OESCROM)ON
V A - to Analog common -- 1 VPOT Trim Reference Out. 1011F Tantalum to AGNO.

v.to Dgital ........... +.-------V 2 VIN Analog In.
Analog common to Digital Common ... _ - -. �. -. *"± ,IV 3 MSB MSBAdjust In.

SControl Inputs to Digital Consmoin ......... --0.5 to V. +*0+.SV 4 VOS VOS Adjust In.
Analog Input Voltage .. . . .. .ý 5y 5 Vý- -5V Analog Power.
Maximnum Junction Temperature..............OCý 6 VA+ +5.V Analog Power.
Internal Power Dissipation - - . 7 OGNO Digital G3iound.
Lead Temperature (soldering. loDs) ........ a.. o0 *C 8 OGNO Dlgfta Ground.
Thermal Resistance, 8.. Plastic DIP 50*9 V1, +5V DVgtlPwr

t) CLIJN Conversion Clock In.
11 CLKOUT Conversion, Clock Out. Can drive multiple

r)SP1O1 PIN CONFIGURATION -DSP I OIDSP1O2s to syn~hcfrnkzecovrin
12 SSF SelectSynch Format In. H HIGH. SYNC wll be

acive High. if LOW. SYNC wil be active Low.I See timing diagram (IFigure 1).
VPT 1 8j'GD13 OSCI Osailator Point I Input/Externat Clock In. It using

external dlock, drive with 74HO logic levelL-
Connect to OGND if not used.

14 OSC2 Osclar Point 2 Output Provides drive for
MS 326 CPcrystal os~b=to. Makte no eecmrc~al connection if

C isY AIH- ctive Ligw when SSFisLW

0SP1l 2i.DGD1 TAG User Tag In. Data clciced into this pin is
appended to the covrinresults on OT

Vo 9 oSOT20 SOUT Serial Data Out. MSB first. Binary Two's

21 CO . iirtCrmrfI.Fallln edge puts conveawe
CLIKUT 1 itoholdstae. ititesconversion, and transrits

.previous cnesoreuttoDPIC with

24 No Internal Connection.

25 No Internal Connection.
26 CAP Bypass Capacitor. 1 0O±F Tantalum to AGNID.
27 RF RfrneBps.01 Cerarnicto0 AGND.
28 AGND Analog Ground.

rheinlorination provided herein a believed to be reliable: however. BURR-BROWN assumes no responsibility for inaccuracies or omuissioris- BURR-BROWN assumes
io responsibility for the use of this informaition, arid all use of such information shall be entirely at thre user's own risk. Prices and specilications are subject: to change
without notice. No patent rights orlicenses io any of tie circuits described herein are implied or granied to arty third party. BURR-BROWN does not authorize orwarrant
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THEORY OF OPERATION I unique Tag feature allows additional digital data to be
appended to the conversion results, so that a single d,-

The DSPI01 and DSPI02 are sampling analog-to-digital word contains conversion results plus other signal informa-
converters optimized for handling dynamic signals. They tion, such as gain settings or multiplexer channel settings in
have complete logic interface circuitry for ease of use with front of the converter.
standard digital signal processing ICs, and transmit data
words in a serial stream. The successive approximation The DSPIOI and DSPt102 are high-resolution A/D convert-

conversion architecture is combined with an inherently sam- ers complete with sampling capability and on-board refer-
pling switched capacitor array .to provide maximum user ences. They can acquire and convert analog signals at up to
flexibility over sampling and conversion timing. a 200kHz sampling rate. Both operate from ±5V supplies,

plin swichedcapaitorax to povid maxmum ser ances Thaey fl-canlcqie andcnetaalog siutra g nas at ±2p7to
The DSPI01 and DSP102 are pipelined internally. When the and have full-scale analog input ranges of _2.75V.
user gives a convert command at time (t), two actions are
initiate irt, the internal sample/holds am switched to the BASIC OPERATION
hold state. and a conversion cycle is initiated. At the same
time, the DSP101 or DSP102 transmits a synchronization Figure 2 shows the minimum connections required to oper-
pulse and starts shifting out the conversion results from the ate the DSP1I01. The falling edge of a convert command on
previous convert command at (t-l) using the system bit pin 21 puts the internal sampling capacitor array into the
clock. The data from the conversion at time (t) is shifted out hold state. The falling edge on pin 21 also starts the process
of the converter after the next convert command is received. to initiate a conversion and transmit data from the previous

Both the DSP101 and the DSP102 are 18-bit ADs inter- conversion, synchronizing both appropriately to the 10MI-Iz

nally. When the DSP IC is programmed to accept 16-bit clock input on pin 13. Figure I shows the timing relationship

word lengths, the processor will ignore the last two data bits between the convert command, the output data, and the

transmitted from the DSP101 or DSP102. A Cascade Mode synchrornization pulse.

on the DSP102 can be invoked to transmit data for both In this basic system, the 10MHz clock is used both to
conversion channels over a single serial line as a 32-bit generate a 3.33MHz conversion dock and as the data trans-
word. In this mode, the first 16 bits of data transmitted after fer bit clock for outputting data. Per Figure 1, there must be
the Sync pulse contain data from channel A, followed by 16 at least 72 clock pulses on pin 13 between convert corn-
bits of information from channel B, allowing a single 32-bit marids, so Ohat this circuit can sample and convert at up to
word to contain data for both channels. 138kHz.

I D0SP101,

'71 VPOT' AGNO) 2a
1! VIN REF -Z..70.p

S•(1) 3• M S S C A P 26 + '1•
:t.7s Analo Input,--

-- V0(11 4 VOS NC 25 (1) ~ 1OpF
'V ~VA- NC 4•.j,,. .

,-vo _. 'VA. NC . 2 ,,,1

7 OGND DGNO ýii

s9 sserai 0.-Ou ut .-÷SC .. 0lF '1 CLKIN NC 19 () ""a ,-kutu

11 . . CLKOUT TAG 18

+ -" 12 SSF NC 1ý (1)

I10MHz, 50% 13.. .. " OSC1 XCLK b •

±l()%) 74HC Syria Bit Clock
Logic Level Clock Input V) 14 OSC2 SYNC 1S5nc

NOTE: (1) Leave.Unconnected. Analog Ground - igital Ground

rr
FIGURE 2. DSPI, 0 Basic Operation.
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The convert command at pin 21 causes a Sync pulse to be CLKIN periods between convert commands, the A/D will
output on pin I5, followedby the data from the previous have had sufficient time to acquire a new input sample to full
conversion output on pin 20. The Sync pulse will be HIGH rated accuracy.
for one bit clock cycle, since pin-12 is tied 1-GH. (A LOW
Sync pulse will be output on pin 15 if pin 12 is tied LOW.) DATA FORMAT AND INPUT LEVELS
Data is serially transmitted inan-MSB-frrst data stream, in The DSP101 and DSPI02 output serial data, MSB first, in
Binary Two's Complement :ormaL Both the Sync pulse (pin
15) and the data stream (pin 20) are synchronized to the bit Binary Two's Complement format. In the Cascade Mode on
clock (at pins 13 and 16), with the timing relationships the DSP102, the serial damt will first contain 16 bits of datashown in Fi 16urewt. for channel A, MSB-first, followed by channel B data, again

S sw ngMSB-first. The analog input levels that generate specific
After the 18 bits of data from the previous conversion have output codes are shown in Table I.I been transmitted. pin 20 will continue to clock out LOWs
until a new convert command restarts the process, since pin As with all standard A/Ds, the first output transition will

18 (the Tag input) is grounded. If pin 18 is tied HIGH, pin occur at an analog input voltage 1/2 LSB above negative full

20 will clock out HIGHs between conversion cycles, scale (-2.75V + 1/2 LSB) and the last transition.w.ill. occur
"3P2 LSB below positive full scale (+2.75V - 3/2 LSB.) See

i CONVERSION

A falling edge on pin 21 (CONV) puts the internal sampling
capacitors in the hold state with minimum aperture jitter,
initiates a conversion synchronized to the conversion clock, IFFFF"

S and outputs the data from the previous conversion with an . "
appropriate Sync pulse. On the DSPI02, a single convert

S command simultaneously samples both channels. The tim- "0 r
trig relationship between the convert command, Sync and -
the outprut data is shown in Figure 1. Both Sync and the :'a- 0(001,

-2-75V -20.SpV +2.749979Voutput data are synchronized to XCI.K, the system bit clock. 0000•, et- /.4
Following a convert-command falling edge, pin 21 must be - -

hedLOW at least 5Ons. B-- H

Convert commands can be sent to the DSPI1OI and DSPI02
completely asynchronous to other clocks in the system. This -
allows external events to be used to trigger conversions. 2.OO1ý L

From Figure 1. it can be seen that two different clocking 200004
conditions musýLbe considered in determining the minimum
acceptable time between convert commands. First. there
need to.be a minimum of 24 XCLK periods between convert FIGURE 3. Analog Input to Digital Output Diagram.
commands, to allow -internal svnchi-onization and transmis-
sion of Sync and the data. (In the Cascade Mode on the
DSP 102- there need to be at least 40 XCLK periods between DIGITAL OUTPUT
convert commands, to allow transmission of the 32-bit-data (BetARY TWO'S CO TS.... ~~I 6.8rr 1' &Ba
words.) When used with DSP processors programmed for WORD, WORDS

data words longer than 16-bits. the transmission time to the- DESCR•PTION - INPUT N" MARY CODE (H MOEX) EX)
processor may determine the minimum time between con- Least Sianificant Bit
yen commands. 5.5.

The second limitation on convert commands is the require- 16-bi Wou "
ment that the internal analog-to-digital converter be given '8-.bit wor4 2'±v
enough time to complete a conversion. shift the data tO the " nwn Ranrge ' i=z.T5v '
output register, and acquire a new sample. This condition is - u Scale .2.74991t6V ; 7FFF
met by having a minimum of 24 CLKIN periods between (y-.SVT-l13 1+2.749S79v I .Vl IFoF
convert commands, or a minimum of 72 clock cycles on •laZe.v o.ooo T
OSC I. if it is used to generate the conversion clock (CLKOUT (Midscae) I
driving CLKIN). One LSS below -- uv I FFFF

Bipolar Zero -ZuV _ 3FFFF
SIGNAL ACQUISITION - Ful Scae

After a conversion is completed. the DSPI0l or DSP 102 TABLE I. ideal Input Voltage vs Output Code.
will switch back to the sampiing mode. With at least 24

Ia al DSP101/102 10



18-b Shift Regiter

-- L-f O Channel A Converston Results from SAR

CLKIN

CONy - Rc RK 18-bit Register

Shift~oall 18IS 0 14 1
XCLK D, 1 2 10SOUT6TAGA EDD

S1"iit Shift-(LS •ist

CONV - RCK 18-bit Regsteri

CLKIN "ID

t Channel B Conversion Results from SAR
S. ..... . t8-W Sift s ft ister

NOTE: (1) Signal interal to DSPIOI/DSP102 which also generates SYNC pulse.

FIGURE 4. Output Structure of DSPI102

DATA TRANSFER the conversion clock may also be independent of the bit

The internal A/Ds generate 18 bits of data. transmitting the clock. The DSPIOI and DSPI02 intemally synchronize the

data MSB first When read by a DSP.IC programmed to output data, Sync pulse, and Tag inputs to the bit clock.

accept 16 bits of data. the first 16 MSB bits of-data from the While the convert command, conversion clock and bit clock
DSP 10 1. or each channel of the DSP I02- will be shifted into can be asynchronous, system performance is usually en-
the processors input shift register, and the last two least hanced by synchronizing all of them to a systeiimaster

significant bits of data from the AID will be ignored. clock, whenever the application permits. This minimizes
although they will still be present on the serial data line. changes in..digital loads and currents when the critical S/H
When the DSP processor is programmed to accept words of transition and A/D bit decisions ar occurrinig Within the I -

more than 16-bit length (typically 2tit or 32-bit), the DSPIOI- and DSPl02 themselves, running asynhrono

IDSPI01 and.DSP102 will transmit the full I8-bit conversion convert commands, conversion clocks and bit clockg typi-
results, after which the information input on the TAG input cally degrades performance only several dB, as shown inthe
(or TAGA and TAGB on the DSP102) will be appended to various typical performance curves, but the system board
the output word. (See Tag Feature below.) design can easily have more effect.

In the Cascade Mode, the DSPI02 will first trarnmit the 16 When a convert command is received, the internal logic
MSBs from channel A. followed by the full 18-bits from generates an appropriate Sync pulse. synchronized to XCLK.
channel B. although DSP processors progr-ammed to accept as shown -in Figure 1. The output Sync pulse will be active
32 bits of data will ienore the final two bits of information High or active Low depending on. Whether a HIGH or a
on Channel B. See the DSP102 Cascade Mode section below LOW, respectively, is input at SSF (pin 12). _
for details of the Cascade mode. .. The convert command also causes the conversion results

from the previous conversion to be loaded into the output

DATA SYNCHRONIZATION shift register, synchronous to XCLK. Figure 4 shows the

A convert command both initiates a conversion and starts operation of the internal data shift registers on the DSPI02.

the process for transmitting data from the previous conver- The DSP1O1 is basically similar, but includes only the top of

sion. Convert commands can come at any time. completely the figure, showing the SOUTA path. •

asynchronous to the conversion clock or the bit clock, and

ii DSP101/102



J During the internal successive approximation conversion long enough for internal analog circuitry to settle suffi-
process. the conversion results are shifted into the input shift ciently between bit decisions to insure rated accuracy. Bit
.registers of the output stage on the DSPI02. A new convert decisions in the A/D are then made on the rising edge of
command latches that data into the 18-bit parallel latches CLKIN.

, shown. The internal signal that also generates the Sync
p'ulse, labeled "Shift/Load" in Figure 4, synchronously loads
the conversion data into the output shift register on the rising To ote
edge of XCLK. The conversion results are then clocked out DSPt or DSP1 02 DSP1OZs CLMtN f
of the shift register on subsequent rising edges of XCLK. synchronous opation"SA Clc = I!IN 1- t

DATA TRANSFER CLOCK

XCLK is the dam transfer clock, or bit clock, for the system,
and is an input for the DSP01O or DSPIO2. This innut is *KU'1
17L- and 74HC-level compatible. The serial data and SYNC
outputs are synchronized internally to this clock, with data
valid on the rising edge of XCLK. per the timing shown in
Figure 1. Data input on pin 18 (TAG) on the DSPIO!, or on
pins 18 and 19 on the DSPI02 (TAGA and TAGB), will be osCC,

clocked into the output shift register on the rising edge of 141
XCLK, as discussed in the Tag Feature section.

CONVERSION CLOCK. ~1Z2satZ)
The analog-to-digital converter sections in the DSP101 and
DSP102 were designed to provide accurate conversions T
under worst case conditions of supplies, temperatures, etc. -

In:order to achieve a full 200kHz sampling capability, they C.,,,ai is CTS nig P122 12-21,8Mf
were designed to use a 33% duty cycle conversion clock 20pF load. seres resonant mode.
(CLKINonpin iO) as showninFigurel.Theclock is LOW

FIGURE 5. DSPIOI or DSPI02 Conversion Clock Circuit.

DSPlOI or OSPIO2

1 VPOTA AGND 281
.1 OpF 2REF 

277
"i7 ¢•- vi'- s 26.-•.

-V._3V Analog o---.---- io VV~ J5 VA -- 2442
S.-OI F 'J. r 7 DGND 22j• - . D

~8 OGND) 21< *---r• --- J
5V _igi 0 9z- .V, 2.

--- -UI- 1"F 01F !' ""

14. 7,- -Diaital Groun. . . -

"Pin I and pin 26 must be bypassed with 10CJF tantalum capacitors. on both the 0SP10i and DSPI02.

FIGURE 6. DSPI01 or DSPI02 Power Supply Connections.BUWER"m
DSI1121
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When a convert command is. received, the DSPI01 or If CLKOUT is not used, both it and OSC2 should be left
DSPI02 immediately switches the sampling capacitors to unconnected, and OSCI should be grotuded.
Sthe hold state, and then internally gates the conversion clock
to the A/D appropriately. Allowing a minimum of 24 CLKIN TAG FEATURE
pulses between conversions insures that there is sufficient Fgure 4 shows the implementation of the TAG featr on
time for complete, accurate conversions, and allows the

input sampling capacitor to fully acquire the next sample, the DSPIOI and DSP?02., When a convert command is

regardless of the timing between the convert command and received, theitea Shift/Load signal loads conversion
result data into the output shift register synchronous to
XCLK. Between convert commands, the information input

In most applications, CLKIN (pin 10) can be driven from a on TAG (on the DSP101) or on TAGA and TAGB (on the
50% duty cycle clock without performance degradation. DSP102) will be clocked into the output shift register on the
During characterization of the DSPIOI and DSP102, the rising edges of XCLK. Since this is an 18-bit shift register,
performance of a number of parts was measured under the data input on the Tag lines will be output on SOUT
various conditions with a 4.8MHz, 50% duty cycle input to (DSP101) or SOUTA and SOUTB (DSPl02)delayed]by 18
CLKIN at a full 200kf-z conversion rate without noticeable bit clocks.
derradation. The Tag Feature can be used, in various ways. The Tag

inputs can be tied HIGH or LOW to differentiate- between
OSCILLATOR INPUTS AND CLKOUT two converters in a system. As discussed in the Applications

The DSPIOI or DSPI02 can generate a 33% duty cycle section below, the Tag feature can be used to append to the
conversion clock output on CLKOUT (pin 11). This is serial output data word information on multiplexer channel"
accomplished by dividing by three a clock from either an address, or other digital data related to the input signal (such
external 74HC-level clock or from a crystal oscillator, as the setting on a programmable gain amplifier.) Another
CLKOUT can deliver ±2mA, and can be used to drive option would be to daisy-chain multiple DSPlOI orDSPI02
multiple DSP101 or DSP102 CLKINs. See Figure Ifor the converters. linking the serial output of one to the Tag input
timing relationship between OSCI and CLKOUT. of the next. This can simplify the transmission of data. from

To use an external 74HC-l4evel clock, drive the clock into multiple A/s over a single OptiAl isolation channeL
OSCI (pin 13), and leave OSC2 (pin 14) ,unconnected. X

To use a crystal oscillator to generate the conversion clock, A
refer to Figure 5. Connect the oscillator between OSCI and If pin 22 (CASC) is tied HIGH." the DSPI02 will be in the

OSC2. OSC2 proyides the drive for the crystal oscillator. Cascade Mode. In this mode, when a convert command is

This pin cannot be used elsewhere in the system. received, the DSP102 will transmit a 32-bit data word on pin

DSPI01 or DSPI 02")

Analog 3 + -PA264

Jnput 1 15.0 3VPOB 25

•' , •NOTE: (1) On DSPl01, pin 25 is not internally
•" • connec'led. Pin 26 must satil be bypassed withSthe 10tF Tantalum panaor.g

FIGURE 7. DSPI01 or DSPI02 Input Buffering.
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III

2o (SOUTA) containing data for both input channels in two NOISE AND BIPOLAR ZERO ERROR
16-bit words. Referring to Figure 1. the-first 16 bits of data The eouivalent input noise and ibipolar zero errr of the
will be the results for channel A. followed by 16 bits of DSP10i and DSP102 is shown-in the-typical performance
information forchannel B. The data will be transferred MSB section for both channels on a DSPI02. The-inputs to both
first. A convert command at time (t) will initiate the trans- channels were grounded, and the results of 5,000 conver-
mission of the results of the conversion initiated at time sions was recorded. The data-shownis binned at the 16-bit
(t- I). level IThe noise results from all sources in the cirýcit.

From the descriptions above of the internal shift registers including clocks, reference noise, etc.
shown in Figure 4, it can be seen that the DSPI02 in the In a theoretically ideal converter with no offset and no noise,
Cascade Mode actually continues to shift out data after the the results of all 5.000 conversion for each channel would lie
32nd bit of the data word. The next two bits clocked out will in the bin corresponding to bipolar zero, code 0000. The
be the last two data bits from the full 18-bit conversion on typical DSPI01 or DSPI02 will have offset errors in the
channel B. after which the information output on SOUTA range of I to 2rnV, and the two channels on the DSPI02 will
will be the information clocked: into TAGB 35 bit clock be marched closer than 2inV. The DSPI02 shown in the
cycles earlier, typical performance section has the worst offset, -0.8mV,

In the Cascade mode on the DSP102, SOUTB will still on channel A, with channel B being less than ImV different.
output channel B conversion data and tag data as usual- and the three sigma noise on either channel being. less than

250gV.

ANALOG PERFORMANCE INPUT BANDWIDTH

LINEARITY From the typical performance curves, it can be seen that

The DSPI0l and DSPI02 are optimized for signal process- there is very little degradation in Signal-to-(No'se +Distor-
ing applications with wide dynamic range requirements. tion) forinput signals up to 100kHz. The wideband sampling

Linearity is trimmed for best performance in the range input typically maintains a 60dB Signal-to-(Noise + Distor-
around OV, which is critical -for handling low amplitude - on) Ratio undersampling 500kHz input signals.
signals. The DSPI01 and DSPI02 typically have integral
and differential non-linearity below ±+0.003% in the input LAYOUT CONSIDERATIONS
range of -0.7V, with there being no missing codes at the 14- Because of the high resolution, linearity and speed of the
bit level in this range. Over the fu1l±+2.75V input range, the DSP101 and DSP102, system design problems such as
largest non-linearities are centered around- the bit #2 transi- ground path resistance, contact resistance and power supply
tion points at +1.375V and -1.375V levels, quality become very important.

DSP101 or DSPlO•Z.)

S10uF 47O I SOW

1OLJF 2 REF 27

3o ntefati conncted Pm26mu1-il

1 5=. " " I lop

4- VOS

b0ypassed -wih e 10lF Tantalum p pacetor.

FIGURE 8. DSPI01 or DSPI02 Optional MSB and Offset Adjust.
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Optimal dynamic performance is achieved by soldering the POWER SUPPLY DECOUPUNG
Sparts dirctdy into boards, to keep the AiDs as close as All of the supplies should be decoupled to the appropriate
possible to ground. The use of sockets will often degrade AC grounds using tantalum capacitors in parallel with ceramic

j... performance. Zero-Insertion-Force sockets are~particularly capacitors, as shown in Figure 6. For optimum performance
poor because longer lead lengths create inductance, of any high resolution A/D, all of the supplies should be as

Short traces on the board, and bypass capacitors as close as clean as possible. If separate digital and analog supplies are
possible to the A/D, will further improve dynamic perfor- available in a system, care should be taken to insure that the
mance. difference between the analog and the digital supplies is not

more than 0.5V for more than a few hundred milliseconds,.
GROUNDS as may occur at power-, -.

To achieve the maximum performance from the DSP01 or
DSPI02, care should be taken to minimize the effect of INPUT SIGNAL CONDITIONING
changes in current flowin- in the system grounds, particu- To avoid introducing distortion, the DSP101 and DSPM02
larly while bit decisions -ze being made in the successive analog inputs must be driven by a source with low imped-
approximation converter's comparator. Pin 28 (AGND) on ance over the input bandwidth needed in the application. Op
both the DSPI01 and the DSP102 is the most critical, and amps such as the NE5532 or Burr-Brown's OPA2604 Work
care should be taken to make this pin as close as possible to well over audio bandwidths. Figure 7 shows an appropriate
the same potential as the system analog ground. input driver circuit. The 150.Q and 220pF shown on the input

Whenever possible, it is strongly recommended that separate help reduce the dynamic load on the input signal condition-
analog and digital ground planes be used. With an LSB level ing amp in front of the AMD, since -all switched capacitor
of 84,tV at the 16-bit level, and one-quarter of that at the 18- array architectures exhibit fast changes in input current load
bit level, the currents switched in a typical DSP system can as the input sampling switch is opened and closed. These
easily corrupt the accuracy of the A/Ds unless great care is dynamic changes in the load can affect any signal condition-
taken to analyze and design for current flows. ing circuit at the inpuL Other R and C combinations can be

DSPIM 74Hc594Mc
120 14

sour CA --' -5 -D IS (.SIB)

SSF 12 ýSV 70 SR CLR -- D13-

stt ut5s wth pin R CLR -- D12

42 D11 ~ id~ga

16 15 D1O0
. XCLK_ - -• SR CLK 6-09
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used, but the resistor should not exceed 200!Dor the output which is resnectively -424.tV or-10I tV at the 16- and 18-bit
settling time of the signal conditioning amplifier may be too levels.
long. The offset can also be adjusted by providing a sine wave to

, the A/D input Using FFT, :-.- even simple averaging of

EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENTS several thousand conversion results at a time. the trimpots

All of the specifications for the DSPI01 and DSP102, plus can be adjusted until there is no DC qffser of thesignal.

the typical performance curves, are based on the perfor- Grounding the input, or providing" the sine wave; as far in

mance of these AJDs without external trims. In most appli- front of the A/D as possible allows offset from intervening

cations, external.trims are not required- signal conditioning components to be also corrected by'this

procedure.

OFFSET ADJUST

Where required by specific applications, offsets can be MSB ADJUST

adjusted using Figure 8. When not adjusted, VOS (pin 4) on In most applications, adjustment of the Most Significant Bit
the DSPI01, and VOSA (pin 4) and .VOSB (pin 23) on the weight will not be required. When not adjusted, MSB (pin

DSP102, should be left open. If these pins are connected to 3) on the DSPl0l, and MSBA (pin 3) and MSBB (pin 24)

traces on the board, they should be by'passed to ground with on the DSP102, should be left open. If these pins are

0.01liF capacitors, as close as possible to the A/D. connected to traces on the board, they should be bypassed

To trim offset. one alternative is to ground the analog input to ground with 0.0 1IF capacitors, as close as possible to the

while converting continually. Then adjust the trimpot (on A/D.

VOS for the DSPIOI, on VOSA and VOSB for the DSP102) MSB (pin 3) on the DSP1OI, and MSBA (pin 3) and MSBB

until the output code is toggling between the codes FFFF and (pin 24) on the DSPI02, are internally connected-:o a
0000 (Hex) at the 16-bit level (3FFFF and 00000 at the 18- resistor divider network that is used to laser-trim the weight
bit level.) This will center the offset at 1/2 LSB below OV, of the MSB capacitor in the CDAC. These pins are:normi-

N T . -2 VI sour e l-oSw Dateea Our .

C~~- 16`0 2 ,'84t416

in, , A, "'--' - - SS -(

A, SYN is t .

NOE (1 Must be tow soum _ntxxtY

convert Comma ' 
"

tPo.stive Eone Trqggreol

FIGURE 10. A Complete Eight-Channel Analog Input System Using the DSP2-02 and the HIl-508SA.-
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(t is vali on ioves n cyle pls1 CK

nally at +I-OOmV after laser-trimming during manufacturing. (t) is valid one conversion cycleplus 17 XCLK clocks later
They can handle external inputs up to about one diode drop (at t+l plus 17 times XCLK). A convert command at time

I - below ground (-4.6V) before internal clamping circuitry is (t+1) generates a Sync and begins transmitting serial data
triggered, from SOUT. The serial data is shifted into the 74HC594

Figure 8 shows an appropriate circuit for adjusting the shift registers, and Sync is shifted through the 74HC164

weight of the most significant bit to minimize differential shift registers. The Q Ioutput of the 74HC74 dual D-type
non-linearity at the critical major-carry transition. To adjust. flip-flops clocks the conversion data into the output register
provide a small amplitude sine wave to the select&l AiD of the 74HC594s, and triggers a data valid-signal on its Q2

input pin while converting continually, and adjust for maxi- output. The user can then read the data at any time before the1 mum Signal-to-(Noise + Distortion) ratio, using appropriate next conversion is started, and the Read signal will reset the
signal analysis software. data valid output from Q2.

In many systems, galvanic isolation of signals is required.

GAIN ADJUST Using opto-couplers on the serial data lines in Figure 9
allows a fully isolated system to bebuilt using a DSPI01 and

If circuit gain needs o be adjusted in hardware rather than three couplers across the barrier (for serial data, XCLK
in system software, appropriate trimpots should be included and SYNC.)
in the analog signal conditioning section in front of the
DSP1I01 or DSP102. No specific gain adjust circuitry is
included in the parts. MULTIPLEXING INPUTSTO THE DSP101

Figure 10 shows a complee'circuit for sequentially scanning
eight analog input channels with a Single-DSPI01, and using

APPLICATIONS the Tag feature on the DSP101 to append the multiplexer
channel address to the serial output conversion results.INTERFACING DSP101 -0 PARALLEL PORTS

The circuit in Figure 10 includes the raquired digital logicFigure 9 shows a circuit for converting the serial output data and iiming logic. The 74HC163 eoufiter provides'the scan
from the DSPIOI into 16 bits of parallel data. within the sqic the Br rC1-0 c ntpovidesthe sn
timing constraints of the serial bit-strearBurr-Brown H-508A analog multiplexer. Intimig cnstains o th seialbitsn'am rom•aeDSP0!. order to allow the FH-508A enough time to s•iitch to the next
In many applications, this circuit can be easily incorporated order alo sthe Aenoug theeStOI b witc t tenvexo

channel and settle before the DSPIOI begins a conversion,
into gate arrays or other programmed logic circuits alreadyusedin he vste, sncetheextr •ae cunt s nt hgh. a 74HC221 one-shot introduces a 31Lts delay for the DSP101

ed in the system, since the extra gae count is not high. convert command input.

This circuit adds an additional pipeline delay to the conver- The Burr-Brown OPA627 provides a low impedance source
sion data, so that the parallel data from a conversion at time for the DSPu01, buffering it from the output impedance of

TTL Bit
Clock

Digital Signal
DSPI01 :rocssor IC DSP201I -

CL 16 :-: LR XL •• 12 "
XCLKCLKR X"- XCLK

X2.75V VIN SOUT DATA IN DATA OUT0 SIN VOUT -3V Analog OutputS~Anaiog Input I

SN 5SYNC SYNC 1=SYNC

ssO 12 SSFM SS.=, %-. - SSF

SW_1:) 10 SWL

CONV 21IConversion Rate CO15

Generator

DSP PROCESSOR SYNC FORMAT SERIAL 110 WORD SS i- SWL- (1) See Burr-Brown
_ SP201/05P202

DSP32C, DSP16 Active Low 16 Bits LOW HIGH product data sheet
DSP56001. Active High 24 Bits HIGH LOW for full descinption of
DSPS6001 Active High 16 Bits HIGH HIGH this DAC.

TMS320C2/'C3o Active High 16 Bits HIGH HIGH
ADSP210/2105 Actve High 16 Bits HIGH HIGH E

FIGURE I . Analog Input and Analog Output System.
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the multiplexer. This unitv--gain buffer mninimize distrion, DSP 10! shift~register (discussdnaotrseioofts
taking full advanrace of the resolution and bandwidth of the data sheet.)IDSPlOI. Figure 16 was developed and tested using a Burr-Brown
The 74HC574D register delays the multiplex er address' data ZPB34 DSP 66ard, which contains an AT&T DSP32C, so
by one conversion before appending the channel data to the, that the SYNC output is prograrmnnedto be active LOW. The!serial conversion results from the DSPIOI. This attaches the circuit needs to be modified for DSP processors from ADI.
channel address to the correct conversion results. Since the TI, and Motorola, which use active HIGH Sync pulses. For
channel scanning shown in Figure 1-0 is, sequential.- this these processors, tie SSF (pin 12) on the DSPIOI HIGH, and
delay latch could be left out and software could recognize use ai 74HCO4 hex inverter to invert the Sync signal to the-

Ithat the time (t) conversion results have the MULX address .74HC574 anti 74HC166.
from the time (t-1) conversion appended- However, for Th~e same basic circuit can be duplicated to drive twoIsystems using non-secuential scan lists. this delay latch is channels in a DSP 102. or can be easily modified for more or
essential to maintain the conversion d~ata and channel ad- less than ei2ht channels of analog input.
dress integrity.IThe 74HC1 66 synchronous loading shift register loads the USNDPO ADDP12WT
chaninel address tag data into the shift register on the rising TEXAS INSTIRUMENTS DSP ICS
edge of the bit clock, in conjunction with the Sync output of

the SP1I. he hanel ddrss ag atais hencloked Figures 11I thru 17 show various ways to use the DSP1OlJinto the DSPIOI Tag .input (pin 18) by the bit clock, while and32SFxx seies. Dor Isipcty fr o f thesTexa cicstarcnt
the conversion data is clocked out the other end of- the3Ox eis Frsmlctalofteecrut r

OSPIM2 1 TMs320c=

Input XCLKCLKFI

1ýAnfA YINA SOUTA 2

_±2.75V Analog Input_ 25 VN CIB17

f22
SSF .2 5V

21~v21 -Cnverson Rate
Generator

FIGURE 12. Using DSPIO2 with TIMS32OC3O. -

DSPI 02 ThSS32OCi30

XCLK 1 LR-

SYNC S-
. 'Analog Input 2 20

-a n n eI A VINA SOUTfA D
=2.75V Analog input 25 VIS S S17 N

C.liarrne BVNS OUh N

NOTE: Serial Dort 0 programmed - 2
for 32-b4t cata. nmSSF :2 .5v

21N C -veson Rate

FIGURE 13. Usinz DSP102 with TINS32OC3O in Cascade Mode.
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ba.bsed on using the TME32OCxx in the mode where SSF In all cases, the DSPIO1 and. DSPI02 will transmit data
(Select Synch Format, pin 12) is tied HIGH. so that there is -%SB-fi'st, and the TMS32OCxx needs to be programmed
an active High synchronization pulse generated by, the for this.1 ~ ~DSPIOI or DSPIO2 after receiving a convert comnmand. The Fgr 1sosacrutfruigteTS2C5o
synchronization pulse can be changed to active Low simply TS2COi opeeaao nu n nlgotu
by making SSF LOW, -where appropriate, without changing system using the DSPI16l along With the Burr-Brown DSP2OI1I he basic operation of the A/Ds. D/A.

XJ5V Anlo lntj SUT R-0 OLX-a 12 NAL

-27h Aanneg Bnu~ VINA SYNCA FR-O Osx-o SYNC V 2UT :t±SAnalog output

=Z75V Analog Input 25 5 ~ l

FIGURE~1 11 Two-Canne AnalogInuad Output Sse ihTS2CO

Channel B - VINS SYNC FSR-O FSX-0 SYNC VOUTB Chýannel B

NOES I)PooamT53030fo 2-i mde 2)Smpe ae n0510 ndDP22 aFdferR()DS3C ayeusdrnlhsmoe

{4)~1 See BurBon9Pa.22poutdt helrll eco~no hsDC LE
FIGURESS +5. Tw-Cane AnlgIptadOtu ytmwt M3O3 nC scaeMoe
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USING' TMS32OC31-TO GENERATE ~clock. In this circuit. the DSPI02 and. DSP202 are used in
ALL CONTROL SIGNALS their Cascade modes, transmitting' and receiving two chn-_

jFigure 17.shows a circuit for using the TMS32OC31I with a nels of dama in a single 32-bit word. (See the Cascade Mode

DSPI02 and a Burr-Brown DSP202 D/A to provide a two section above.)
channel analogr 110 system. The flexibility of the TMS32OC31 Table I -shows how to set up the circuit in Figur 17 for a
allows it to generate thie data transfer clock (XCLK) and the 44. 1kHz conversion rate, for both channels of the DSPI102
Convert Command, minimizing additional circuitry and syn- A/D and both channels of the DSP202 D/A. Both inputs and

chronizing the timing signalh to the processor's master outputs will be simultaneously converted.

FIGUREOPI0 16.c UsngDS1O wthThS30C

±275 AaogInut VNA XCXCLKO CUX XCLK VOA VAnlgOtt

±2. ~ =75V Analo g Input V2N S INC FSCT 20X SYC VUT 3 Aao Ot

FIGURE~SS 17. TwoV Chane Aalg /0 sig MS2OS
Port~~~~~ GlbRCnrlRa ater xEC4

NOTS: 1) MS3CC2 F R Potrta Con dtra.eitr xU~I1

N S2OTEC31 e M3201hs3Mz atrCok

±2_7-V AalogInTA VLE XII. TMS3OC3 Registe Seting forT 44.kV Caon-utu

SOUTA DSP1O1/10220



-UIN DSP101 AND DSP1O2 DSPI02 with the DSPI6.and DSP32C in. different modes.

WITH- MOTOROLA DSP ICS The AT&T processors need to be programimed to accept

Figre 8 how ho tI ouseth D SP01with a Motorola data MSB-first, and the DSPI1O or DSPI02 needs to have

DSP5001 Usng te DP 12 rquirs uingtwo SSF (pin 12) tied LOW, so that an appropriate active Low
Figure018 Ushoshonog s the DSPI02rqire sn w

DSP5600Is. The DSP56001 needs to be programmed to *synchronizationl pulse will be tiansmitted by the AID after a

receive data MSB-first with SYNC in the Bit Mode-cnet omn s eevd

SSF (pin 12) needs to be tied HIGH for using either the Figures 19 and 20 show4 the DSP32C and DSP16 respec-

DSPO1 r te 10I2 with DSP56001s. This will cause tively used with the D)SP10I to handle a single analog. input

teDSPI01 orth DSPr2t transmitla
Hihe Dsynchronizatiton pulzse aSnC appropriate active

(pin15)afte a on- Figure 21 shows' how to transmit to- a igl1 SP2

Vert command is received by the AID. Timing is shown in covrio Ieuts from both DSPI02 channels in a single

Figure 1. 32-bit word, using the Cascade mode on the AID.

Figure I11 indicates how to build a complete analog input and

USING DSP1O01 AND DSP1O02 WITH AT&T DSP ICS analog output system using a DSP32C or DSPI6 with a

Figures 11. 19. 20. and 21 show how to use the DSP101 and DSP1O1 and a Burr-Brown DSP201 DIA.

TLSit 1

DSPI1 =,.TLCkDSP56001

2Z75V AnalogInput 2 VIN SOUIT 2

I K

NOTES: (1) DSP56001 vxoqramnmed for MSB bit first data. (2) DSP56001 data-may be either 16-bit or 24-bit.

FIGURE 18. Using. DSPIO I with DSP56001.

DSP101DSP32C

-2 7SV Analog Input 2VN SU 0 AAI

NOTE: (1) OSP32C 0rogramrmed for KMS bit first 16-bit data.

FIGURE 19. Using DSPIOI with DSP32C.
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USING DSP101 AND DSP102 WITH ADI DSP ICS The same basic circuit can be used to connect a DSP10I to

When using the DSPI01 or DSPI02 with the fixed-point E the ADSP2101.

ADSP21xx series, the processors need to be programmed to Figure II indicates how to build a complete analog I/O
receive data MSB-first. system using either-the ADSP2 101 or the ADSP2105 with a

Figure 22 shows how to use the DSPI02 with an ADSP2101 DSP10l and a Burr-Brown DSP201 D/A.

to provide a two-channel simultaneous sampling system. The two serial ports on the ADSP2101 can also be used with
Figure 23 shows the connections required to generate an the DSPl02 and the Burr-Brown DSP202 D/A to make two

analog input channel using an ADSP2-105 with the DSP101. complete analog 11O channels, as indicated in footnote 2 of
Figure 14.

Cloc

OSP101 DSP16

XCLK 6 ICK

sour 2D DATA IN

z275V Analog Input 2_N

SYNC •-ILl:

SSF 1

COW, 1
Generator

NOTE:.DSP16 programrmed for MSB bit frt. 16-bit data.

FIGURE 20. Using DSPI01 with DSPI6.

-TLh Bit
Clock

DSPI 02 .SP32C

XCLK ICK

SYNC I.D

t2.75V Analog Input 2 2,
Ch5 Anel ViNA SOUTA DATA IN

e2.75V Analog Inptk 25 VIB SOUTh NC

Channel 
B

CONV•-21"•-I C~veri~n ateGenerator

NOTES. (1) DSP32C tororammned 32-bit data MSB bit first. (2) Data format is Channel A, 16-bits. MSB first, then Channel 6.

FIGURE 21. Using DSP102 with DSP32C in Cascade Mode.
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I SPI02 ADSP-2101

_~1 2 VNA CUT

=2.75V Analog input VN CT
ChannelA 25O-

=2.75V Analog Input VINS SCUTS 1

FIGURE 22. Usiniz DSP102 with ADSP-2 101.

r

DSPI01 ADSP-2105

±ý2.75V Analog Input 2VIN

FIGUTRE 23. Usine DSPIOI with ADSP-2105.

DEM-DSP1 021202 EVALUATION BOARD fer options. a complete clock-ingF circuit ior the conversion

An evaluation fixture, the DEM-DSPI021202. is available to clock and bit clock. and analogp filter modules. The board
simolifv evaluation of the DSPI1O and DSP102. and the makes it easy to gzo from desig concept to working proto-
companion diaital-to-analog, converters, the sintrle DSP201 type of a DSP-based system, offering two complete analog
and dual DSP2 2. The DEM-DSP102/1202 comes complete 1/0 channels.
with a socketed DSP 102 and DSP2O2. a breadboard area. Contact your local Burr-Brown representative for a full data
TTL 110 headers and differential line drivers for data trans- sheet on the DLMk-DSPI 0212)02.



jPhilips-Semicon~ductors Microcontroller ProductsPrdcspifato

CMODS sin gle-chip 8-bit microcontrollers 83707C5

DESCRIPTION FEATURES PIN CONFIGURATIONS
The Philios 8XC750 offers the advantages of * 80C51 based architecture---

t8 0C51 architecture in a small packageoslaofeueyrne-pto 12VC

and at low cost. *Wd siao rqec aa-u oP. I412 c

The 8XC750 Microcontroller is fabricated with 4Mz 33623 .5A

Philips Nian-density CMOS technology. * Small package sizes P32.JA2/AIO 3 22 P3.61AS

Philips eoitaxial substrate minimizes CMVOS - 24-pin DIP (300 mil 'skinnv D;P) P3.11A1/A90 21 P3.7/A?

tachuoSnSIIII.- 28-pin PLCC P3.01AO.ARI 5 CEAMI~C 20 P1.7/TO/D?

The 87C750 contains a 1 k x 8 EPROM. a -770aalbei rsoeoa~ldo AND
lies a775 avial neaal oar i r P2P PLASTIC is PI.64R1'TD6

auto-reload counter/timer, a live-source, onetim prarmmbe latipckge 7 IN-LINE 18 Pi.SMRODS

flxed-oriontv level interrupt structure and an * Low oower consumption: -- PoAsL8 PACKCAGEPCOASL 117 P1.AID4
on-chiP csc~jlator. - Normal operation: less than it mA S V. PST 9 1 I.D

12MHz 1 120

- Idle mode 15 I P12:02

- Power-down mode X1 I11 14 P1.1)01

* 1 k x 8 F~qOM (87C750) ESs 12 13 P1.&M0

S64 x8 PAM . -1 26

* 16-bit auto retoadable counter/timer0 32

* Boolean' processorPLSI

* CMOs and-.TTL compalible 1 ARE 1
* Well suited for logic reiplacement.

*consumer and industrial applications 12 18
Pmn Fufl'a~n . Pin Funwion

*LED drive outouts I P.4A 15i P1.0:00
I PZZA3 1s P1.1101

3 P32;A2fAIO 17 P12102
4 P3.1/A1/A9 lB8 P1.2303
S N3.C!A/. 29 PI.S/IThD4

P0O.ZVn 21 NCr_
B P0.1/0E-PGM 22 N.c.
9 L UWOA5EL Z3 P1.5/IM106D

-. ~ o N.C. ZA PiX.7/07
I1 PST .5 P3.7/A7

12 X2 26 P3.0/86
13 xi .2' P3.5/AS
14 VSS 28 Vcc

ORDERING INFORMATION

ROM EPROMI TEMPERATURE RANGE 'C AND PACKAGE FREQUENCY DRAWING
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I . NUMBER

PS7C7SOEBF FA LIV 010o+70. Ceramic Dual in-line Package I-.3.5 to 16MHtz- 0586B
P87C75OFP FA jLIV. J 40 to +85. Ceramic Duat In-line Package 35t 6~ 56

P83C75ESEP N P87C750EBP N OTP 0 to +.70. Plastic Dual In-line Package 1.5 to 16MHz 04f0_0

P83C75DEFP N P87C7,SOEFP N jOTP J -010 to+85. Plastic Dual tn-line Package 3.5 to 16.1 *4Z 0410D

P83C77SOEBA A P87C750EBA A OTP 0 to+70, Plastic Lead Chip Carrer 3'.5 to I shriz 0401F

Pe3C-750EFA A P87C750EFA A OTP -40 to +85. Plastic Lead Chip Carrier 3.5 to 16MHz 0401F

PE3C-750PBP N P87C750PBP N OTP 0 to +70. Plastic Dual In-line Packaae 3.5 to 40MHz 04100

P83C7S50PFP N P87C75OPFP N OTP -40 to +85. Plastic Dual In-line Package 3.510o40MHz 04100

P83C7,50PBA A P87C75OPBA A OTP E 0 to +70. Plastic Lead Chip Carrier 3.5 to40MHz 0401FP

PE3C7SOPFA A P87C750PFA A OTP -40 to .i45. Plastic Lead Chip Carrier 3.5 to 40MHz 0401F

P87C750PB6P PA IJV 0 to +70. Ceramiuc Dual In-line Package 3.5 to 40MHz 0586B

_________ P87C75OPFF PA LIV -40 10 +85. Ceramic Dual In-line Packaoe 3.51to40MHz 05866
NOTE:
1. OTP =One Time Proorammable EPROM. UV U LV Erasable EPROM.
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BLOCK DIAGRAM

- - - -O - -1

RAM ADOR :;AM PORT 0 EPROM

TMP1 REGISTER

ALU PCON I I TCON BFE

RIST ANDO
I ONTROL f

PO

PLI DRIVERS *
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Philips Semiconductors Microcontroller Products Product specificati on

CMOS single-chip 8-bit microcontrollers 830750/87P750

PIN DESCRIPTIONS,
PIN NO.

MNEMONIC DIP! LCC' TYPE . NAME ANDi FUNCTION
. ssOP 1 - .

Vs12 14 1 Circuit Ground -otenttial-

V 24 28 1 Supply voltage duignormal, idle, and power-down operation.

and in that state can be used as high-impedance inputs. These pins are driven low if the Port

register bit is written with a 0. The state of the pin can always be read from the port register by the
program.

P0.0 arnd PO. 1 are open. drain bidirectional 110 pins with the electrical characteristics listed in the
tables thatilotow. While these differ from 'standard TTL characteristics, they are close enough for

the pins'to still be used as general-purvose 1/O. Port 0 also provides alternate functions for
programming the EPROM memory as follows:

W/A Vpp,(P.2) - Prograrmint9voltage input.
7 8 OEIPGM (130.1) ý-ý Input which specifies verify mode (output enable) or the program mode.

OE/PGM =1I output enabled (verify mode).
OE/PGM =O0program -- e- -re

a 9 1 ASEL (P0.0) - Input w. n~ indicates which .bits of the EPROM address awe applied to port 3.
ASEL =0 low address oyte available on port 3.IASEL = 1 high address byte a vailable on port 3 (only the three least significanit bits are used).

PI.0-P1.7 13-20 15-20. 110 Port 1: Port 1 is an B-bit bidirectional VO port with internal pull-up's. Porn 1 pins that have Is written
23.24 to them are pulled high by the internal pull-ups and can be used as inpuits. As inputs;, port 1 pins

that are externally pulled- low wili sou~rce current because of the internal puft-ups. (Se6 OC
Electrical Characteristics: lio. Port 1 serves to output thle addressed EPROM contentsin the verify

mode anid accepts as Inputs the value to program into the selected address during the program
mode. Port 1 also serves the special function features of the 80C51 larnily as fisted below:-

18 210 1 Fm TIMP.: Extemal interruptI.19 23 1 TRTT (PI.6. Extemal interrupt:
20 *24 1 TO (P111): Timer 0externalinput.

P3.0-P3.7 -1.- 4-1. 6. I/O Port 3: Port 3 is an 8-bit bidirectional I/O port with internal pull-ups.- Port 3 pins that have 1iswritten
23-21 27-25 to them are pulled high by the internal pull-ups and can be used as inputs. As inputs, port 3 pins

that are exernally being pulled low wrill source current because of the pull-ups (See OC Eletrca
Characteristics: 1,L). Port 3 also functions as the address input tot the EPROM memorviocation to
be programmea (or veriiiedi. The 10O-bit address is multiplexed into this port as specified by
PO.0/ASEL.

PST 9 11 1 Reset: A hich on this pin for two macnaine cycles while the oscillator is runtning, resets the device.
An internal aiftused resistor to Vs5 permits a power-on RESET using only an externa~capacitor to
Vcc. After the aevice is reset, a 10O-bit serial secruence. sent LES2 tirst..applied to RESET..places
the device in the programming state allowing programming aac; ass., data and Vpp to be applied for
programming or verification purposes. The RESET serial sequence must be synchronized with the
X1 input.

X1 11 13 I Crystal 1: Input tothe inverting oscillator amplifier and input to the internalclock generator crcuits.
X1 also serves as the clock to strobe in a serial bit stream into RESET to place the device in the
programming state.

X2 1 0 12 -0 Crystal 2: Outout from the inverting oscillator amplifier.

February 11, 1994 1008



Philips Semiconductors Microcontroller Products .. . Product specification

CMOS single-chip 8-bit microcontrollers 83C750187C750

OSCILLATOR POWER-DOWN MODE- - Counter/rimer Subsystem
CHARACTERISTICS In the power-down mode. the oscillator is The 87C750 has one counter/timer called

X1 and X2 are the input and output stopped and the instruction to invoke timer/counter 0. Its operation is similar to

resoectively. of an inverting amplifier which power-down is the last instruction executed. mode 2 operation on the 80C5 1. but is

can be configured for use as an on-chip Only the contents of the on-chip RAM are. extenaed to 16 bits with 16 bits of autoload.

oscillator, preserved. A hardware reset is the only way The controls for this counter are centralized
to terminate the power-down mode. the in a single register called TCON.

To drive the device from an external clock control bits for the reduced power modes are

source, Xl should be driven wnile X2 is left in the special function register PGON. Interrupt Subsystem - Fixed
unconnected. There are no requirements on Priority
the duty cycle of the external clock signal, Table .. External Pin Status The IP register and the 2-level interrupt

because the input to the internal clock system of the 80C51 are eliminated.

circuitry is through a divide-by-two flii-flom. During Idle and Simultaneous interrupt conditions are

However. minimum and maximum high and .. Power-Down Modes resolved by a single-level, fixed priority as

low times soecified in the cata sheet must be MODE IPort0 Port1 Port I follows:

observed. Idle *Data Data Data Highest priority: Pin FNTM

RESET Power-down Data Data Data Counter/imer flag 0S.... Pin J-RT1

A reset is accomplished by holding the RST

pin high for at least two machine cycles (24 Special Function Register
oscillator penods), while the oscillator is DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE Addresses
running. To insure a good power-up reset, the 8XC750 AND THE 80C51 Special function registers for the 8XC750 are

RST pin must be high long enough to allow
the oscillator time to start uo (normally a few Program Memory identical to those of the 80C51, except for the

milliseconds) plus two machine cycles- At On the 8XC750. program memory is 1024 changes listed below:.

power-up, the voltage on VCC and RST must bytes long and is not externally expandable, 80C51 special function registers not present

come up at the same time for a proper so the 80C51 inskructions MOVX. LIMP, and in the 8XC750 are TMOD (89), P2 (A0) and

start-up. LCALL are not implemented. The only fixed IP (B8). The 80C51 registers THI and TL1
locations in program memory are the are replaced with the 87C750 registers RTH

IDLE MODE addresses at which execution is taken up in and RTL respectively (refer to Table 2).
IDLE idle mresponse to reset and interrupts, which areIn idle mode, the CPU puts itself to sidee as foltows: -

while all of the on-chip penpnerals stay Program Memory
active. The instruction to invoke the idle Event Address
mode is the last instruction executed in the Reset 000

normal operating mode beiore the idle mode External ITR 003
is activated. The CPU contents, the on-chip Counterttimer 0 COB
RAM. and all of the special function registers External IrTT 013
remain intact during this mode. The idle,

mode can be terminated either oy any
enabled interrupt (at which time the process
is picked uD at the interruot service routine
and continuea), or by a hardware reset which
starts the processor in the same manner as a
p:ower-on reset.

E
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jPhiiois Semnicondluctors Microcontroller Products Product specification

CMOS single-chip 8-bit microcontrollers 830750187C71500

Table 2. 87C750 Special Function Registers

SYMOL ESCIPTON DIRECT MSBIT ADDRESS, SYMBOL. OR ALTERNATIVE PORT FUNCTION . RESET
SYBL DSRPIN ADDRESSIFS LSB .VALUE

AACC- Accumuao _OH E~' 6 E5 E4 3 =2 El 20 OOH

13 aregister =0H F7 F6 F5 ~F4- F3 F2 -. F1 FO OOH
DPTR: Data Dointer

.(2 bytes)
TDH High byte 33H OOH

CPL Low byte ::2H OOH

* .A. AE AD AC AS AA A9 AS

I E*! Interrupt enable ASH EA - - - - EXI ETO EXO OOH

S2 81 80 J
P-0- PontO 30-O- - - - -H - 1xxxxxilllS

g73 96 95 94 93 92 91 90
_0H 70 Bri~T I

X:P3- Porit3 BGH 67 26 P5 S4 B3 S2 21 S0 JFFH

PSW- Program status word 03H CY - AC TO RS1 RSO Dv - P OOH

SP Stack pointer 31H- T

a F 8E S0 SC 52 8A 29 58

TCON*ýt Timer/counter cen~rcl 2SH GAT E C/T TF T EO IT0 lE1 Ti OOH

TL= Timer low byte 5AH 00H

TH= Timer high byte 00 OH

RTLe; Timer low reload ESH CON

RT*-i'! Timer hiich reload HO OOH

, ýRs are bit addressable.
- sS are modified from or acded to the 8OC51 SFPRs.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 1, 2

PARAMETER RATING UI

S.z)raae temoerature.Lanae .- . -j 6S-to+150

vonage from Vrc;Io-Vss. -0.5 to 6.45

Vcttaae fr~om any pin to Vs -,except V.ý.) to .-. tV~c+O.5 V

Power- dissipation .. 1.0 f w

IVoltagle on Vc. pin to Vss 0-to + 13.0 .- V

!.faximumn 11-L Per ID .Din I10 - nA

NOTES:
1 . Stresses above those listed Lnder Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress ratino only ano

fijnctional operation ot the-cevice at thlese or any conditions other than those aescnibed in thel AC and DC Electrical Characteristic secton
ot this specification is not imelied. -

2.h1is product includes circuitrv specificallv designea for the protection of its internal devices from the damaging effects of excessive static
j-.arce. Noneineless. it is suggested tnat conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying greater than thie rated maxima.
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DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Trt,=O*C to +7000 or -40*C to, .. 5*C. VCC = 55V±0t%. V5s OVI

:..TEST LIMITS

SYMBOL PARAMETER j CONDITONS MIN MAX UNIT

VIL Input low voltage -0.5 .910.2VOO-0.11 V
I input hiah voltaoe, except X1. RST IO.ZVcc+O. Vcc+'0.5 V

V!..'1  Inout hioh voltage. X1, RST 0 .7VCC 'Vcc-+0O* V

VL Output low voitage, ports 1 anar 3 10L = .6mA 2  0.45V
VOLt Output low voltage, port 0 IOL = 32mA2  0.45 V

VCH O utput high voltage .ports 1 and 3 O 0H = -6 0PA 2.4 V:OR= 25pA 0.75Vcc 'I

10H =-1 0l±A 0.9VcC
C Canoacitance -10

111 Logicat 0 input current. Porns 1 ano 3 - '1 N =0.45V -501L
In. Logical 1 to 0 transition current, ports I and 33 VIN = 2V (0 to +7000) -650;A

-N= 2V (-40 to +8500) -750 lL
Ilu Input leakage current, port 0 0.45 < VIN < VCt =10IL

RPST. Internal pull-down resistor 25 1751<

CIO Pin capacitance TeSttrecq=1Mz,- 10 pFiýb= 25*0
ID Power-down current'4  

- Vcjý= 2to VCCmax so 3 pA

Vs5 OV
VoP Vpp program rvoltage .. Ycc=ýV±tO% 12.5 13.0

I I ~Ta,,= 21*C to271C
l~o Procramn current Vow= -.3.0V

suoriv current tsee Figure 2)5. 
-0en

NOTES:
I1. Parameters are valid over operating temperature range unless otherwise specified. All voltages are with respect to Vs5 unless otherwise

r.oted.
2. Under steady state-non-Transient) conditions. OL~ Must be externally limited asfoltows:

M~aximum ICL Per Port Pin: '.mA (NOTE: T his is 8500 soec.)
Maximum COL per 8-bit port: 26mA
Maximum total Ic. for all outputs: 67mrA

_L.. exceeos tne test conoition. VOL may exceed the related specification. Pins are not guaranteed to sink currenit greater than the listed
:est conditions.

3,. i-ins of ports 1 and 3 source a transition current whten they are being externally driven from 1 to 0. The transition current reaches its
niaximumn value wnen VIN is approximately 2V.

4. Power-down, I-c is measurec with all output pins disconnected: port 0 = Vcc; X2. X1 n.c.: RST = Vss.
5. Active Icc is measured with all output pins disconnected: X1 driven with tCLcH. tCmcL 5ns. VI'. = V5 -+ 0.SV. VI =Wc .SV: XZ nic.;

'2'ST = port 0 =VcC. 1cc will be slightly higher if a crystal oscillator is usea. -

6. Idle Icc is measured with all output pins cisconnected: X1 driven with t,-CLH lcHCL 5 ns. VIL =VS5 + 0-5V. VIN = Vcc - 0.5V; X2 n~c.:
;:art 0 = Vcc: RST = VSS.

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
7
Trnt = 000 to +701C or -40*C to +85'0. V:: 5 V ±1c%, Vss 60.

VARIABLE CLOCK

SYMBOL PARAME TER _MIN MAX MIN .- MAX UNIT

.1-_V Oscillator I reauencv' -3.5 16 3.5 40 Mz
External Clock (Figure 1)

t 1-HCX High time 20 10 ns

ICLcx Low tie20 10 ns
tCLCH~ RFise time 2 0n

S Fall time 2020n

NOTES:
1. Parameters are valid over operating temperature -range unless otherwise. specified. All voltages are with respect to V5 5 unless otherwise

rote(%.E2. Load capacitance tor ports = dOpF.
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EXPLANATION OF THE AC SYMBOLS
in defining the clock wavetofin. care mrust t~e H - Logic level High

taken not to exceed the miN or MAX limits Of L. - Logic level low

the AC electrical cliaracterislcs table. Each Q - Output data

timing symbol has five characters. TIhe first 7 - Time

character is always ~' (X ie) Tho longer a vai Validlve

characters. deperloing on their positions. -Nolgeavldlgilvl

indicate tie name of a signal or the logical Z - Float

status of that signal. The designations are:

-Clock
D - lnput data

II

K- tCLCt.

Figure 1. external Clock Drive

200

-2 YPACTIVEc %CC-
YPTAM cc s

MAX IDE )CCMAX IDLE iCC

IAAXIDLF ICCý 
V I IL [c

Frequency (MHz) Frqunc (Mz

F igure 2. 1cc vs. FrequenCy

Maximrum Icc values taken at VcC Max and worst Case temperature.

Typicat 
tCC values taken at Vcc = 5.&V and 25*C.

Notes 5 and,6 refer to DC Electrical Characteristics.
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I

87C750 PROGRAMMING initially be held high for at least two machine P0.2. The various combinations are shown in

cycles. P0.1 (PGMW) and P0.2 (Vpp) win be at Table 3.
CONSIDERATIONS VOH as a result of the RESET operation. At

EPROM Characteristics this point. these pins function as normal Encryption Key Table
quasi-bidirectional I/O ports and the The 87C750 includes a 16-byte EPROM

fe 87d750 is Programmed by using a programming equipment may pull these lines array that is programmable by the end user.

similar to that used for devices such as the low. However. prior to sending the 1 0-bit code The contents of this array can then be used

87C451 and 87C51. it differs from these on the RESET pin, the programming to encrypt the program memory contents

devices in that a serial data stream is used to equipment should drive these pins high (VH) during a program memory verify operation.

place tne 87C750 in the programming mode. The RESET pin may now be used as me When a program memory verify operation is

serial data input for the data stream which performed, the contents of the program

Ficure 3 shows a block diagram of the places the 87C750 in the programming memory location is XNORIed with one of the

programming configuration for the 87C750. mode. Data bits are sampled during me clock bytes in the 16-byte encryption table. The

Port pin P0.2 is used as the programming high time and thus should only change during resulting data pattern is then provided to port

voltage supply input (Vp. sional). Port pin the time that the clock is low. Following 1 as the verily data. The encryption

PO. 1 is used as the program (PGM/) signal. transmission of the last data biL the RESET mechanism can be disable, in essence. by

This pin is used for the 25 programming pin should be held low. leaving the bytes in the encryption ramie in

" their erased state (FFH) since the XNOR

pulses. Next the address information for the location product of a bit with a logical one will result in

Port 3 is used as the address input for the to be programmed is placed on port 3 and the original bit. The encryption bytes are

byte to be programmed and accepts both the ASEL is used to periorm the address napped with the code memory in 16-byte

high and low components of the eleven bit multiplexing. as previousiy descnrbed. At this groups. the first byte in code memory will be

address. Multiplexing of these address time, port I functions as an output. encrypted with the first byte in the encryption

components is performed using the ASEL A high Voltage Vpp level is then applied to the table; the second byte in code memory will beA

input. The user should drive the ASEL input V e

high and then drive port 3 with the-high order Vpp input P0.2). (This sets Port I as an input encrypted with the second byte-in the

iits of the address. ASEL should remain high port). The data to be programmed into the encryption table and so forth up to and

for at least 13 clock cycles. ASEL may then EPROM array is then placed on Port 1. This inciuding-the 16the byte. Tihe encryption

be driven low which latches the high order is followed bya series of progranotrng pulses repeats in 16-byte groups the 17th byte in

bits of the address internally. the high applied to the PGM pin (PI.IA). These Dulses the code memory will beencrypted with the

address should remain on port 3 tor at least are created by driving P0.1 low and then first byte in the encryption table, and so forth.

two clock cycles after ASEL is driven)ow. high. This pulse is repeated until a total of 25

Port 3 may menbe driven with the low byte of Programming pulses have occurred. At the

te address. The low address wil be conclusion of t'e last pulse, the PGM/ signal Two security bits. security bit1 and secutit

bit 2,areprovided to limit access to the

internally stable 13 clock cycles later. The should remain high. USER EPROM and encryption key arrays.

address wilt remain stable provided that the The Vpp signal may now be driven to the Security bit 1 is the program inhibit bit. and

!ow oyte placed on port 3 is held stable and VOH level, placing me 87C750 in Mhe venfy once programmed performs the following

ASEL is kept low. Note: ASEL needs to be mode. (Port 1 is now used as an outout port). f,,nctions:

pulsed high only to change the high byte of After four machine cycles (48 clock periods), t. Additional programming of the USER

mhe address. the contents of the addressed location in the EPROM is inhibited. __

Fort I is used as a bidirectional data bus EPROM array will appear on Port2. Additionaprogra ing of the encryption

ouring programming and verify operations. The next programming cycle may now be key is inhibited.

During programming mode, it accepts the initiated by placing the address information at

byte to be programmed. During verify mode, theinputs of the multiptexed buffers. drin 3..Verification of the encryption key is

it provides the contents of the EPROM the Vpp pin o the V=,p voltage level, inhibited. -

location specified by the address which has providing the byte to be programmeo to Porti 4. Verification of the USER EPROM and the

been supplied to Port 3. and issuing the 26 programming pulses on security bit levels may still be performed.

The XTAL1 pin is the oscillator input and the PGM/ Pin. bringing Vpp back down to the

receives the master system cloci. This clock Vc level and verifying me byte. lIf the encryption key array is being used. this

should be between'.2 and 6MHz. Programm'ing Modes securty bit shobiid be programmed by the
user to prevent unauthonzed parties from

The RESET pin is used to accept the serial The 87C750 has four programming features reprogramming the encryption key to all

data stream that places the 87C750 into incorporated within its EPROM array. These e e bits. Such programming would

various programming modes. This pattern include the USER EPROM for storage of the provide data during a verily cycle that is the

consists of a 10-bit code with the LSB sent application's cooe a 16-byte encryptpon key lovical compglement of the USER EPROM

first. Each bit is synchronized to the clock array and two security bits. Programming and contents).

input, X1. verification of these tour elements are

selected by a combination of the serial data Security bit 2, the verily inhibit bit, prevents

Programming Operation stream applied to the RESET pin ano the verification of both the USER EPROM array

Figures 4 and S show me timing diagrams for voltage levels applied' port pins P0.1 and and the encryption key arrays. The secunrty

voltagebi levels mayie stil ber pierified.an
the prograrrvverify cycle. RESET should bit levels may Stitt be verified.
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Programming and Verifying, -Ports 1.7 contains the security bit 1 data and erasure. For this and secondary effects, it

Security Bits is a logical one if programmed and a logical is recommended that an opaque Iabe be
Security bits are prooramnmed employi ng th zero if erased.-Likewise. P 1.6 contains the placed over the window. For elevated

sam terinaue; ued o pogrm te UER security bit 2 data aria is ilgclone if temperature or environments where solvents
EPROM and KEY arrays using serial data prorammned ana a loo.,cal zero if erased, are being used, apply Kapton tape Flourless
streams aria logic levels on port pins . Erasure Charac Iteristicspatnme23S5oeqiln.
indicated in Table 3. When programming Trsr fteERMr-:n oocrwe he recommended erasure procedure is

either seut i.i snot necessary to the chip is exposed to lion, with wavelenothns exposure to ultraviolet light (at 2537
provide address or data information to. the shorter than aoproXimarelV 4.000 angstroms. angstroms) to an inertddose of at least
87G750 on Ports 1 and 3ic.ulgtan loe etlgt ghv 1 5W-s/cmn2. Exposing the EP ROM to an

Verification occurs in a similar marnner using wavelengths in this ranae. exposure to thtese ultraviolet lamp of 12.000liWtcrn 2 rating for
Since sulih and fluorescen lihtn haveaneofabuthe RESET serial stream shown in Table 3. light sources over an extended time (about 1I 0t 9mnts t itneo bu

Port 3 is not reauirea to be driven and thie week in sunlight, or 3 v'ears; in'room level 1inch. should be sufficient
results of the verity operation will appear on fluorescent liohtirio) c Lid cause inadvertent Erasure leaves the array in an alt 1is state.
porns 1.6 aria 1.7.

Table 3. Implementing ProgramNerify Modes
OPERATION SERIAL CODE P0D1 (P-GMI) P0.2 (Vpp)

Program user EPROM 296H itP

Verify user EPROM 296H- V1HVI

Program key EPROM 292H - P
Verify key EPROM -292H VIH. VIH
Program security bitl 1 29AH . VPP
Program security' bit 2 *. .298H -Vpp

Verify security bits - 9HVIH ViI NOTE:
1. Pulsed from V.. to VIL and returned to VIH.

EPROM PROGRAMMING AND VERIFICATION
..t= 21'C to-+27 'rC:-VCC= 5V ±10%VS3 = OV.

SYMBOL I .-- PARAMETER MIN MAX UNIT

"1 /CLcL Oscitlatorfclock freaueocv- 1.2- H

,AVGL Address setup to P0.1 (PROG-) low 10us -24tC~f-

tDVGL Data setup to PO.1I (PRO-G-) low 3 ~t~C1L

tDpL jData setup-to P0.1 IPROG-) low _.s~tC~c!. __________ _____

LGHOX jData hold after:PO_1 (FROG-) high 3
6

tCLCL __________ _____

tSGL Vcp setup to P0.1 (PROG7) low A0

tGHSL V!. hold after PO. 1 (PROG-) 10. ja
t- - P0.1 (PROG-) width 90 110 Ps.

tAvoy- vro low (Vcc) to data valid 8CL

tGHGL P0.1 (PROG-) hig-h to P0.1 (PROG-) low 10 ;i
tSYNL P0.0 (sync pulse) low 4tcLct.

t5YNH P0.0 (sync pulse) high 6CC

IMASE5L ASEL hich time 13tLC

Address hold time .
2
tcCLC~

tH tHA5T Acdress setup to ASEL 131CLCL________________
tADsTA Low address to valid data { 481CLCL

NOTES:
1. Address should be valid at least 24CC before the rising edge of P0.2 (Vpp).

2.For a Dure verity mode. i.e.. no program mode in betweeni. tAvov is l4 1C~LCL aximum.
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AD-Ag PS 0-P3.7 VCC 5

ADDRlESS STROBE P./SL S

PROGRAMMING ___________________

PULSES

VapiVjH VOLTAGE DAT BU

CKSOURCE__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Figure 3. Programming Configuration

XTAL1 2 BTOBT BIS ST T'

CYCLE TENBIT SERIAL CODE

RESET BI BIT I BIT54 SI3 ST rs B BITI} B7T 81 -T

P0.12 L;NDBFINED

P0<1 UN EFINEDFogtre 4. Entry inlto ProgramN erify M odes

PC 2 VppI )

Z5 PULSES

poiL ......... 7
0 4

1
SE GLGH I ' 'GHGL

PQ 0 (ASEL)

IHAS~.I - HAH-LD

PORT 3 - ~ HIGH ADDRESS LOW ADDRESS -

" 1
ADSTA -DG IGI!4AO

=CTI !NVALID DATA :0I AA DT T EPORME INIVALID, DATA ýVALIDDATA

Vs RIFY MODE PROGRAM MODE VERIFY MODE-----l

Figure S. Programl~erify Cycle
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80C51 FAMILY INSTRUCTION SET

Table 7. 80C51 Instruction Set Summary-

Interrupt Response Time: Refer to Hardware Description Chapter.

Instructions that Affect Flag Settings(')

Instruction Flag Instruction Flag

C OV AC C OV AC
ADD X X X CLR C 0
ADDC X X X DL C X
SUBB X X X ;L C.bit X
MUL 0 X ANL CJbit X
DIV 0 X ANL C.bit X
DA X ORL C./bit X
RRC X MOV C,bit X
RLC X CiNE X
SETB C 1

()Note that operations on SFR byte address 208 or bit addresses 209-215 (i.e., the PSW or bits in the PSW) will also affect flag settings.

Notes on instruction set and addressing modes:

Rn Register R7-RO of the currently selected Register Bank.

direct 8-bit internal data location's address. This could be an Internal Data RAM location (0-127) or a SFR [i.e., I/O port"
control register, status register, etc. (128-255)].

QRi 8-bit internal data RAM location (0-255) addressed indirectly through register R1 or RO.
#data 8-bit constant included in the instruction.

=data 16 16-bit constant included in the instruction

addr 16 16-bit destination address. Used by LCALL and LJMP. A branch can be anywhere within the 64k-byte Program
Memory address space.

addr 11 11 -bit destination address. Used by ACALL and AJMP. The branch will be within the same 2k-byte page of
program memory as the first byte of the following instruction.

rel Signed (two's complement) 8-bit offset byte. Used by S.JMP and all conditional jumps. Range is -128 to +127
bytes relative to first byte of the tollowing instruction. ,

bit Direct Addressed bit in Internal Data RAM or Soecial. Function Register.

MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION BYTE OSCILLATOR
.. PERIOD

ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS

ADD ARn Add register to Accumulator 1 12

ADD A,direct Add direct byte to Accumulator 2 12

ADD A.@Ri Add indirect RAM to Accumulator 1 - 12

ADD A.#data Add immeiiate data to Accumulator 2 - 12

ADDC ARn Add register to Accumulator with carry 1 12

ADDC Adirect Add direct byte to Accumulator with carry 2 12

ADDC A,@Ri Add indirect RAM to Accumulator with carry 1 12

ADDC A,#data Add immediate data to A3C with carry 2 12

SUBB ARn Subtract Register from ArC with borrow 1 12

SUBS Adirect Subtract direct byte from ACC with borrow 2 12

SUSB A.@Ri Subtract indirect RAM from ACC with borrow 1 12

SUBS A.4data Subtract immediate data from ACC with borrow 2 12

INC A Increment Accumulator 1 12

INC Rn Increment register 1 12

All mnemonics copyrighted © Intel Corporation 1980
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Table 7. 80C51 Instruction Set Summary (Continued) OCLAO

MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION BYTE PERITOD

ARITHMETIC OPERATION Continued)

INC direct Mcrement direct byte 2 12

INC ~ Ri incremenlt indirect RAM 1 12

DEC A Decrement Accumulator 
1

DEC Rn Decrement Register 1 12

DEC direct Dcrement direct byte 21

DEC Ri Decrement indirect RAM 1 1

INC DPT. !ncrement Data Pointer 1 248

MUL BS MAultiply A and B 1 48

DIV AS Divide A by B 14

DA A Decimal Adjust Accumulator 11

LOGICAL OPERATIONS 1 12

ANL ARn AND Register to Accumul-ator 21

ANL A~direct AND direct byte to Accumulator 2I1

ANL A. @ RIAND indlirect RAM to Accumulator 11

ANL Adata AND immediate data to Accumulator 2 12

ANIL. irecat.a AND Accumulator to direct byte 2 12

ANL direct.dAt NDimediate data to direct t~vte 3 24

ORL A.Rn OR e~oister to Accumulator 1 1

OR AirciOR direct byte to Accumulator 2 12

ORL .A.@gRi CR indirect RAM toAccumulator 1 -12

OP.L~~O AdaaOimmediate data to Accumulator 2 1

ORL direct.A OR Accumulator to direct oyte 2 1

DRL direct.#data. ORjrnimeosate data to direct byte 1 24

XRL A.Rn axclusive-OR register to Accumulato~r 12 12,

XRL A~direct Excusive-O R direct byte to Accumulator212

XRL A. (9Ri Exclusive-OR indirect PAM to Accumulator I1

XL AdaaExclusive-OR immeoiate data to Accumulatc. 2 12

XRL direclt.A Exclusive-OR Accumulator to direct byte' 2 12.

XRL direct.;;data Exclusive- OR immediate data to di .rect: byte 3 24

CL1R A Clear Accumulator 
.112

CPL A Complement Accumulator 112

RL A motate Accumulator left 
12

RLC' Rotate Accumulator len, trrouglt the carry 12

RR A Rotate Accumulator right 
1

RRCRotate Acc-umulator right through the carry 112

SWAP A Swap nibbles within the Accumulator 11

DATA T ANSF Rn M ove re gister to Accum ulator 112

Mov Adirec move direct byte to Accumulator 212

MOV A.@Rirc Move indirect RAM~to Accumulator I12
I Mov XCRIAll mnemonics copyrighted 0 Intel Corporation 1980
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I
Table 7. 80C51 Instruction Set Summary (Continued)

MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION _BYTE OSCILLATOR

DATA TRANSFER (Continued)......."

MOV ;R,#data Move immediate data to regmster 2 12

MOV Ren.A Move Accumulator to directer 12

MOV directR Move dregtter to dretbter 2 24
MOV Re,#data Move immediate data to irecgiter 2 2

MOV direct@A Move idirect Amt to direct byte 2 24

MOV direct.Rn Move register to direct byte 2 24
MOV direct, direct Move direct byte to direct 3 24

MOV direct, @Ri Move indirect RAM to direct byte 2 24

MOV direct.#data Move immediate data to direct byte 3 24

MOV @ Ri.A Move Acoumulator to indirect RAM 1 12

MOV @ Ri.direct Move direct byte to indirect RAM 2 24

MOV @ Ri,#data Move immediate data to indirect RAM 2 12

MOV DPTR,#data16 Load Data Pointer with a 16-bit constant 3 24

MOVC A,@A+DPTR Move Code byte relative to DPTR to Acc 1 24

MOVC A,@A+PC Move Code byte relative to PC to Aýc 1 24

MOVX A, @ Ri Move extemal RAM (8-bit addr) to ACC 1 24

MOVX A. @ DPTR Move external RAM (16-bit addr) to Acc 1 24

MOVX A.@Ri.A Move Acc to external RAM (8-bit addr) 1 24

MOVX @DPTR.A Move ACC to external RAM (16-bit addr) 1 24

PUSH direct Push direct byte onto stack 2 24

POP direct Pot direct byte from stack 2 24

XCH A.Rn Exchange register with Accumulator 1 12

XCH A.Jirect Exchange direct byte with Accumulator 2 12

XCH A. @ Ri Exchange indirect RAM with Accumuiator 1 12

XCHD A,@Ri Exchange low-order digit indirect RAM with ACC: 1 12

BOOLEAN VARIABLE MANIPULATION

CLR C Clear carry 1 12

CLR bit Clear direct bit 2 12

SETS C Set carry 1 12

SETB bit Set direct bit 2 12

CPL C Complement carry 1 12

CPL bit Complement direct bit 2 12

ANL C.bit AND direct bit to carry 2 24

ANL C./bit AND complement of direct bit to carry 2 24

ORL C.bit OR direct bit to carry 2 24

ORL CIbit OR complement of direct bit to carry 2 24

MOV C.bit Move direct bit to carry 2 12

MOV bit.C Move carry to direct bit 2 24

JC rel Jump if carry is set 2 24

JNC rel Jump if carry not set 2 24

All mnemonics copyrighted © Intel Corporation 1980
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"able 7. 80C51 Instruction Set Summary (continued) OSCILLATOR

SMNEMONIC 
DESCRIPTIONBYEPRO

SBOOLEAN VARIABLE MANIPULATION (Continued) 
22

JB rel 
Jump if direct bit is set 

22

JNB rel 
Jump if direct bit is not set 

22

JaC bitrel Jump if direct bit is set and clear bit 3

PROGRAM BRANCHING

ACALL addril Absolute subroutine call 
2 24

LCALL addr16 Long subroutine call 
3 24

RET 
Return from subroutine 

1 24

R ET I 
Return from interrupt 

1 24

AJMP addrll AbSolute jump 
2 24

LiMP addrl6 Long jump 
3 24

SJMP rel Short jump (relative addr) 
2 24

JMP @A+DPTR Jump indirect relative to the DPTR 
1 24

ret Jump if Accumulator is zero 
2 24

JNZ rel Jump if Accumulator is not zero 
2 .24

CJNE 

24 
upf Acmltr sntzr

CJNE A,direct,rel Compare direct byte to Acc and jump if not equal 3 24

CJNE Af#data.rel Compare immediate to Acc and jump if not equal 3 24

CJNE RN.#datarel Compare immediate to register and jump it not 3 24

CJNE •FRi.#data.rel Compare immediate to indirect and jump if not 3 24

equal 

2

DJNZ Rn.rel Decrement reoister and jump if not zero 2 24

DJNZ direct.ret Decrement direct byte and jump if not zero 3 24

No operation 
1

Nap 
~ ~~~~All mnemonics copyrighted w~f 0ne1opra~l18
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-All infornatlon. in TiIS CaM Ssheea is preliMinar

aria suoject to chiange..

Peision, ud 9 SD, CMOS Analog Switch

______General Description _________Features
il-e MAX=3A is a M==o oML gfl dcvUle-rM * Upgraed ReolcMet for a DG21IiDG22 Pair

(SPOT) anama svloMl The iocx incoenoente switctes coer- 0r DG0

are 'aIM toolar SuDMSe ranging ntrC ±4.5V tcrXV. or wifli Low On Resistance < 22t Typical (3M~ Max)

a sinate-ended sunoty between +10V ana +30V. The + G~wwmdMalchad On Resjofto R

qAX33:A offe= low on resstanc (leSS than =~ guaran- Charruft<=
teed to m=rc within 2Q betw4em tm nruis and to reman fia * Guaraneed Fiat On Resistane over Full Analog
3W the full antalog sgnaf range (AM~ max.). ft also offers Signal Range Am Max
tretak4*eore-mak~e switching (i0ns 4y0=a), wft tu-f * xuant~leed Ctharge in jeetlon < lOpC
-,mes less; than lA5ns aria turn-on times less than 17-5m * G ~ ~ el~e nAa.5
T he MAX2332A is ideal for P~ortable ooeratOn Since MUe+scerirme >2M prMeid30 .
c-rrent run les hnIAwthalM no low. + ESO gluapreed O 0perateion (+I015.7+W
This monoiithic. quad switch is fapricatea with Ma~im's E ingte-Suoply Operazw (±..lV to ±20V)

new incrovea siicori-gaze process. Design vmrorvememr iia-up pmo ±.Vt 2V

=uarantee extremety low charge injection (10pC). low T4MS.~CCrl~iii
:ower consumption (35;Mi). andt electrcstatic dischlarge + Raff-to-Ral Analog Signai Handling Caoasilty

-50) g. eate amn 2M(). ___ __Ordeping hiformatioin
ýzic inouts are TML- and CMOS-cconoa?±ibe and guaran-
;eed over a +0.8W to +2-4V range, regaroless of supmr -PAlrT TEMIP. RANGE P01-PACKAGE

voltage. Logic inputs and Switched analog signals can MAX3MCF3AP 0*C to +706C '20 Plasc DIP

-ange anywhere between mhe supply voltages without damn- n Ct 7C 2 ieS
age. This upgraded part is a replacement tor a MAX33aA=4 0IC o +70*C Diwe

*JG21 1=D212 pair whien used as a quad SPOT Switch. or -Q* to +am 2D Fla=a olp
:vo 0G403 dual SPOT swdchm A33AW 4 t &* 20 WWIS

______________Applications a 5~~~ 0CRE

Test Equipment Cu mwyrcse~c~~S

Ccrnmumications Systems _ ___Typical Operti~ng CIrcuit
PBX. PABX
Heaas-UP Disotays INUT.T
Portable Instruments ."u-V

___________P n Configuration _ V-V

INT 1 O:: - Io NJ

NOt? 1N04

NC1a NC4 Julf.

GN 6 AAX313A T15 N. C.L . V1-I

NC21 14 NC3

N 13 CCM3

NO? 12 N03

IN? 10 IN 13

FLYING CAPACITOR

DWTC15 rE 20%WIhOGCSPT LEVEL TRANSLATOR

A01AXIAI __________________ axim Iamwqu'uld Produeft 1.17

Call foll free 14800-998.8800 for free samnples or literature.
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in order to write this software, I used an 8051 public domain assembler whichwas found on

Internet. it can be found at several nodes, including for example atecsd4 csd uwmedt n the

directory /pub/805 1. Its author can be reached at markh@csd4. csdUwIInedu. It seemed to us

one of the best packages in its category. The distribution includes a complete documentation

on the use of this assembler, and we had no problems what so ever with it.

We also purchased a Ceibo DS750 deviopement system in order to programn, simulate and

emulate the 87C750.In order to run the 'camera at the telescope we-wrote a data acquisition

program, of course not described here which allows to take images, while supporting the

standard astronomical image standard FITS. We started to develop this program in 1992 under

DOS, using a home made graphical environment This is now quite old, and a new data

acquisition program is being currently written under Windows NT and Visual. C-++. A typical

data acquisition screen is seen above:

_ .A .
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Listin2 of the current sequencer code:

; CCD sequencer program - Vl.0 Version du 28/04/1996
Alain Maury - Herve Viot

; ;December 1994 -> November 1996

This version of the controller program is asynchronous, i.e.
it is not synchronised using the pixel clock coming from the
master board. It is to be used only in single CCD cameras.

Always remember to increase the table limit when including
new functions in the program

Definition of terms

NYI Not Yet Implemented; l; CD" ':Comment Debiig Lihes -.. .

;Definition of the I/O port bits

;;... '. . . .... .:.i. .J.: .-.. -. . . .. . .. ..- • . ,.... ,i............. . .• .
REC equ P0.0

•' .CLOCK . ..... eq . - .. - ,1 ' " .. .. . .-.. . .•. . . "" .. "

SYNC equ . "Po.2 ...

Hi equ P1.0
H2 equ P1.1
H3 equ P1.2
OSG equ P1.3
RG equ P1_4
CLI equ P1.5 ;; First clamp, first channel
CL3 equ P1.6 ;; Second clamp, first channel.
CASC equ P1.7

Al equ P3.0
A2 equ P3.1
A3 equ P3.2
ATGU equ P3.3
ATGL equ P3.4
CL2 equ P3.5
CL4 equ P3.6
CONV equ P3.7
TRANS equ P3.6 ;; Fiber optic emitter

Variables stored in Ram

;; These are preloaded inside the functions
or by the serial link at the start of an exposure

seg data at 0

RAM equ 30

At reset, the stack is at 07 . In order to avoid conflicts between
the stack and this memory table, it is shifted as high as possible

C Ln 1 equ Ram ;; Current Line Number
C" Ln2 equ Ram + 1



~/

C Cn 1 equ Ram + 2 ; Current Column Number
C-Cn-2 equ Ram + 3
C Er--I equ Ram + 4 ;; Current Counter erase
C-Er-2 equ Ram + 5
CR 1 equ Ram + 6 ;; Current Column Read

C-R-2 equ Ram + 7
C_-DELAY equ Ram + 8 ;; Constant used during vertical delays

C-Id 1 equ Ram + 9 ;; Delay for vertical inversion

C Id72 equ Ram + 10
ScanCounter 3 equ Ram + 11 ;; Scan High level bit counter

ScanCounter-2 equ Ram + 12. ;; Scan Middle level bit counter

ScanCounterl equ Ram + 13 ;; Scan Low level bit counter

seg code at 0

N; ;..IT-SATION-ROUT-flRE....... ................... ......

;;; . Function which load the ports'with their initial values

; ; camera at rest '. .
;; It waits also that the data communication port goes low.

Data in parameters
none

Data out parameters

Regisitoks'ued'. A . . . ... .

RO:

,R2.
R3.
R4:

,,R6 :

R7 :

Init:

MOV IE, #OxGO ;; Interrupts disabled
MOV P0, #0x07 ;; Initialise OUTPUT port

;'; P0.0 & 1 as Input

;; P0.2 as Output = 1

MOV PI, #01100011B ;; CLI, CL3, HI and H2 high.
MOV P3, #10000000B ;; vertical lines at zero, conv active

low

;; Debug test de la nouvelle carte horloge

;;DebugClock:

SETh ;; Hi High
ACALL Vt Tempo
SETB H2 ;,Hl& H2 High
ACALL Vt Tempo
CLR Hi ;; H2 High
ACALL VtTempo •
CLR H2 ;; everybody Low
ACALL VtTempo
AJMP DebugClock

Initl:



I

ACALL WaitZero ;; Wait the Initialisation of the PC
;; This 1bigh level is

not a command

,; MAIN ROUTINE

Function which waits for a command executes it when it is
recognised - waits another when not recognised.

If A > tablelength, AJMP Start,
table length is set in memory to be 9

Data in parameters
none

Data out parameters :.". .

. ;... Registers used A calcul of..jump
RO:
RI:

;;. . -. . R2 - safe of-data receive
; ; ~R3 "

R4
;;R5

R7:

Start:

ACALL . Comm ;; Waiting for a command from the PC
CLR" C ;; Clear Carry
SUBB A, *0x09 ;; Substract 9 to A
JC Calcul Jump ;; -- > Carry set, correct selection
AJMP Start ;; Else wait a correct command

CalculJump:

MOV A, R2 ;; Restore Comm value R2 in A
RL A ;;Each jump is 2 op codes

;; Acc is now loaded With a code which"
;; should be the -mode in which the
; camera is going to be used

MOV DPTR, #Selection
iMP @A+DPTR

Selection: ;; CCD controller command interpreter
s; selection table

AJMP Init ,; Transmission error, return to start
,; Command 0

AJMP StareUp ,; Stare exp. without dithered clocking AB
,; Command 1

AJMP Scan ,; Scan the sky
C command 2

AJMP StareAb ;; Stare exp. with dithered clocking
Command 3

AJMP StareBin ; Stare exp. with binning reading mode
Command 4

AJMP Temp -; Transmit some temperature measure
-; Command 5

AJMP Test Video ; Test modeo
; Command 6

AJMP Test -; Continuous CCD readout



~dA.JMP Low-Noise Sotard exp with lowdnoise conversion

STARE exposure procedure using the upper amplifier

* - Data in parametersI none
Data out parametersI-non

�Registers used - *.-.-A ~command data received ... *.. ..

RO

.5,... . . * R3:

R4.

R7:

Stare_'Up-:,*. . . .

IACPALL Erase ;;CCD erase

Stare Upl:

ACALL Comm. ;; 'Exposure Waiting data PC goes 'High
JNZ StareUp4 ;;Retour sur erreur integration

;;sans vidage de la cam.,ra

Stare Up2:IACALL Flush ;;Vidage derniere colonne

Stare Up3:

AC2ALL Readout_ýUp ;;Lecture .des pixels

Star~eUp4:.

AZJMP Teihpl . ;This is the optimized end....
;;with the ouput of the last pixel
;;and followed with an init routine

;;LOWNOISE exposure procedure using the upper amplifier

* Data in parameters:
none

Data out parameters:
none

Registers used : A : Command data received
RO
R.1



ll ; ; R2

;; ~R3:
;R4:
RS
R6
;R7

LowNoise:

ACALL Erase ;; Erase of the CCD camera

Low noisel:

ACALL Comm ;; Exposure Waiting data PC goes High
JNZ StareUp4 .;;Retour 'sur erreur integration

. . .;; sans vidage de la camra

noise2:

ACALL.. 'Flush ;; Vidage derniere colonne

Low noise3:
ACALL NreadoutUp ;' Lecture des pixel-s sans bruit.

AJMP Templ . ;; This is the optimized end....
• ............................................................ ... •..........• . .".'.:..:....... .. '.. . . . . ...

SCAN Function that read a column of pixels every 66 ms

This time is programmed by the PC

Data in parameters :

none

Data out parameters :
none

Registers used A :
RO :

;;R1 :
;;R2 :

R3 :
R4 :

;;R5 :
;; : R6 :
; ;R7 :

;;xxx
; R2 State Value Data PC Action

0 0 PC = 0 => PC indique poursuite d; Scan
0 1 PC = I => PC indique poursuite du Scan

;R2 = 0 => Pas d'indication de data
Poursuite du cycle.

1 0 PC = 0 => PC indique poursuite du Scan
1 1 PC = 1 => PC indique poursuite du Scan

;R2 = 1 => Pas d'indication de data U:
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; ; Arret. du cycle

2 0 PC = 0 => PC indique poursuite du Scan
; ; 2 1 PC = 1 => PC indique poursuite du Scan

-R2 = 2 => Pas dindication dd data
; ; ~Poursuite du cycle .

3 0 PC = 0 => PC indite poursuite du Scan
3 1 PC =1 => PC indique poursuite du Scan; ; R2 = 3 => Pas d'indication de, data

; ; Poursuite du cycle

; ; 4 0 PC = 0 => PC indique poursuiteadu Scan
; ; 4 1 PC = 1 => PC indique poursuite du Scan

PC &2pas pres pour
R;S ;ndreception DATA n.. o

;. Att ente. liberation PC q ....
.. iPC f-.y &.R2 4 . PCpres,' indication DATA.

.. anCounter, A 0 ae Pi di epOursuite du Sn;; "5 " " ' P " i '>:P " in~i•/,arret - li. Scan [' "."•. "..." "'":

MO• aoutR2 _1,5 => Test arret scan .
-PC = 0 & R2 pousuit Scan

M;VPC = 1 & R2= 5 =>tPC stop.aeScan mode

'..-Scan:_Tn :

.. "B TNS- ;; indicate: data tr ne" '" Sba d bm y PCi " •CALL '' : .cmm" ";.;Wait' -.for-Msb'waiting counter •.. .".•.

" ~ ~ ~I N C 't"" A ; ; A I " o -s i m p l i f y . t k v o - e q u a t i o n . " . " . . . . . . [ " . : - - ". . .

MOV Scan Counter_3, A ;Save Msb in R5"ACALL Comn ;; Waiting for Middlesb waiting counter

INC A- ; A+ to simplify tempo equation
MOV Scan Counter2, ;; Save Middlesb in R4come
ACALL Comm ; Scan ifor L eb waiting ounter
I-NC A ;;A+I. to simplify tempo equation.

MOV -ScanCounter_1, A ScaSave Lsb in R3
ACALL Eras-e .

ScanO:

MOV R2, #oxFF ;; Register of the state Scan mode

ScanlTrans0:

CLR TRANS ;; Indicate data don't be read by PC
AJMP PoseScanl;.

ScanlTransl :

SETB Trans ;;Status of the sequencer=1
AJMP Po seScanl;;

PoseScan1 :

MOV R5, Scan Counter 3 ;;Scan High ievel'bit counter
MOV R4, Scan--Counter--2 ;;Scan Middle level bit counter
'MOV R3, Scan_-Counter--l. ;;Scan Low -level bit counter:

Pose Scan2 :

DJNZ R3, Pose Scan2 ;;R3 - I until R3 = 0
DJNZ R4, Pose--Scan.2 ;;R4 - I until R4 = 0
DJNZ R5, Pose-Scan.2 ;;R-5 - 1 until R5 = 0

Scan2:

CLR TRANS ;;Indicate data must be read by PC



1
!U

INC R2 ;; State register + 1

i .scan3:

MOV A, R2 ;; Prepare new state value
ANL A, #00000011B ;; Masque all bits without lowest 2 bits
XCH A, R2 ;; Save value in R2 and take old value
ANL A, #00000100B ;; Masque all bits without Bit 2
RR A ;; Shift right Bit 2 to Bit 1
NOV C, P0.0 ;;Reading the data of PC
ADDC A, #0 ;; ADD. R2 write flag with PC Data
RL A ;; Shift left to table jump
MOV DPTR, #Selection Scan ;; Initialise for table jump
JMP @A+DPTR ;,-Jtimp in the table

SelectionScan: ;; CCD Scan state controler
;; table of state function

SAJP. stop S can.. .;; Stop*.the .Scan mode . ..
" JMP ' Scan ; Conmmand 0 . t .S'" .... ""-'".' --XJMP 'R San "'.: -, Follow th &.'Scan, ode.•fundti-On .... , ... . . .

• "-. ;';Command I - " " " " "
I • v.. AJMP. Stop Scan- .;; S,.top the Scan mode

S.. . .. • . .. - ;; Cormmand 2. ..". . " "¢ . .. '." " ." ". AJMP Write Scan .,1 Transfert A. colonne of- pixels

i . " • ~ ; ; Command 3 ..

S Run_Scan:;; Etat 01

"A*CAL Readout Scan ;-. .Reading -of.. the CCD• .

....... AJMP Scanl TransO ; -> Wait a pose time

StopScan:. " .. .. .. ;;"Etat 10 &00 "

SETB Trans ;; Status of the sequencer = 1
AJMP Low noise3 ;; This is the optimized end....

. ;; with-the ouput of the image on CCD
;; that take about i inn
;; and followed with an init routine

WriteScan: ;; Etat 11

ACALL Readout Scan ;; Reading of the CCD
AJMP ScanlTransl ;; -- > Wait a pose time

ReadoutScan:

MOV CLn_1, *OxOl ;; Sets one pixel to be read
MOV CLn_2, #OxOl ;;
MOV C_R_1 , #OX0A ;; Vidage 2065 pixels
MOV CR2, #OxlO ;;
AJMP Nvert_ScanUp ;;

; STARE BIN function wich add pixels in x and y axes

4 Pixels a added in only one pixel
We never have used this function actually -)

Data in parameters
none

Data out parameters
none

; ; Registers used : A :
RO



R3 :
R4 :
R5 :
R6 :
R7 :

Stare-Bin:

ACAIL Erase

AJMP Exposure-Ab

.. . . . . .. . . ..

"STARE . .e r "procedure usinq -the upper'amplifier. . ""

""Stare psurwith afiti blooming :*" .

I .'i" .i" " - , . Data in parameters r"o . " " " 7
Registers used .: AA . : . . . . ..

"" • ~~~.. .. . ......-....."'""0: .... """ " ..

R1 :
R2 :

R3 :
R4 : ,
RS5
R6
R7:

StareAl,:

ACALL Erase

Stare Abl:

AJMP ExposureAb ;; Exposure Waiting data PC goes High
;; This is the optimized end....
;; With the read of the CCD
;; and the ouput of the last pixel
;; and followed with an init routine

TEMP Temperature readout procedure

Function which sets the converter in cascade mode, and
starts a conversion wihch will read the temperature probe
The fisrt data conversion are lost to initialise the
converter, only the data issues of the second conversion

are send to calculate the temperature.

Data- in parameters



none

I Data out parameters non

Registers used A A
RO :Number of measures

R.2:
R.3
R.4

R.6
R?7 temporisation counter

1 .Temnp:

...............SZTB CAsc .r . ;;..Puts. the converter 'in .ca:scade .mooe..
AMAL M4es -Temp ;;Initial'ise la mes~ure de Ia temperature

*.................ETB Tranis -;On valide la transmission
ALML CniWiting thei card ~d

Teinpl:

ACALL MesTemp ;;Temperature readout
*AJM1P Init ;this is the end

MesTem~p:

kMOV P.O , 60 ;;60 Measures .to be done-

M4es*Tempi:

3ACALL ConyLowNoise ;;Conversion and wait for low noise
DJNZ P.0, Mle~sjempi D ->Compteur <> 0, lecture

temperature3 PET

-TEST reading the CCD continuousi

are send to calculate the temperature.

Data in parameters:
none

Data out parameters:
none

Registers used A A
P.O : Number of measures

RI.:
P.2:
P.3
P.4 :
P.5:
P.6 :-
P.7 :teinporisation counter

Test-



SETB Trans ;Tr a nsmission validatedI Testl:

MOV C Ln_1, *OxOl ;;Sets one pixel to be read

MOV CLn_2, #0x01I ;

ACALL VertStare-tip

JBRecv, Testi ; Test reception end of test

AJMP Init ;;This is the end....

TestVideo this permit to generate a video signal
;; ad make a readout conversion with low noise

Notice that :.0Ox0800 08,*. 256 = 2048 'Number of lines.

0X0810 =08 41 256 + 16 =2064 pixels per l-ine --

* This-function transfer the lines-'and read all the pixels

of each lines..

Data in. parameters

noneI.Data out parameters
none . .. .. .* ..

* Rgisiteks uged -A *

PA:

R5
R6:
R7:

P1 equal 00000110B at the beginning of this function

TestVideo:

SETB Trans ;;Transmission validated
ACALL CoMMM; Exposure Waiting data PC goes High
JNZ Test Video7 ;;Retour sur erreur integration
MDV C lnl, #Ox08 ;'I Sets the number of lines to be read
MDV C Ln72, #OxOD ;;
XRL P-1, WO0000101B ;; CLI, CL3, H2, H3 & OSG high.
ACALL Long_Tempol ;;Video .-. 5 V + sync. ligne

Test Videol:

OPL P1, *01101000B ;; Set CLI, CL3 & OSG
ACALL Tempo ;; Waiting input clamp effect
ANL P1, #10010111B ;;Reset CLI, CL3 & OSG
MDV A, fOXOS ;A is used as C-Rl
MDV CR_1, #0X09 ;;Number of pixels reset
MDV Ci_R_2, #OxiD

Test Video2:

NOP
NOP
SETB CL3
NOP
NOP



CLR CL3 ;;CL3 Low

XRL PI, #00000111B ;;Change Hi1- H3 '

NOP
NOP

ACALL Cony Low Noise ;;Conversion with low noise

XRI P1, iOOOO0lliB ;;Change HI - H3

TestVideoS:

DJNZ CPR_2, TestVideo2

CJNE A7, i9, TestVideo4

A.JMP TestVideo5

Te t-id o4 X LP1, #00000011B ;; Change IH3

TestVideoS:I* jDJNZ OEOH, Tes'tVideo2 ; 1"

TestVideo6:.

rijxz TZC'Ln- 2, TestVide6l . .

;;Redo another line,
for 255 lines

XFL. -P1, #00000011B ;;Change.H3

DJNZ .CLii_1, TestVideol

;; imes 87.=:2048 lines.

TestVideo7: ..

*. AJMP Tep 1 This is.the optim~ized ed

-wi-th. the ouput:.,f the. last, pixel.. .

,and followed with an un~it routine .

ERASE sequence, C-Cii 3 x 2048 )vertical transfert

IFull erase sequence of the CCD and lines all erased-

Data in parameters
none

IData out parameters,
none

Registe'rs used A :
P.O

RIl:

R2 :

R3 :

.4 :

.5:

R6
R.7

Erase:

MOV C_-Er_1, *0x24 ;; Cn x are loaded with CE
MOV C-Er-2, *OxOO ;C-Cn72= 256

LpEras:



1i

ACALL VtErase

!_

Start--Loop-Erase:

DJNZ C Er_2, Lp_Eras 256 vertical transferts
DJNZ CEr_1, Lp_Eras ;;x 24 = 6144 vertical transfert

SETB Trans ;;On set la trans
RET

3 ;VIDE-HOR erase the horizontal charges during erase sequence

This function erase the charges of the first lines which
can saturate the CCD.

Data in parameters :
. .. . . . . . . none

I Data out parameters :
none

Registers used A

R3:. .. . . • ' • .: " " • : -"R4

Vide Hor:

MOV C_c u_1, Oxl ;; CCnx are loaded with CE

Mov CCn_2, #Oxlo
AJMP Trans-Hor ...

;; FLUSH SEQUENCE , CCn ( 3 x 2064 ) horizontal transfer

Notice that : 32 * 256 = 8192 > 3* 2064 = 6192

This function erase the charges of the first lines before
a readout sequence.

For optimisation this sequence must be follwed by
the TransHor function.

Data in parameters :
none

Data out parameters :
none

Registers used : A
RO:

R.2



I

slush:
;CNe 3*2048 ;6144 3xRx830 = :x2400

NOV C Cn_1, #0x2O ;; C Cn x are loaded with CE
MOV CCn_2, #0x00 ;; Poursuite sur TransHor

TRANS HOR horizontal transfer sequence

-This function transfer the charges horizontally.

. ; Data in parameters
none

Data out parameters ne" "

"..Re6ister u d" ý... ... .". . ". "..
RO :

. - RI:

R4
R5
R6

;, ~R7:

Trans Hor:

CLR H2 ;; H2 low
NOP
MOV PI, #00011101B ;; 2 Hi, H3, OSG, RG high
MOV PI, #00001100B ;; 3 Hi low, RG low
MOV PI, #01101110B ;; 3 H2, CLI & C.3 high
NOP
MOV P1, #60000010B ;; 2 H3, CLI &'CL3 OSG low
SETB HI ;; El high

TransHor2:

DJXZ C Cn 2, TransHor ;; 256 vertical transferts
DJNZ C CnI1, TransHor ;; x 24 = 6144 vertical transferts
ORL PI, #01100000B
RET

;REALDOUTUP chip full readout using the upper amplifier



Notice that OxO800 = 08 * 256 = 2048 Number of lines
i;x810 = 08 * 256 + 16 = 2064 pixels per line

; This function transfer the lines and read all the pixels
of each lines.

; Data in parameters :
none

Data out parameters :
; ;none

Registers used A :
RO :
RI :
R2 :
R3 :
R4 :
R5 :

SR6 :
R7 :

N; Note: CLI must be High at the entrance of this function.

Readout Up:

"" " -- MOV . CLnI., *0x08 ;; Sets the number of lines to-be read• MOV Ca- n2, #0x0 - . ...

Vert Stare_Up:

ACALL Vt Read ; Vertical transfert
MOV CR_2, *0x10

Loop_.HorStareUpl:

CLR H2 ;; 1 H2 low
MOV PI, #00011101B ;; 2 Hl, H3, OSG, RG high
NOP
ANL P1, #11l10111B ;; 3 HI, RG low
MOV PI, #01001110B ;; 3 H2, CL3 high
SETB CONV ;; End of conversion
NOP
CLR CL3 ;; CL3 Low
MOV P1, #00000010B ;; 2 H3, OSG
NOP
CLR CONV ;; Start conversion
NOP
SETB CONV ;; End of conversion
SETB HI ; l High
DJNZ CR_2, Loop_HorStare_Upl

Loop. HorStareUp2:

CLR H2 ;; 1 H2 low
MOV P1, 00011101B ;; 2 H1, H3, OSG, RG high
NOP
ANL PI, #11101110B ;; 3 HI, RG low
MOV PI, #01001110B ;; 3 H2, CL3 high
SETB CONV ;; End of conversion
NOP
CLR CL3 ;; CL3 Low

MOV PI, #06000010B ;; 2 H3, OSG
NOP
CLR CONV ;;Start conversion
NOP
SETB CONV ;; End of conversion



SETB HI ;; HI High
DJNZ C_R_2, Loop_HorStare_Up2

LoopHorStareUp3:

CLR H2 ;; 1 H2 low
MOV PI, #00011101B ;; 2 Hi, H3, OSG, RG high
NOP
ANL P1, #11101110B ;; 3 Hi, RG low
MOV P1, #01001110B ;; 3 H2, CL3 high
SETB CONV ;; End of conversion
NOP
CLR CL3 ;; CL3 Low
MOV PI, #00000010B ;; 2 H3, OSG
NOP
CLR CONV ;; Start conversion
NOP
SETB CONV ;; End of conversion
SETB HI ;; HI High
DJNZ C_R_2, Loop Hor Stare Up3

Loop HorStare_Up4:

*CLR H2 1 H2 low
MOV PI,,#00011101B ;; 2 HI, H3, OSG, RG high
NOP
AN1 PI, #11101110B ;; 3 Hi, RG low
1OV PI, #01001110B ;; 3 H2, CL3 high

; SETB CONV ;; End of conversion
NOP .
CLR CL3 ;; CL3 Low

. .- . ... MOV PI* #00600010B ;; 2 H3 OSG "
NOP

.CLR CONV" ;; Start conversion
NOP

" SETB CONV ;; End of conversion3SETB HI ;; HI High
DJNZ C_R_2, Loop_Hor_Stare_Up4

Loop Hor Stare Up5:

CLR H2 ;; H2 low
MOV PI, #0001iI01B ;; 2 Hi, H3, OSG, RG high
NOP
ANL PI, #111 10B ;; 3 HI, RG low
MOV P1, #01001110B ;;3 H2, CL3 high
SETB CONV ;; End of conversion.
NOP
CLR CL3 ,, CL3 Low
MOV PI, #00000010B ;; 2 H3, OSG
NOP
CLR CONV ;; Start conversion
NOP
SETB CONV ;; End of conversion
SETB HI ;; HI High
DJNZ C_R_2, LoopHorStareUpS

Loop_HorStareUp6:

CLR H2 ;; 1 H2 low
MOV PI, #00011101B ;; 2 HI, H3, OSG, RG high

;; NOP
ANL P1, #1II0111OB- ;; 3 Hi, RG low
MOV PI, #01001110B ;; 3 H2, CL3 high
SETB CONV ;; End of conversion
NOP
CLR CL3 ,, CL3 Low
MOV PI, #00000010B ;; 2 H3, OSG
NOP
CLR CONV ;; Start conversion
NOPSETB CONV ;;End of conversion

I



SETB HIl; H.1 High
D~JNZ CR_2, LoopjHor-Stare Up6

Loop_Hor_Stare_Up7:

CLR R2 1;H2 low
MOV P1, #00011101B ;;2 Hi, H3, OSG, RG highI NOP
ANL P1, #11101110B ;; 3 Hi, RG low
MOV P1, 40l100111B ;;3 H2, CL3 high
SETE CONS?; End of conversionI NOP
CLR CL3 ;;CL3 Low
MOV P1, #00000010B ;;2 H3, OSG
NOP

CLR CONV ;;Start conversion

SETB CONV ;;End of conversion
SETE Hi ; Hi High

DJNZ CR_2, LoopjHor St~areUp7

LoopHor_Stare_Up8:

CLR R2 ;;1 H2 low

MOV P1, #00011101B ;;2 Hi, H3, OSG, RG high
NOP
ANL P1, *1li01llOB 3' 3H1, RG low
MOV P1, #01001110B ;;3 H2, CL3 highISETB CONV ;;End of conversion
NOP
CLR CL3 ,,CL3 Low
MOV P1, #00000010B ;;2 H3, OSGI. NOP
CLR CONV ;;Start conversion

NOP
SETE CONV ;;End of conversion

SETE Hi ;;Hi High
D.JNZ CR_2, LoopjHor-StareUpB

LoopjHorý_Stare_UJp9:

CLR H2 I;H2 low
MOV P1, #00011101B ;;2Hi, H3,- OSG, RG high
NOP

ANLP1, #11101110B ;;3 Hl, RG low

MOV P1, *OlDOl1OB ;;,3 H2, CL3 high
SETB CONV?; End of conversion
NOP
CLR CL3 ;;CL3 LowIMOV P1, #OQOQO0lOB ;;2 H3, OSG
NOP
CLR CONV ;;Start conversion
NOP
SETB CONSJ; End of conversion
SETB HI Ill High
DJNZ CR_2, Loop_ Hor _StareUp9

DJ)NZ CLn_2, suitel

A.)MP suite2 ;;Redo another line, for 255 lines

suit el:

A3NP VertStare_Up

suite2:

DJNZ C-Lnil, suitel ;;times 8 = 2048 lines

RET ;;return from subroutine

;;Readout_Up:



MOV C-Ln_l, #0X08 Sets the number of lines to be read
MOV CLn_2, OxOO

; ;VertStare_Up:

;;ACALL Vt Read ;; Vertical transfert; ;MOV CRI, #Ox09 ;;Number of-pixels reset
;;MOV C R 2,,#0xl0

;;Loop_HotStareUp :

CLR H2 ;; H2 low
MOV PI, #00011101B ;; 2 HI, H3, OSG, RG high
ANL PI, #11101110B ;;3 Hl, RG low
MOV P1, #01001110B ;; 3 H2, CL3 high

; ;NOP
SETB CONV ;; End of conversion

CLR CL3 ;; CL3 Low
; MOV PI, #00000010B ;; 2 H3, OSG

CLR CONV ;; Start conversion
SETB HI ;; HI High

; ;StartLoop_HorStareUp:

DJNZ CR_2, LoopHor_Stare_Up
DJNZ C_R_1, LoopNor_Stare_Up

;;StartLoopVertSt are-Up:

; ;DJNZ CLn_2, Vert Stare_yp
25is; ; ;Redo another line,N for 255 limes

; ;DJNZ CLnI, VertStare_Up
times 8 = 2048 lines

RET ; return from -subroutine

1;;

NREADOUTUP chip full readout using the upper amplifier
;; This sequence is the same as NREADOUTUP but with less noise

; Notice that : 0x0800 = 08-* 256 = 2048 Number of lines
ox0810 = 08 * 256 + 16 = 2064 pixels per line

This function transfer the lines and read all the pixelsI of each lines.

Data in parameters
;, none,

Data out parameters :

none

Registers used : A :
RO
R1:
R2:
R3:
R4
R5
R6 :
R7

NreadoutUp:

I
I



I
MOV C Ln1_, f0x08 ;; Sets the number of lines to be read

NvertStare_Up 
:MOV 

CLn_2, #x

MOV C R_1, #0x09 ;; Number of pixels reset
MOV C R_2, #0xl0

Nvert_ScanUp:

3 ACALL VtRead ;; Vertical transfert

NoopHorStareUp:

CLR H2 ;; I H2 low
NOP
MOV P1, #00011101B ;; 2 HI, H3, OSG, RG high
MOV PI, #00001100B ;; 3 H1, RG low
MOV PI, #01001110B ;; 3 H2, CL3 high
NOP
NOP
CLR CL3 ;; CL3 Low
MOV PI, #00000010B ;; 2 H3, OSG
NOP
NOP
ACALL ConyLowNoise ;; Conversion with low noise
SETB HI ;; HI High

3 NstartLoopHo r_Stare_Up:

DJNZ C R_2, NloopHorStareUp
DJNZ CR_1, NIoopHorStareUp

NstartLoopVertStare_Up:

DJNZ CLn_2, NvertStareUp
;; Redo another line, for 255 lines

DJNZ C_Ln_I, NVertSt areU
;; times 8 = 2048 lines

IET ; return from subroutine

;Conv Low Noise function which execute a starting conversion
I,, and wait to make the minimum noise as possible

; ;Data in parameters :
none

Data out parameters :
none

Registers used : A :
RO :RI

;R2 :
iR3 :
,R4:

;, ~R5:
,R6:

;R7:

ConvLowNoise:

CLR CONV ;; Start conversion



!
ACALL TempLessNoise ;; Temporisation for less noise sequence
SETB CONV ;; End of conversion
RET

; VTERASE function which execute an vertical transfer

During readout using the upper amplifier, the charges are
transfered in the 2->I->3->2->I->ATGU direction.

ATGL = 0.

Data in parameters :
none

; Data out parameters :
none

Registers used A :
RO :;;RI :
R2 :
R3 :

; R4 :
R5 :
R6

VtErase:

SETB Al Al High
ACALL VideHor
SETB A3 ;; Al & A3 High

ACALL Vide Hor
CLR Al ;; A3 High
ACALL VideHor
SETB A2 ;; A2 & A3 High
ACALL VideHor
CLR A3 ;; A2 High
ACALL VideHor
CLR A2 ;; Every body Low
RET

; ;"rREAD function which execute an vertical transfer

During readout using the upper amplifier, the charges are
transfered in the 2->I->3->2->I->ATGU direction.

ATGL = 0.

Data in parameters :
none

Data out parameters :
none

Registers used : A :

I



!

RO :
RI :
R2 :
R3 :
R4 :
R5, :
R6 :
R7 :

VtRead:

SETB CLI ;; Clamp High
SETB Al ;; Al High
ACALL Vt Tempo
SETB A3 ;; A1 & A3 High
ACALL VtTempo
CLR Al ; A3 High
ACALL Vt Tempo
SETB A2;; A2 & A3 High
ACALL VtTempo
CLR A3 ;; A2 High
ACALL VtTempo
CLR A2 ;; Every body Low
CLR CLI ;; Clamp Low
RET

; EXPOSURE_AB exposure with the antiblooming mode

This function does periodic Al and A2 inversions while
checking the end flag exposure.

Line inversion frequency = 300 Hz, CID = 2300 = OxO8FC

Data in parameters:
none

Data out parameters :
none

Registers used : A :
RO
R1:
R2:I R3R4", ~R4:
R5
R6

-, R7

IrxposureAb:

ACALL Vli ;; Vertical line inversion
MOV CIdl,*#0x09
MOV C_Id_2,#OxFC

DelayStare_1:

DJNZ C_Id_2, Delaystare_1
DJNZ C_Id_1, Delay stare_1



JNB RECV, ExposureAb ;; continue

EndExpo:

AJMP StareUpl ;; Gestion comm et gestion du vidage
AJMP Lownoisel ;; Gestion comm et gestion du vidage

;; avec faible bruit de lecture

S; Vli vertical line inversion

- ;This function does periodic Al and A2 for the
anti-blooming mode.

; Data in parameters :
none

Data out parameters :I ;none

Registers used A :
RO :

;-R1 :IQ
; R2 :

R3 :
R4 :

a R5 :
;,R6 :

R7 :

Vli:

MOV C, Al ;; Set carry bit if P3.0 - 1
ORL P3, #00000011B ;; Al and A2 set high
ACALL Vt Tempo ;; Waiting routine R7 -0x30
MOV A2,C ;; A2 is set to Al former's value.
CPL C ;; Carry bit complement
MOV AI,C ;; Al is inverted
PET ;; return from subroutine _

; TempLessNoise tempo. to noiseless readout conversion

This function use the tempo function with R7 = 9
to wait a readout pixels time of 5 us.

Data in parameters
none

Data out parameters :
none

Registers used : A :
R0 :
R1:
R2:



R4 :
R5 :
;R6 : -

;R7 : Tempo counter

TempLess_Noise:
;; Delay during vertical transfert

MOV R7, #0x03
AJMP Tempol ;; Loops three times then exit

; VT TEMPO temposisation for the vertical transfer

This function use the tempo function with R7 = 30
without reading the pixels.

Data in parameters :
none

Data out parameters :
none

Registers used : A :
RO :
R1 :

;;R2 :
;;R3 :
;;R4 :

RS :
;; R6 :

;R7 : Tempo counter

VtTempo:
;; Delay during vertical transfert

MOV R7, #0x30
AJMP Tempol ;; Loops three times then exit

;; TEMPO general temporisation for-the sequencer

This function use the tempo function with R7 = FF.

Data in parameters :
; ;none

; Data out parameters :
none

Registers used A :
RO :

I ; 1:
;;R2 :
;;R3 :

|P.3

I
,,,I



I
R4:
R5
R6:
R7 : Tempo counter

I ;

Tempo:
Delay during vertical transfert

I MOV R7, #OxFF
Tempol :

DJNZ R7, Tempol ;; Loops three times then exit
PETI

;; return from subroutine

I LONGTEMPOl general temporisation for the sequencer

This function use the tempo function with R7 = FF.

I Data in parameters :
none

Data out parameters :I ;none

Registers used : A :I ;R0 :

R1 :
R2 :

;;R3 :
R4 :
R5 :S;; R6 :

; RER7 : Tempo counter

Delay during vertical transfert

MOV R6, #OxOA

Long Tempo2:
; ; Delay during vertical transfert

ACALL Tempo
DJNZ R6, LongTempo2 ;; Loops three times then exit
RET

;; return from subroutine

• ERROR general function wich treat the errors

This function must return A = 0 to indicate an error
of transmission or command.
This function is in comments because it take some place



and it is not useful in the real application.
We can validate it to debug temporarely.

Data in parameters :
none

Data out parameters :
none

Registers used A : Transmission Return code
RO :
R1 :
R2 : Data received is also 0
R3 -
R4 :
R5 :
R6 :
R7 :

Error:

XRL P1, #10000000B ;; D Set P1.7 Indicate an Error
ACALL TEMPO ;; D Wait for the visualisation
XRL P1, #10000000B ;; D Reset P1.7 after the error
CLR A ;; Data receive is 00
MOV R2, A ;; Sets R2 to 0 initialisation
RET

;; CONM communication routine with the PC

;; Function which receive commands to the host and permits to
;; run the appropriate routine after a correct reception
; ; This function must be followed by the WaitZero function.

Communication between the PC and the sequencer is made
in Pulse Width Modulated mode ( PW ). Is it a single
wire communication protocol. Bits are transmitted in a
three step process. First communication bit is set,
second it is either set or cleared, depending on whether
the bit is high or low, and finally, the communication
bit is cleared, in order to decode the bit, the program
counts the time when the communication is high and compares
it to the time it is low. If the first is larger than the
second, then the bit is a 1, otherwise it is a zero. Bits
are rotated right in a storage register, which after 8
bits contains the transmitted byte. It is stored in Acc
before returning.

;_-i F This is a zero

; - U This is a one

;;I I I The three time intervals
;1 ;taken into consideration

There is a stop bit which is used to end'the communication.
In case of transmission error or timeout, the function
jump to the ERROR function that wait data goes low and
return with the falag A = 0 and data received R2 = 0.

;ME



L
Data in parameters

none

Data out parameters
none ( Return after the

reception of a data or
timeout on single level

Register A : Data received
or 0 if error

;;M
Registers used A Counter of high data level

RO : Counter of low level
Rl : Counter of bits received
R2 : Byte received

* ,R3 :
R4 :
R5 :
R6 :
R7 :

Comm:
Waiting for communication start

XRL P1, #00000010B ;; D Indicate waiting start
MOV Ri, #OxO8 ;; Sets RI to 8 ( bit counter )

;; in case of error

Wait Comm:
Wait comr start

JNB RECV, WaitComm ;; -- > While Recv equals zero, wait
;; byte

XRL P1, 000000010B ;; D Indicate start reception

Start Comm:
Bits are coming

CLR A ;; Clear acc. counter high level
MOV RO, A ;; Clear RO counter low level

BitHigh: ;; Recv is now high

DJNZ OEOH, BitHighl ;; -- > Acc -1, test data if 1= 0
AJMP Error ;; -- > Time out high level

BitHighl:

AJMP Bit High ;; D Test the high level timeout
JB RECV, BitHigh ;; -> Carry is high

BitLow: ;; Carry just turned low

DJNZ RO, BitLowl ;; -- > RO -1, test data if !=0-
AJMP Error ;; -- > Time out low level

BitLowl:

JNB RECV, BitLow ;; -- > Carry is low

Calculate ;; Carry now high, bit transfered

XRL PI, #00000100B ;; D Indicate the end of a bit
CLR C ;; Clear Carry
SUBB A, RO ;; soustract both counts
MOV A, R2 ;; R2 ( temp. reception byte ) into acc
RRC A ;; rotate right through carry
MOV R2, A ;; Put back into R2 till next time
DJNZ RI, Start_Comm ;; stop when 8 bits have been transfered



Wait End Comm:
;; Because of stop bit, it is necessary to
;; wait will Recv goes down

XRL PI, #00001000B ;; D Set PI.3 Indicate end comm routine
ACALL TEMPO ;; D Wait the visualisation
X; L P1, #00001000B ;; D Reset P1.3

AJMP Wait Zero ;; wait till Recv is still low
;; And return

; ; ASITZERO function wich wait data reception goes low

This function wait reception data goes low and wait
a time and test another time the reception data.

Data in parameters :
none

Data out parameters :
none

Registers used A :
RO :
RI :
R2 :
R3 :
R4
R5:
R6
R7

Wait Zero:
;; Wiait Code PC goes LOW

JB RECV, WaitZero ;; -- > Recv equals one, wait
ACALL Tempo ;; Temporisation
JB RECV, Wait-Zero ;; -- > Recv equals one, wait
RET ,; Recv really at 02

_______


